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IMPORTANT NOTICES 
 
 
We suggest you read the following guide to buying at BCVA in conjunction with our full Terms & Conditions at the back of the 
catalogue. 
 
HOW TO BID 
To register as a buyer with us, you must register online or in person and provide photo and address identification by way of a 
driving licence photo card or a passport/identity card and a utility bill/bank statement. This is a security measure which 
applies to new registrants only. 
 
We operate a paddle bidding system. Lots are offered for sale in numerical order and we usually offer approximately 80-120 
lots per hour. We recommend that you arrive in plenty of time before the lots you are wishing to bid on are up for sale. 
 
ABSENTEE BIDS 
If you cannot attend an auction in person, BCVA can bid on your behalf, acting upon your instructions to secure an item for 
you at the lowest possible price as allowed by other bids and reserves.  
 
You can leave bids in person, through our website, by email or telephone - detailing your intended bids clearly, giving your 
price limit for each lot (excluding Buyer’s Premium and VAT). We cannot accept liability for failure to execute such bids or for 
errors or omissions. All bids must be received before the start of the sale (10am GMT) in order to ensure placement. If we 
receive more than one bid of the same value the first one received will take precedence. Bids may be rounded down to the 
nearest amount consistent with the auctioneers bidding increments.  
 
ONLINE BIDDING 
To register for live bidding or to follow the sale online please visit www.ibidder.com, this service incurs an additional fee of 
4% of the hammer price (plus VAT, if applicable). 
 
CONDITION REPORTS 
All goods are excluded from the Sale of Goods Act 1979 and sold as seen. Bidders must satisfy themselves as to the condition 
of each lot. Condition reports will be made available on our website wherever possible and are available on request via our 
email, our website, or ibidder.com. Requests for condition reports must be submitted by 4pm on the day prior to the auction. 
Please note that we are unable to give verbal condition reports for any lot. 
 
BUYER’S PREMIUM 
All items in our auction are subject to buyer’s premium of 20% plus VAT (24% in total) which will be added to the hammer 
price for items up to £150,000. The commission then reduces to 12% plus VAT for items with a hammer price of £150,001 and 
over. 
 
In the event that a lot has an asterisk (*) beside the lot number in the catalogue, this indicates that the item is owned by an 
entity or company required to pay VAT for which an extra 20% is payable on the hammer price. Normal buyer’s premium 
applies. 
 
PAYMENT & COLLECTION 
All items must be paid for and collected within 3 working days of the auction. Payment methods are: bank transfer cash (up 
to £9,000), debit or credit card with chip and pin. We do not accept card payments over the phone, cheques, American 
Express or Diners Club cards.   

 
LOCATION 
BCVA, Units 1-3 Yelverton Road (off Hungerford Road), Brislington, Bristol, BS4 5HP is situated close to the A4 Bath Road. 
From the A4 take the A4174, at the first roundabout take the first exit onto West Town Lane/B3119. Take the first left onto 
Hungerford Road, Yelverton Road is approx. 100 metres on the left. 
 
PARKING 
Car parking is available at our premises in addition to on street parking in the surrounding area (subject to normal traffic 
regulations). 
 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
The number X39 First Bus service from the City Centre stops at Brislington Square which is on the corner of Callington Road or 
the number 96 First Bristol stops in Hungerford Road some 135 metres from Yelverton Road. 
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COMMERCIAL VEHICLE 

1520* 
A 2013 Citroen NEMO 660 LX HDI 
van, registration number WN63 PXG, 
1248cc, diesel, manual, one former 
keeper, mileage reading 141512 (Not 
Warranted), MOT expired November 
2019, NO V5 (Asset of Liquidation). 
£500 - 1,200 

THE VEHICLE SECTION 
WILL BE OFFERED FOR SALE AT 1PM 

PLEASE NOTE: THE FOLLOWING APPLIES TO VEHICLES 

• Buyers Premium at the rate of 20% (plus VAT) will be added to the hammer price.

• On the sale of selected commercial vehicles, in addition to the Buyer's Premium, VAT at the
current rate of 20% will be added to the hammer price. These vatable Lots will be indicated
with an asterisk (*) next to the Lot number.

• Prospective buyers are advised to view and inspect before bidding and they, (and any
independent experts on their behalf), must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of any
description and condition applied to a lot.

• We do not carry out exhaustive tests on any lot.

• All motor vehicles are sold with no warranty, including odometer readings, any mechanical,
electronic or component parts. It is the purchaser's responsibility to ensure that they may
safely and lawfully be driven on the highway.

• Payment of vehicles will only be accepted by bank transfer, cash, debit or credit card.
• Vehicles not paid for and collected within 3 working days of the auction will be subject to a

storage charge of £5 (plus VAT) per day or part thereof.
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DAY ONE 
 

CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR 
AND HANDBAGS 

 
1* 
A pair of as new Saucony Guide 13 
running shoes (UK 6). 
£30 - 40 
2* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Fuji 
Trabuco 8 G-TX trainers (UK 8.5). 
£30 - 40 
3* 
A pair of as new Nike React Element 
55 SE trainers (UK 8) and a pair of 
children's Nike Air Max 270 (UK 
13.5). 
£30 - 40 
4* 
A pair of as new Salomon Speedcross 
5 trainers (UK 10.5). 
£30 - 40 
5* 
Eight pairs of as new Pantherella 
Winsford fine merino wool socks. 
£30 - 40 
6* 
An as new Polo Ralph Lauren 
Collegiate Bear jumper (L - RRP 
£242). 
£40 - 60 
7* 
Eight pairs of as new Pantherella 
Blenheim fine merino wool socks. 
£30 - 40 
8* 
Eight pairs of as new Pantherella 
Finsbury fine merino wool socks. 
£30 - 40 
9* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Tibbs Knit cashmere cardigan (M -  
RRP £405). 
£60 - 80 
10* 
Eight pairs of as new Pantherella 
Picton fine merino wool socks. 
£30 - 40 
11* 
Eight pairs of as new Pantherella 
Topham fine merino wool socks. 
£30 - 40 
12* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Holiday Bear 
jumper (XL - RRP £242). 
£40 - 60 
 
 

13* 
Eight pairs of as new Pantherella 
Saltwell fine merino wool socks. 
£30 - 40 
14* 
Eight pairs of as new Pantherella 
Parfett fine merino wool socks. 
£30 - 40 
15* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Tibbs Knit cashmere cardigan (L -  
RRP £405). 
£60 - 80 
16* 
Twelve pairs of as new Pantherella 
Dyott fine merino wool socks. 
£40 - 60 
17* 
Eight pairs of as new Scott Nichol 
Fellcroft socks by Pantherella. 
£30 - 40 
18* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Flora poncho (RRP £520). 
£80 - 100 
19* 
Eight pairs of as new Scott Nichol 
Thornham socks by Pantherella. 
£30 - 40 
20* 
Two pairs of as new Sweaty Betty 
Contour Workout leggings (Both M - 
RRP £60 each) and a pair of Flatter 
Me jacquard 7/8 workout leggings (S 
- RRP £80). 
£30 - 40 
21* 
An as new Ralph Lauren merino wool 
cardigan (M - RRP £155). 
£30 - 40 
22* 
An as new James Lakeland Anita 
pleat dress (Size 14 - RRP £159). 
£30 - 40 
23* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Meeko sweater (S - RRP £298). 
£60 - 80 
24* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Meeko sweater (L - RRP £298). 
£60 - 80 
25* 
An as new Ralph Lauren cable cotton 
crewneck sweater in yellow (L - RRP 
£127). 
£30 - 40 
26* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Meeko sweater (M - RRP £298). 
£60 - 80 

27* 
An as new Samara The Tote bag (RRP 
$180). 
£30 - 40 
28* 
A pair of as new Ugg Classic Mini 
boots with official hand painted 
customising (UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
29* 
An as new Samara Radhi Weekender 
bag (RRP $235). 
£40 - 60 
30* 
A pair of as new Ugg Cozette slippers 
(UK 5) and a pair of Ugg Classic Mini 
II boots (UK 5). 
£30 - 40 
31* 
An as new Desigual Chaq Alberto 
coat (XL - RRP €130). 
£30 - 40 
32* 
Six as new Ralph Lauren Jamir shirts 
(Slight marks on some shirts, require 
washing - Assorted sizes). 
£20 - 30 
33* 
Three pairs of as new Sweaty Betty 
Flatter Me jacquard 7/8 workout 
leggings (All M - RRP £80 each). 
£40 - 60 
34* 
An as new Nike Fear of God warm up 
top (L- RRP €277). 
£40 - 60 
35* 
Three pairs of  as new Sweaty Betty 
Flatter Me jacquard 7/8 workout 
leggings (All M - RRP £80 each). 
£40 - 60 
36* 
A pair of as new Musto Nautic Speed 
trainers (UK 9). 
£20 - 30 
37* 
A pair of as new Uterque 
Destalonado Ante Pulsera Joya shoes 
(EU 40). 
£20 - 30 
38* 
A pair of as new Acne Studios 
Manhattan Nappa sneakers (EU 38 - 
RRP £390). 
£80 - 100 
39* 
A pair of as new Nike Air Flightposite 
III (UK 11). 
£60 - 80 
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40* 
An as new Herve Leger dress in black 
alabaster (M - RRP $890). 
£150 - 180 
41* 
An as new Georgia Alice Fairytale 
crinkled silk-chiffon top (UK 10 - RRP 
$510). 
£60 - 80 
42* 
An as new Iceberg 1974 sweater (L - 
mark on left shoulder, requires 
washing). 
£30 - 40 
43* 
An as new Herve Leger mini tank 
dress (M - RRP $1090). 
£180 - 200 
44* 
Three boxed as new Calvin Klein 
leather bookfold wallets with key fob 
sets in black. 
£30 - 40 
45* 
An as new The Kooples leather belt 
with snake head (RRP £135). 
£30 - 40 
46* 
An as new The Kooples Sailor Mood 
shirt (Size M - RRP €168). 
£30 - 40 
47* 
An as new The Kooples Military 
white skirt (Size 1 - RRP €188). 
£40 - 60 
48* 
An as new Nike Fear of God 
reversible jersey (L- RRP €192). 
£30 - 40 
49* 
Three pairs of as new Sweaty Betty 
Flatter Me jacquard 7/8 workout 
leggings (All L - RRP £80 each). 
£40 - 60 
50* 
An as new Nike Fear of God long 
sleeve half zip jacket (L- RRP €277). 
£40 - 60 
51* 
An as new Nike Fear of God 
reversible jersey (S- RRP €192). 
£30 - 40 
52* 
An as new The Kooples pique polo 
shirt and a Piping & Pied polo (Size L 
- RRP €98/€93). 
£30 - 40 
53* 
An as new Reiss Gemina fit and flare 
lace dress (UK 14 - RRP €320). 
£60 - 80 

54* 
Two as new The Kooples pique polo 
shirts (Size L - RRP €98 each). 
£30 - 40 
55* 
A pair of as new Gucci Sepang 
espadrilles (EU 37 - RRP €495). 
£80 - 100 
56* 
An as new Burberry two piece 
swimsuit (XS). 
£30 - 40 
57* 
A pair of as new Gucci Sepang 
espadrilles (EU 39 - RRP €495). 
£80 - 100 
58* 
A pair of pre-owned Louis Vuitton 
trainers (EU40?). 
£40 - 60 
59* 
An as new Loeffler Randall Indy bag 
in zebra print (RRP $450). 
£60 - 80 
60* 
An as new Loeffler Randall Indy bag 
in amber (RRP $450). 
£60 - 80 
61* 
An as new Loeffler Randall Mallory 
bag. 
£30 - 40 
62* 
One boxed as new Mulberry Darwin 
leather wallet in black. 
£30 - 40 
63* 
A pair of as new Gucci Sepang 
espadrilles (EU 38 - RRP €495). 
£80 - 100 
64* 
A pair of men's as new Charles 
Jefferey Loverboy Roker X shoes (EU 
44 - no box). 
£40 - 60 
65* 
A pair of as new On Cloud X running 
shoes (UK 7.5). 
£30 - 40 
66* 
A pair of as new On Cloud X running 
shoes (UK 6.5). 
£30 - 40 
67* 
A pair of as new On Cloud running 
shoes (UK 7). 
£30 - 40 
68* 
A pair of as new On Cloud running 
shoes (UK 7.5). 
£30 - 40 

69* 
A pair of as new Nike Air Max 97 
trainers (UK 6). 
£30 - 40 
70* 
A pair of as new Ecco Dynamic M0C 
2.0 shoes (UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
71* 
A pair of women's as new Saucony 
Omni Iso 2 running shoes (UK 6.5). 
£30 - 40 
72* 
Ten as new F&F Signature cashmere 
cardigans (Assorted sizes). 
£40 - 60 
73* 
Six items of assorted pre-owned 
clothing; a Herve Leger Bandage mini 
skirt, Anthony Thomas Melillo (ATM) 
sweatshirt, Rag & Bone top, a pair of 
Current/Elliott pants, a Raquel 
Allegra top and a pair of NLST cargo 
pants (All very good condition). 
£30 - 40 
74* 
Four items of as new Saturdays New 
York City clothing; a Warped long 
sleeved Tee (L), a Ditch hooded 
sweatshirt (L), Timothy Kuba swim 
shorts (XL) and a James Pima long 
sleeved tee (L). 
£30 - 40 
75* 
Twelve as new Srixon golf maker 
baseball caps (Assorted colours - RRP 
£17 each). 
£30 - 40 
76* 
A quantity of as new Oliver Solberg 
Farewell Tour tee's in black/blue 
(Assorted sizes, 18 items). 
£40 - 60 
77* 
Seven as new Cuffs Collars shirts 
(Assorted designs/sizes - RRP £40-45 
each). 
£40 - 60 
78* 
Fifteen as new F&F Signature 
cashmere cardigans (Assorted sizes). 
£60 - 80 
79* 
A quantity of as new Oliver Solberg 
2019 race suit replica tee's (Assorted 
sizes €29 each). 
£40 - 60 
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80* 
An as new Origaudio Presidio Pack 
bag together with two Ugg travel 
sets comprising of throw and eye 
mask (All with Commvault logo). 
£30 - 40 
81* 
Twelve lady's as new Triumph black 
vintage logo T-shirts (Assorted sizes - 
RRP £27 each). 
£30 - 40 
82* 
One man's as new Rag & Bone New 
York Melrose Zip-Through Sweater in 
black (S). 
£40 - 60 
83* 
An as new Max Mara Soldino coat in 
vanilla (Size 6 - RRP £1197). 
£300 - 350 
84* 
A quantity of as new Oliver Solberg 
2019 race suit replica tee's (Assorted 
sizes, approximately 20 items - RRP 
€29 each). 
£40 - 60 
85* 
Eleven assorted as new Triumph T-
shirts. 
£30 - 40 
86* 
Sixteen as new Never Fully Dressed 
Amelie tops in blue (Assorted sizes). 
£40 - 60 
87* 
Twelve as new Triumph navy vintage 
logo T-shirts (Assorted sizes - RRP 
£27 each). 
£30 - 40 
88* 
Two as new State & Liberty shirts, a 
polo shirt and a long sleeved top (All 
L). 
£20 - 30 
89* 
Twenty two lady's as new F&F 100% 
cashmere jumpers (Assorted sizes, 
two different colours -RRP £40 
each). 
£80 - 100 
90* 
Eight as new Nothing is Sacred Tribal 
hoodies (All XS). 
£30 - 40 
91* 
Twelve as new Never Fully Dressed 
Shell tops (Assorted sizes). 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 

92* 
Fourteen as new Never Fully Dressed 
Richie leopard print dresses 
(Assorted sizes). 
£40 - 60 
93* 
Nine pairs of assorted as new Neuw 
jeans. 
£40 - 60 
94* 
Nine as new Free People tops in 
sienna (All XS). 
£20 - 30 
95* 
Seven as new Free People tops in 
white (All XS). 
£20 - 30 
96* 
Fifteen as new Free People Adella 
bralettes (Two colours, all S - RRP 
£32 each). 
£30 - 40 
97* 
A quantity of assorted as new Thinx 
period underwear (Approximately 25 
items). 
£30 - 40 
98* 
Seven as new Cuffs Collars shirts 
(Assorted designs/sizes - RRP £40-45 
each). 
£40 - 60 
99* 
Ten items of as new Hollister 
clothing to include tops, jeans and 
trousers. 
£30 - 40 
100* 
Twelve as new Triumph navy vintage 
logo T-shirts (Assorted sizes - RRP 
£27 each). 
£30 - 40 
101* 
Ten pairs of assorted as new Toms 
footwear. 
£40 - 60 
102* 
Thirteen as new Never Fully Dressed 
midi wrap dresses in khaki/white 
(Assorted sizes). 
£40 - 60 
103 
Eight children's as new Bobo Choses 
All Over Comets buttons dresses 
(Assorted sizes -  RRP €41 each). 
£30 - 40 
104* 
An as new Nike Fear of God parka 
coat in silver (M - RRP €655). 
£120 - 150 
 

105* 
Three as new Free People Retro 
Brand The Grateful Dead Sphinx 
sweaters (XS, S, M - RRP £88 each). 
£40 - 60 
106* 
Two items of as new Orvis clothing; a 
long sleeve polo shirt and a jacket 
(Both L). 
£30 - 40 
107* 
An as new Nike Fear of God parka 
jacket in black (M - RRP €500). 
£80 - 100 
108* 
An as new Nike Fear of God parka 
coat in silver (L - RRP €655). 
£120 - 150 
109* 
Seven as new Cuffs Collars shirts 
(Assorted designs/sizes - RRP £40-45 
each). 
£40 - 60 
110* 
A quantity of as new LuluLemon 
sportswear to include leggings, tops 
and socks (Approximately 40 items). 
£80 - 100 
111* 
Seven as new Cuffs Collars shirts 
(Assorted designs/sizes - RRP £40-45 
each). 
£40 - 60 
112 
Seven children's as new Bobo Choses 
Saturn Princess dresses (Assorted 
sizes - RRP £34 each) together with 
six Bobo Choses star print tops 
(Assorted sizes). 
£30 - 40 
113* 
A quantity of assorted as new 
Religion clothing (Approximately 20 
items). 
£40 - 60 
114* 
A quantity of as new MyProtein Flow 
vests (Assorted sizes, approximately 
30 items - RRP £9 each). 
£40 - 60 
115* 
An as new Ralph Lauren fleece 
hoodie (L - RRP £135). 
£30 - 40 
116* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Holiday Bear 
jumper (XL - RRP £242). 
£40 - 60 
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117* 
An as new Ralph Lauren classic long 
sleeve navy top (L) and long sleeve 
knit top in grey (L). 
£30 - 40 
118* 
An as new Ralph Lauren long sleeve 
crewneck (S) and an elbow sleeve 
top (XS). 
£30 - 40 
119* 
A pair of as new Ralph Lauren silk 
pyjamas (XS). 
£30 - 40 
120* 
A Ralph Lauren long sleeve navy top 
(M), Double RL shirt (S) and a long 
sleeved top (L) (All as new). 
£40 - 60 
121* 
An as new Ralph Lauren lambs wool 
Polo Bear knit jumper (L -RRP €185). 
£30 - 40 
122* 
Two as new Ralph Lauren Oxford 
shirts (Both M). 
£30 - 40 
123* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Double RL 
popover jacket (M). 
£30 - 40 
124* 
An as new Alma Couture AC1065 
prom/wedding gown (Size 40). 
£20 - 30 
125* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Merryweather poncho in camel (RRP 
£480).  
£80 - 100 
126* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Tibbs Knit cashmere cardigan (S -  
RRP £405). 
£60 - 80 
127* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Flora poncho (RRP £520). 
£80 - 100 
128* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Merryweather poncho in camel (RRP 
£480). 
£80 - 100 
129* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Merryweather poncho in camel (RRP 
£480). 
£80 - 100 
 
 

130* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Flora poncho (RRP £520). 
£80 - 100 
131* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Flora poncho (RRP £520). 
£80 - 100 
132* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Flora poncho (RRP £520). 
£80 - 100 
133* 
A pair of as new Camper Katie 
sandals (EU 38). 
£20 - 30 
134* 
Six boxes of as new Calvin Klein ID v-
neck, slim-fit, t-shirts in white cotton 
(2-pack - Size M). 
£30 - 40 
135* 
A pair of as new On Cloudswift 
running shoes (UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
136* 
Six boxes of as new Calvin Klein ID v-
neck, slim-fit, t-shirts in white cotton 
(2-pack - Size M). 
£30 - 40 
137* 
A pair of as new Mercedes Castillo 
Kioko pumps (EU 39 - RRP £160). 
£30 - 40 
138* 
A pair of as new Mercedes Castillo 
Kioko pumps (EU 39 - RRP £160). 
£30 - 40 
139* 
A pair of as new Athalonz EnVe golf 
shoes (US 7). 
£30 - 40 
140* 
A pair of as new Puma Hello Kitty 
Cali X HK trainers (UK 5). 
£20 - 30 
141* 
A pair of as new Jacob Cohen jeans 
(32" - RRP £173). 
£40 - 60 
142* 
Three pairs of as new Sweaty Betty 
Flatter Me jacquard 7/8 workout 
leggings (All XS - RRP £80 each). 
£40 - 60 
143* 
A pair of as new Jacob Cohen jeans 
(33" - RRP £370). 
£60 - 80 
 
 

144* 
An as new Alice McCall dress in 
porcelain (Size 8 - RRP £475). 
£80 - 100 
145* 
A pair of as new Jacob Cohen jeans 
(33" - RRP £360). 
£60 - 80 
146* 
An as new Storm & Marie Ivy puff 
dress (Size 42 - RRP £170). 
£40 - 60 
147* 
An as new Storm & Marie Ivy puff 
dress (Size 40 - RRP £170). 
£40 - 60 
148* 
An as new 120% Lino cruise T-shirt 
(XXL - RRP £170). 
£30 - 40 
149* 
Two pairs of as new Relaxed By Toni 
Just For Me trousers (Size 14 and 16 
- RRP €90 each). 
£40 - 60 
150* 
An as new 120% Lino cruise T-shirt 
(XXL - RRP £170). 
£30 - 40 
151* 
Two pairs of as new Relaxed By Toni 
Just For Me trousers (Size 10 and 12 
- RRP €90 each). 
£40 - 60 
152* 
An as new Faithfull The Brand 
Fernanda top (US 6). 
£30 - 40 
153* 
A pair of as new Sandro Rudie jeans 
(34 - RRP €195). 
£30 - 40 
154* 
Two pairs of Marc O'Polo trousers in 
deep merlot (W28/L30 and W29/L30 
- RRP €100 each). 
£20 - 30 
155* 
An as new Allude cashmere sweater 
(Size S - RRP £133). 
£30 - 40 
156* 
An as new Allude cashmere sweater 
(Size S - RRP £133). 
£30 - 40 
157* 
An as new Champion Virgil Abloh x 
MCA Figures of Speech T-shirt (M). 
£20 - 30 
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158* 
An as new Juicy Couture Velour 
Robertson jacket and Velour Zuma 
pants in Couture pink (Both S). 
£20 - 30 
159* 
An as new Elena Miro cardigan (S - 
RRP €199). 
£40 - 60 
160* 
An as new Bakchic Hydra Polka-Dot 
linen maxi dress (Size unknown - RRP 
€310). 
£40 - 60 
161* 
A pair of as new G-Star Lynn D skinny 
jeans (W26/L32 - RRP £105). 
£20 - 30 
162* 
Two pairs of as new Relaxed By Toni 
Just For Me trousers (Size 18 and 20 
- RRP €90 each). 
£40 - 60 
163* 
A pair of as new G-Star Saddle 
Boyfriend jeans (W24/L32 - RRP 
£105). 
£40 - 60 
164* 
An as new All Saints Katia shirt (L - 
RRP $165). 
£30 - 40 
165* 
An as new Diane Von Furstenberg 
dress (Size 2 - RRP $298). 
£40 - 60 
166* 
Four lady's as new Harry Potter 
Gryffindor nightwear two piece 
lounge sets (UK 10 Small). 
£30 - 40 
167* 
A pair of as new Dr Martens Vegan 
1460 boots in black (UK 6). 
£30 - 40 
168* 
Four lady's as new Harry Potter 
Gryffindor nightwear two piece 
lounge sets (UK 10 Small). 
£30 - 40 
169* 
A pair of as new Dr Martens 1460 
boots in white (UK 6). 
£30 - 40 
170* 
Two as new Ministry of Supply 
M'sAero dress shirts (1 x XS, 1 x L). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 

171* 
Six pairs of as new Polo Ralph Lauren 
high waist Madison pants (All size US 
0). 
£40 - 60 
172* 
A pair of as new Mercedes Castillo 
Kioko pumps (EU 39 - RRP £160). 
£30 - 40 
173* 
A pair of as new Mercedes Castillo 
Kioko pumps (EU 39 - RRP £160). 
£30 - 40 
174* 
An as new Ralph Lauren dark fern 
dress (UK 12). 
£40 - 60 
175* 
A pair of as new Ralph Lauren 
Double RL jeans (W34/L32). 
£30 - 40 
176* 
A pair of as new Ralph Lauren 
Double RL jeans (W34/L34). 
£30 - 40 
177* 
Two as new Ralph Lauren Double RL 
Western shirts (L). 
£40 - 60 
178* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Custom fit 
floral shirt (M) and a retro 
Wimbledon polo shirt (L). 
£30 - 40 
179* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Commuter 
bomber jacket (L). 
£60 - 80 
180* 
An as new Ralph Lauren FA Seasonal 
denim jacket (L). 
£60 - 80 
181* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Bayport 
windbreaker (2XB). 
£40 - 60 
182* 
Two pairs of as new Boundary Chase 
pants (Both W32/L32 - RRP $99 
each). 
£30 - 40 
183* 
An as new James Lakeland Kate coat 
(Size 10 - RRP £299). 
£60 - 80 
184* 
An as new Express coat (L - RRP 
$298). 
£60 - 80 
 
 

185* 
An as new Ralph Lauren black dress 
(UK 12). 
£40 - 60 
186* 
An as new Ralph Lauren black dress 
(UK 12). 
£40 - 60 
187* 
An as new James Lakeland coat in 
black (Size 52 - RRP £325). 
£60 - 80 
188* 
An as new James Lakeland dress in 
purple (Size 18 - RRP £135). 
£30 - 40 
189* 
An as new James Lakeland three 
button leopard coat (Size 14 - RRP 
£375). 
£60 - 80 
190* 
A lady's as new Norton Tracker 
leather jacket (S). 
£30 - 40 
191* 
Two as new Saucony Timberline trail 
poncho's (1 x S, 1 x M). 
£40 - 60 
192* 
An as new Galvan London Liquid 
Velvet coat in peacock green (Size 40 
- RRP £1295). 
£300 - 350 
193* 
Two as new Saucony Drizzle trail 
jackets (1 x S, 1 x M). 
£40 - 60 
194* 
An as new Aquascutum Camber 
lightweight trench coat (44 - RRP 
from £200). 
£40 - 60 
195* 
Two as new Saucony Drizzle trail 
jackets (1 x S, 1 x M). 
£40 - 60 
196* 
An as new Merlin Neptune 
motorcycle jacket (3XL). 
£30 - 40 
197* 
Two as new Saucony Timberline trail 
poncho's (1 x S, 1 x M). 
£40 - 60 
198* 
An as new Moss London suiting 
jacket (42R - RRP £130). 
£30 - 40 
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199* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Baracuda 
jacket (M - RRP £200). 
£40 - 60 
200* 
An as new Moss blazer (40S - RRP 
£89) with matching trousers (36R - 
RRP £50). 
£30 - 40 
201* 
A pair as new The Kooples Peony Leo 
side band pants (Size 1 - RRP €188). 
£30 - 40 
202* 
An as new The Kooples Peony 
Garden dress (Size 1 - RRP €268). 
£40 - 60 
203* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Jacare coat in fudge (Size 1 - RRP 
£265). 
£60 - 80 
204* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Lintot coat in maritime blue (Size 36 
- RRP £280). 
£60 - 80 
205* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Lintot coat in maritime blue (Size 34 
- RRP £280). 
£60 - 80 
206* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Lintot coat in maritime blue (Size 42 
- RRP £280). 
£60 - 80 
207* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Lintot coat in maritime blue (Size 38 
- RRP £280). 
£60 - 80 
208* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Lintot coat in maritime blue (Size 40 
- RRP £280). 
£60 - 80 
209* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Lintot coat in heather (Size 36 - RRP 
£280). 
£60 - 80 
210* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Lintot coat in heather (Size 38 - RRP 
£280). 
£60 - 80 
 
 
 
 

211* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Lintot coat in heather (Size 42 - RRP 
£280). 
£60 - 80 
212* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Lintot coat in heather (Size 40 - RRP 
£280). 
£60 - 80 
213* 
An as new Comptoir De Cotonniers 
Lintot coat in heather (Size 34 - RRP 
£280). 
£60 - 80 
214* 
A lady's as new Mackintosh Fawn 
Storm trench coat (Size 10 - RRP 
£408). 
£80 - 100 
215* 
A lady's as new Mackintosh Fawn 
Storm trench coat (Size 12 - RRP 
£408). 
£80 - 100 
216* 
A lady's as new Mackintosh Fawn 
Storm trench coat (Size 6 - RRP 
£408). 
£80 - 100 
217* 
A lady's as new Mackintosh Fawn 
Storm trench coat (Size 8 - RRP 
£408). 
£80 - 100 
218* 
A lady's as new Mackintosh Fawn 
Storm trench coat in red (Size 14 - 
RRP £408). 
£80 - 100 
219* 
A lady's as new Mackintosh Fawn 
Storm trench coat in red (Size 16 - 
RRP £408). 
£80 - 100 
220* 
An as new Henri Lloyd Cool Breeze 
jacket (XXXXL - RRP £144). 
£30 - 40 
221* 
An as new Nora Barth Abito Donna 
sequin dress (Size 42). 
£40 - 60 
222* 
An as new The Kooples Ikat dress 
(Size 1 - RRP €418). 
£60 - 80 
223* 
An as new The Kooples Crinkle Effet 
Papikkon dress (Size 2 - RRP €348). 
£60 - 80 

224* 
Three as new Desigual Detroit 
jerseys (1 x UK 8, 2 x UK 10 - RRP €80 
each). 
£30 - 40 
225* 
Three as new Desigual Utha dresses 
(1 x UK 8, 2 x UK 12 - RRP €80 each). 
£30 - 40 
226* 
Two as new Desigual Eyre dresses (1 
x M, 1 x L - RRP €100 each). 
£30 - 40 
227* 
Two as new Desigual Cindy T-shirts 
(XL- RRP €30 each) together with 
two Florencia dresses (M - RRP €70 
each). 
£30 - 40 
228* 
Two as new Desigual Suam dresses 
(UK 8 - RRP €100 each). 
£30 - 40 
229* 
Three as new Desigual Norah T-shirts  
(2 x L, 1 x M - RRP €40 each) 
together with two Norma dresses 
(UK 14 - RRP €80 each). 
£30 - 40 
230* 
Two as new Desigual Eyre dresses (1 
x XS, 1 x S - RRP €100 each). 
£30 - 40 
231* 
Two as new Desigual Eyre dresses (1 
x S, 1 x M - RRP €100 each). 
£30 - 40 
232* 
Two as new Desigual Eyre dresses (1 
x M, 1 x L - RRP €100 each). 
£30 - 40 
233* 
An as new Maria Pinto Marguerite 
dress (S - RRP $595). 
£80 - 100 
234* 
An as new Maria Pinto Florence 
dress (S - RRP $435). 
£40 - 60 
235* 
Two pairs of as new Air Cooled 
memory foam waterproof rugged 
outdoor Skechers Utility footwear 
(UK 8, UK 61/2) (Unboxed). 
£20 - 30 
236* 
An as new Desigual Chaq Marble 
jacket (Size 44 - RRP €100) together 
with a Desigual Bols Chandy Durban 
bag (RRP €50). 
£30 - 40 
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237* 
Three as new Desigual Alma tops (2 x 
XS, 1 x L - RRP €80 each). 
£30 - 40 
238* 
Two as new Desigual Suam dresses 
(UK 8 - RRP €100 each). 
£30 - 40 
239* 
An as new Desigual Chaq Marble 
jacket (Size 44 - RRP €100) together 
with a Desigual Bols Chandy Durban 
bag (RRP €50). 
£30 - 40 
240* 
An as new Desigual Arty Cooper 
Colorado bag (RRP £84), a Desigual 
Sinergia pashmina (RRP £35) and 
Desigual Poncho Galactic (RRP £75). 
£30 - 40 
241* 
A pair of as new Gucci Magnum 
boots (EU 36 - RRP €790). 
£180 - 200 
242* 
A pair of as new Gucci Magnum 
boots (EU 38 - RRP €790). 
£180 - 200 
243* 
Six boxes of as new Calvin Klein ID v-
neck, slim-fit, T-shirts in white cotton 
(2-pack - Size M). 
£30 - 40 
244* 
A pair of as new Gucci Magnum 
boots (EU 36 - RRP €790). 
£180 - 200 
245* 
An as new Harrods Union Jack 
Matilda grab bag (RRP £45), a 
Harrods Fern Plus black/gold tote 
bag (RRP £40) and a Pierr Gardin 
rucksack. 
£30 - 40 
246* 
An as new TRMNL travel pack back 
and crossbody bag. 
£30 - 40 
247* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Kayano 25 
trainers (UK 7). 
£30 - 40 
248* 
Three pairs of as new Vans footwear; 
classic slip-on (UK 6), Chambray Era 
Skate (UK 9.5) and toddlers 
Nightmare Before Christmas Era 
TNBC (Toddler 9). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

249* 
Three pairs of as new Skechers 
footwear; On-The-Go Joy (UK 8), 
Elite Flex (UK 9.5) and Ultra Flex 2.0 
(UK 8). 
£30 - 40 
250* 
A pair of lady's as new Saucony 
Guide 13 running shoes (UK 6.5). 
£30 - 40 
251* 
A pair of as new Thursday Boot Co. 
boots (US 9.5 - RRP $199, no box). 
£30 - 40 
252* 
A pair of men's as new Saucony Ride 
Iso 2 running shoes (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
253* 
Three pairs of as new Skechers 
footwear; Go Walk Evolution Ultra-
Reach (UK 8), Ultra-Flex (UK 8) and 
children's Dynamight Hyper Torque 
(Kids 8). 
£30 - 40 
254* 
A pair of as new Asics MetaRun 
running shoes (UK 11). 
£40 - 60 
255* 
Three pairs of as new Skechers 
footwear; Bobs Delight-Fall (UK 5), 
Ultra-Flex (UK 7) and Go Walk 2-
Super Sock (UK 5). 
£30 - 40 
256* 
A pair of as new Nike Air Kyrie 
Sunset low top trainers (UK 11 - No 
box). 
£40 - 60 
257* 
Three pairs of as new Puma trainers; 
Carson 2 (UK 5.5), RS 9.8 Cosmic (UK 
10) and Puma Smash v2 Mid WRT 
(UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
258* 
Two pairs of as new Adidas 
Superstar trainers (UK 7, 10), a pair 
of Adidas 3MC (UK 10) and a pair of 
Adidas Predator 19.3 boots (UK 5.5). 
£40 - 60 
259* 
A pair of Age Age_Cut trainers (UK 
6), Silk Silk Pursuit trainers (UK 6) 
and Buffalo Chai trainers (UK 3) (All 
as new). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 

260* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Kayano 25 
trainers (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
261* 
Three pairs of women's as new 
Skechers Go Run 600 Circulate (UK 5, 
6, 7). 
£30 - 40 
262* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Kayano 25 
trainers (UK 11). 
£30 - 40 
263* 
Three pairs of as new Converse 
sneakers (1 x Child's 11 - unboxed 
with mark on sole, 1 x UK 8, 1 x UK 
10). 
£30 - 40 
264* 
Three pairs of as new Timberland 
footwear; Classic Boat shoe (UK 
11.5), Adventure 2.0 Cupsole (UK 8) 
and Nellie waterproof chukka (UK 8). 
£40 - 60 
265* 
Four pairs of as new Converse 
sneakers (2 x UK 2, 1 x UK 4, 1 x UK 
5). 
£30 - 40 
266* 
A pair of as new Massimo Dutti 
sneakers (UK 9) and a pair of 
Massimo Dutti sandals (UK 8). 
£30 - 40 
267* 
A pair of as new New Balance Fresh 
Foam Zante Pursuit trainers and a 
pair of Fresh Foam Roav Knit (Both 
UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
268* 
Three pairs of women's as new Toms 
footwear; Alpargata Cupsole (UK 6) 
and two Classic Slip (UK 6). 
£30 - 40 
269* 
Two pairs of Reebok trainers; Club C 
85 (UK 8) and Flexagon Energy (UK 9) 
together with a pair of K.Swiss 
Classic VN trainers (UK 11). 
£30 - 40 
270* 
Two pairs of as new Nike trainers; 
women's Tanjun (UK 8) and Air Max 
'95 (UK 7). 
£30 - 40 
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271* 
Two pairs of as new New Balance 
trainers; YC515CP (UK 2.5) and 
GM500NAY (UK 7.5). 
£30 - 40 
272* 
Three pairs of as new Vans sneakers; 
Era Stacked (UK 4), Era 59 (UK 10) 
and Classic slip-on (UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
273* 
A pair of as new Nike Air Max 
Tailwind IV SE (UK 10) and Classic 
Cortez (UK 8). 
£30 - 40 
274* 
Four pairs of as new Puma trainers; 
RS-X Master (UK 6.5), women's Nova 
2 suede (UK 4), junior Ralph 
Sampson Lo (UK 4) and toddlers WTR 
INJ Toys (Size 7). 
£40 - 60 
275* 
Five pairs of assorted as new 
Birkenstock footwear. 
£30 - 40 
276 
Six pairs of children's and infants 
assorted as new Nike footwear. 
£40 - 60 
277* 
Three pairs of as new Converse Jack 
Purcell Chukka's (2 x UK 5, 1 x UK 
10). 
£30 - 40 
278* 
Two pairs of as new New Balance 
trainers; CW997HCC (UK 7) and 
MZANSSG (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
279* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted sizes/colours - RRP 
£45 each). 
£40 - 60 
280* 
Four as new Free People 
Constellation tops in mauve (XS, 2 x 
M, 1 x L - RRP £78 each). 
£30 - 40 
281* 
Four as new Free People 
Constellation tops in navy (XS, S, M, 
1 x L - RRP £78 each). 
£30 - 40 
282* 
Four as new Free People 
Constellation tops in mauve (3 x S, 1 
x XS - RRP £78 each). 
£30 - 40 
 

283* 
Four as new Free People 
Constellation tops in navy (3 x S, 1 x 
M - RRP £78 each). 
£30 - 40 
284* 
A quantity of as new Oliver Solberg 
Wolf Pack clothing and accessories 
to include polo tops, hoodies and 
bags (Approximately 30 items). 
£40 - 60 
285* 
Six assorted as new T-shirts to 
include Kaws, Staple, Lurking Class, 
Odd Future and Sus Boy together 
with a Staple sweater and a Gears 
For Futuristic Teenagers cap. 
£40 - 60 
286* 
A quantity of as new MyProtein 
Move vests (Assorted sizes, 
approximately 25 items - RRP £11 
each). 
£40 - 60 
287* 
Four as new Silk Silk Distance jackets 
(All S - RRP £50 each). 
£40 - 60 
288* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted sizes/colours - RRP 
£45 each). 
£40 - 60 
289* 
An as new Namachecko Shetland 
wool pea coat in black (S - RRP 
£835). 
£150 - 180 
290* 
An as new Namachecko jacket in 
green (S). 
£80 - 100 
291* 
Six as new Ugg Duffield travel sets 
comprising of pouch, blanket and 
eye mask (RRP £85 each). 
£40 - 60 
292* 
A quantity of as new Cotton On Elle 
long sleeved shirt dresses in silver 
sage (Approximately 20 items all L - 
RRP $40 each). 
£40 - 60 
293* 
A quantity of as new Oliver Solberg 
hoodies (Approximately 12 - RRP  € 
29 each) together with ten gym bags 
(RRP €14 each). 
£40 - 60 
 
 

294* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted sizes/colours - RRP 
£45 each). 
£40 - 60 
295* 
An as new Namachecko single split 
coat in black (S). 
£150 - 180 
296* 
An as new Namachecko jacket in 
black (S). 
£80 - 100 
297* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted sizes/colours - RRP 
£45 each). 
£40 - 60 
298* 
Twelve bags of clothing and related 
items. 
£40 - 60 
299 
An as new DSquared2 parka coat (16 
Years). 
£120 - 150 
300* 
An as new Columbia Pike Lake 
hooded jacket (M - RRP £115). 
£30 - 40 
301* 
An as new DC Shoes coat (L) 
together with a Gandys Jasper check 
jacket (L). 
£30 - 40 
302* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted sizes/colours - RRP 
£45 each). 
£40 - 60 
303* 
Six boxes of assorted clothing and 
related items, two bags of clothing 
and related items. 
£40 - 60 
304* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted sizes/colours - RRP 
£45 each). 
£40 - 60 
305* 
A ladies G-Star Raw Weet turtle knit 
sweater (S - RRP £105), Scolla 
sweater dress (S - RRP £75) and Lynn 
mid super skinny jeans (W34/L32 - 
RRP £90). 
£40 - 60 
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306* 
Five as new White Stuff Elm jersey 
shirts (UK 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 - RRP 
£42 each). 
£30 - 40 
307* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted sizes/colours - RRP 
£45 each). 
£40 - 60 
308* 
Three as new Jet motorcycle jackets 
(M, XL, 6XL). 
£30 - 40 
309* 
Three as new Jet motorcycle jackets 
(1 x XL, 2 x XXXL - RRP £55 each). 
£30 - 40 
310* 
Eight as new The White Stuff 
Fadeout tops (Assorted sizes - RRP 
£45 each). 
£60 - 80 
311* 
Six items of as new Abercrombie & 
Fitch clothing. 
£30 - 40 
312* 
A quantity of assorted as new 
Religion clothing (Approximately 20 
items). 
£40 - 60 
313* 
Two as new Liu Jo Abito C/Blaze 
dresses in sweet rubino (Both TG 42 
- RRP £329), five as new Liu Jo Abito 
dresses;  three in sweet rubino (Two 
TG 46, - RRP £274), three in rose 
petal (One TG 42, two 44 - RRP £274) 
and three as new Liu Jo Abito Lungo 
dresses in red scarlet (TG 46, 44, 38 - 
RRP £248) (10). 
£60 - 80 
314* 
Sixteen lady's as new Capsule grey 
zip hoodies (Assorted sizes). 
£30 - 40 
315* 
An as new Billabong Revo CZ short 
sleeve wetsuit (S - RRP £130). 
£30 - 40 
316* 
An as new Billabong Revo CZ short 
sleeve wetsuit (XL - RRP £130). 
£30 - 40 
317* 
An as new Billabong Revo CZ short 
sleeve wetsuit (L - RRP £130). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

318* 
An as new Billabong Revo CZ short 
sleeve wetsuit (L - RRP £130). 
£30 - 40 
319* 
A women's as new Spring Fever 
wetsuit (EUR 4 - RRP 110). 
£30 - 40 
320* 
A women's as new Spring Fever 
wetsuit (EUR 8 - RRP 110). 
£30 - 40 
321* 
A women's as new Spring Fever 
wetsuit (EUR 10 - RRP 110). 
£30 - 40 
322* 
A women's as new Spring Fever 
wetsuit (EUR 6 - RRP 110). 
£30 - 40 
323* 
An as new Billabong Asbo BZ short 
sleeve wetsuit (M - RRP £85). 
£20 - 30 
324* 
An as new Billabong Asbo BZ short 
sleeve wetsuit (S - RRP £85). 
£20 - 30 
325* 
An as new Billabong Asbo BZ short 
sleeve wetsuit (S - RRP £85). 
£20 - 30 
326* 
A women's as new Spring Fever 
wetsuit (EUR 12 - RRP 110). 
£30 - 40 
327* 
Three women's as new Salty Daze 
vests (EUR 4, 6, 8 - RRP £55 each). 
£30 - 40 
328* 
An as new TRMNL travel pack back 
and crossbody bag. 
£30 - 40 
329* 
Seven pairs of as new sliders to 
include New Era, Lacoste, Nike, 
Calvin Klein and Puma. 
£40 - 60 
330* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted sizes/colours - RRP 
£45 each). 
£40 - 60 
331* 
Four as new Ugg Duffield travel sets 
comprising of pouch, blanket and 
eye mask (RRP £85 each). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

332* 
An as new Timberland 3-in-1 
raincoat (M - RRP £98) and a 
Timberland quilted overshirt (S - RRP 
£80). 
£40 - 60 
333* 
An as new Billabong Revo CZ short 
sleeve wetsuit (M - RRP £130). 
£30 - 40 
334* 
Four as new Ugg Duffield travel sets 
comprising of pouch, blanket and 
eye mask (RRP £85 each). 
£30 - 40 
335* 
Four as new White Stuff Sycamore 
ponchos (RRP £65 each). 
£40 - 60 
336* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted colours 2 x M, 3 x L - 
RRP £45 each). 
£40 - 60 
337* 
Two as new Rains bags; Tote Bag 
Rush (£39) and a Msn bag (£59). 
£20 - 30 
338* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted colours 2 x M, 3 x L - 
RRP £45 each). 
£40 - 60 
339* 
One as new TRMNL Travel Pack in 
black. 
£30 - 40 
340* 
Four pairs of assorted as new Nike 
footwear (No boxes). 
£30 - 40 
341* 
Ten as new Bar Du Coton Paris polo 
shirts (Assorted sizes). 
£30 - 40 
342* 
Five as new Cabin Max Tallin cabin 
bags in black (55ltr). 
£30 - 40 
343* 
Eighteen pairs of lady's as new 
Marks & Spencer collection black 
leggings (Sizes UK 26 - 28). 
£30 - 40 
344* 
A quantity of lady's as new Sloggi 
underwear to include Shaping, 
Natural, Basic, various sizes 
(Approximately 72 boxes). 
£30 - 40 
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345* 
A quantity of as new Oliver Solberg 
Wolf Pack hoodies. 
£30 - 40 
346* 
Ten lady's as new Lady Olga dressing 
gowns in pink (All 14/16 - RRP £22 
each). 
£30 - 40 
347* 
Six as new Butter Super Soft tops in 
charcoal heather (1 x S, 2 x M, 2 x L, 
2 x XL - RRP $68 each). 
£30 - 40 
348* 
Ten lady's as new Lady Olga dressing 
gowns in pink (All 10/12 - RRP £22 
each). 
£30 - 40 
349* 
A quantity of lady's as new Tom 
Franks pure cotton shower wraps. 
£30 - 40 
350* 
A pair of as new A.L.C. black trousers 
(Size 10). 
£30 - 40 
351* 
An as new Namachecko long padded 
vest coat in red (S). 
£80 - 100 
352* 
A lady's as new Sherwood Forest 
Marton sport field jacket (Size 14). 
£30 - 40 
353* 
A pair of as new Maje trousers (T2). 
£30 - 40 
354* 
An as new Giambattista Valli Paris 
one shoulder floral print silk plisse 
dress (Size 38 - RRP £1800). 
£180 - 220 
355* 
An as new Galvan London Gemma 
evening jacket with all over sequins 
(Size 34 - RRP £1520). 
£180 - 220 
356* 
An as new Maje jacket in rose (TG 38 
- RRP $470). 
£60 - 80 
357* 
An as new Galvan London Gemma 
mini dress with all over sequins (Size 
38 - RRP £1095). 
£150 - 180 
358* 
An as new Galvan London sequin 
Cortado top (Size 36 - RRP £495). 
£80 - 120 

359* 
An as new Galvan London sequin 
Cortado top (Size 40 - RRP £495). 
£80 - 120 
360* 
An as new Suitsupply Havana Flap 
Traveller jacket (60S?). 
£40 - 60 
361* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Jaclyn Plisse 
satin midi dress in black (Size 6 - RRP 
£429). 
£40 - 60 
362* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Jaclyn Plisse 
satin midi dress in black (Size 2 - RRP 
£429). 
£40 - 60 
363* 
A pair of lady's as new Ralph Lauren 
black trousers (Size 6 - RRP £279). 
£30 - 40 
364* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Jaclyn Plisse 
satin midi dress in black (Size 6 - RRP 
£429). 
£40 - 60 
365* 
An as new Ralph Lauren black velvet 
dress (Size US 10 - RRP £349). 
£30 - 40 
366* 
An as new Maje trench coat (T0 - 
RRP £399). 
£30 - 40 
367* 
A pair of lady's as new Ralph Lauren 
black trousers (Size 2 - RRP £279). 
£30 - 40 
368* 
A pair of lady's as new Ralph Lauren 
black trousers (Size 8 - RRP £279). 
£30 - 40 
369* 
A pair of lady's as new Ralph Lauren 
black trousers (Size 12 - RRP £279). 
£30 - 40 
370* 
A pair of lady's as new Ralph Lauren 
black trousers (Size 4 - RRP £279). 
£30 - 40 
371* 
An as new Blaze Milano double 
breasted blazer (US 0). 
£20 - 30 
372* 
An as new Maje trench coat (T0 - 
RRP £399). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

373* 
An as new Maje coat in black (T40 - 
RRP £450). 
£40 - 60 
374* 
An as new Ralph Lauren black velvet 
dress (Size US 4 - RRP £349). 
£30 - 40 
375* 
An as new Ralph Lauren black velvet 
dress (Size US 8 - RRP £349). 
£30 - 40 
376* 
An as new Ralph Lauren black velvet 
dress (Size US 4 - RRP £349). 
£30 - 40 
377* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Jaclyn Plisse 
satin midi dress in black (Size 4 - RRP 
£429). 
£40 - 60 
378* 
An as new Maje coat in black (T38 - 
RRP £450). 
£60 - 80 
379* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Jaclyn Plisse 
satin midi dress in black (Size 8 - RRP 
£429). 
£40 - 60 
380* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Jaclyn Plisse 
satin midi dress in black (Size 4 - RRP 
£429). 
£40 - 60 
381* 
A pair of lady's as new Ralph Lauren 
black trousers (Size 6 - RRP £279). 
£30 - 40 
382* 
An as new Ralph Lauren black velvet 
dress (Size US  2c- RRP £349). 
£30 - 40 
383* 
An as new Ralph Lauren black velvet 
dress (Size US 0 - RRP £349). 
£30 - 40 
384* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia shirt in 
red/white (Size 38). 
£40 - 60 
385* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia shirt in 
red/white (Size 40). 
£40 - 60 
386* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia shirt in 
red/white (Size 42). 
£40 - 60 
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387* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia silk shirt 
in pink (Size 40 - RRP £308). 
£60 - 80 
388* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia silk shirt 
in pink (Size 40 - RRP £308). 
£60 - 80 
389* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia silk shirt 
in pink (Size 42 - RRP £308). 
£60 - 80 
390* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia shirt in 
blue/white (Size 42). 
£40 - 60 
391* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia shirt in 
blue/white (Size 40). 
£40 - 60 
392* 
A pair of lady's as new Maison Jejia 
blue polka dot cropped trousers (40 - 
RRP £336). 
£60 - 80 
393* 
An as new Jay Godfrey Sylvia dress in 
black (Size 8 - RRP $375). 
£60 - 80 
394* 
An as new Barba Napoli blaze in blue 
(Size IT 54 - RRP €698). 
£80 - 100 
395* 
An as new Barba Napoli blaze in blue 
(Size IT 46 - RRP €698). 
£80 - 100 
396* 
An as new Barba Napoli blaze in blue 
(Size IT 48 - RRP €698). 
£80 - 100 
397* 
An as new Barba Napoli blaze in blue 
(Size IT 50 - RRP €698). 
£80 - 100 
398* 
An as new Barba Napoli blaze in blue 
(Size IT 52 - RRP €698). 
£80 - 100 
399* 
An as new Barba Napoli blaze in blue 
(Size IT 54 - RRP €698). 
£80 - 100 
400* 
An as new Barba Napoli blaze in blue 
(Size IT 50 - RRP €698). 
£80 - 100 
401* 
An as new Barba Napoli blaze in blue 
(Size IT 48 - RRP €698). 
£80 - 100 

402* 
An as new MM6 Maison Margiela 
Abito jersey dress (S). 
£40 - 60 
403* 
A pair of as new Ugg boots with 
hand painted customising (UK 8). 
£30 - 40 
404* 
A pair of pre-owned Alaia embossed 
patent leather boots (EU 39.5 - 
Original price $1,495, exceptional 
condition). 
£80 - 100 
405* 
A pre-owned Salvatore Farragamo 
leather crossbody bag (Very good 
condition). 
£30 - 40 
406* 
A pair of pre-owned Prada suede 
boots (Size unknown - very good 
condition). 
£40 - 60 
407* 
A pre-owned Michael Kors leather 
bag (Very good condition). 
£30 - 40 
408* 
One pair of men's Prada suede low-
top sneakers (No size available). 
£30 - 40 
409* 
A pair of pre-owned Valentino 
leather pointed toe mules (EU 39.5 - 
Good condition). 
£30 - 40 
410* 
An as new Nicholas The Label 
crossover gathered dress (US 6). 
£30 - 40 
411* 
One boxed as new Stuart & Lau Cary 
double briefcase in tobacco and 
chocolate. 
£60 - 80 
412* 
Three as new Fiorelli Anna backpacks 
(RRP £48 each). 
£30 - 40 
413* 
Three as new Fiorelli Anna backpacks 
(RRP £48 each). 
£30 - 40 
414* 
Five pairs of G-Star Raw jeans. 
£40 - 60 
415* 
Four as new Friski The Flo 2.0 ski 
hoodie (All M - RRP £54 each). 
£40 - 60 

416* 
Five pairs of G-Star Raw jeans. 
£40 - 60 
417* 
Ten items of as new Desigual 
clothing to include jackets, tops and 
trousers. 
£40 - 60 
418* 
Four as new Friski The Flo 2.0 ski 
hoodie (All M - RRP £54 each). 
£40 - 60 
419* 
Seven as new Superdry Classic 
London long sleeved shirts (1 x S, 3 x 
M, 2 x L, 1 x XXL - RRP £45 each). 
£60 - 80 
420* 
Seven as new Superdry Classic 
University Oxford long sleeved shirts 
(1 x S, 3 x L, 3 x XL - RRP £45 each). 
£60 - 80 
421* 
Five pairs of G-Star Raw jeans. 
£40 - 60 
422* 
Four as new Friski The Flo 2.0 ski 
hoodie (All M - RRP £54 each). 
£40 - 60 
423* 
A quantity of as new clothing and 
related items. 
£60 - 80 
424* 
A pair of as new Nike Air Zoom Cage 
3 CLY trainers (UK 8). 
£30 - 40 
425* 
A pair of women's as new Asics 
Metaride trainers (UK 5). 
£40 - 60 
426* 
A pair of as new Sabosports 
weightlifting shoes (Size 43). 
£20 - 30 
427* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 12 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
428* 
A pair of as new S.E.H.Kelly trousers 
(Size unknown). 
£20 - 30 
429* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 8 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
430* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 14 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
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431* 
An as new Comptoir Des Cotonniers 
Ikena skirt (38 - RRP €95) and an 
Ixela top (M - RRP €125). 
£20 - 30 
432* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 8 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
433* 
An as new Palace Metal Hood in 
white (S - RRP £129). 
£30 - 40 
434* 
A pair of as new Hugo Boss Maine 
jeans (W34/L34). 
£30 - 40 
435* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 14 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
436* 
A pair of as new Hugo Boss Maine 
jeans (W34/L34). 
£30 - 40 
437* 
A pair of as new Adolfo Dominguez 
navy trousers (44). 
£20 - 30 
438* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 10 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
439* 
A pre-owned Raquel Diniz 
embellished velvet dress (Size 
unknown, very good condition). 
£30 - 40 
440* 
An as new Ralph Lauren 3-In-1 
Commuter coat (S - RRP £300). 
£60 - 80 
441* 
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy Boost 
350 V2 trainers (UK 6). 
£60 - 80 
442* 
A pair of as new Korkers Streamborn 
wading boots sportsman series (UK 
13). 
£30 - 40 
443* 
Two boxed as new Grey Goose golf 
accessory sets to include Adidas golf 
top and ball markers. 
£20 - 30 
444* 
An as new Off White Industrial belt 
in fuchsia. 
£40 - 60 
 

445* 
An as new Madeleine Thompson 
Flora poncho (RRP £520). 
£80 - 100 
446* 
An as new Dolce & Gabbana leopard 
print bikini top (TG 4 - RRP £245). 
£40 - 60 
447* 
An as new Misses Kisses frontless 
bra plunge kit (RRP $125). 
£20 - 30 
448* 
An as new Dolce & Gabbana leopard 
print bikini top (TG 3 - RRP £245). 
£40 - 60 
449* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Baracuda 
jacket (M - RRP £200). 
£40 - 60 
450* 
An as new Dolce & Gabbana leopard 
print bikini top (TG 2 - RRP £245). 
£40 - 60 
451* 
An as new LuluLemon Still At Ease 
wrap (Size 6 - RRP £148). 
£30 - 40 
452* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Eton Field 
windbreak (M - RRP £215). 
£40 - 60 
453* 
An as new Ralph Lauren cashmere 
cable sweater (S - RRP £389). 
£80 - 100 
454* 
An as new LuluLemon On The Fly 
crop (Size 8- RRP £78), a LuluLemon 
Vinyasa scarf (RRP £45) and 
LuluLemon All Night Festival bag 
(RRP £58). 
£30 - 40 
455* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 16 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
456* 
An as new Ralph Lauren long sleeve 
slim fit polo shirt (M -RRP £59) and a 
Ralph Lauren cord shirt (S - RRP £59). 
£30 - 40 
457* 
A pair of as new Geox Respira 
Felicity D high boots (UK 5). 
£30 - 40 
458* 
A pair of as new Gucci Sepang 
espadrilles (EU 37 - RRP €495). 
£80 - 100 
 

459* 
A pair of as new Gucci Sepang 
espadrilles (EU 39 - RRP €495). 
£80 - 100 
460* 
An as new LuluLemon Nulu Contour 
jacket (Size 6 - RRP £108). 
£20 - 30 
461* 
A pair of as new Victoria Beckham 
crepe slim fit pants (Size 8 - RRP 
£335). 
£60 - 80 
462* 
An as new Lazy Oaf Peanuts Snoopy 
rib top (XS - RRP £65) and a Snoopy 
Varsity Tee (Size 6 - RRP £42). 
£20 - 30 
463* 
Three items of as new Anine Bing 
clothing; a Nadine camisole in nude 
cream (L -RRP £59), Monroe 
camisole in black (L - RRP £79) and 
Ashley silk shorts (M - RRP £39). 
£40 - 60 
464* 
A pair of as new Stronger high waist 
tights (L - RRP €69) together with a 
Stronger Tanzania loose tank top (L - 
RRP €39). 
£20 - 30 
465* 
An as new The Kooples printed silk 
scarf (RRP €168). 
£30 - 40 
466* 
A pair of as new Theory Wide 
trousers in magenta (Size 6 - RRP 
£320). 
£40 - 60 
467* 
An as new Staud Shirley snake effect 
leather tote (RRP £171). 
£40 - 60 
468* 
An as new Burberry Baby Macken 
bag with dust sleeve and box (RRP 
£570). 
£120 - 150 
469* 
An as new Ted Baker Helena bag 
(RRP £160). 
£30 - 40 
470* 
Four pairs of as new Polo Ralph 
Lauren high waist Madison pants (All 
size US 4). 
£40 - 60 
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471* 
Two as new Desigual Fabiola dresses 
(UK 12 - RRP €80 each) together with 
an Sinergia pashmina (RRP €30). 
£30 - 40 
472* 
A pair of as new Safiyaa trousers in 
black (UK 12 - RRP £405). 
£60 - 80 
473* 
Four pairs of as new Polo Ralph 
Lauren high waist Madison pants (All 
size US 4). 
£40 - 60 
474* 
Two as new Desigual Kriss T-shirts 
(XL - RRP €30 each) together with an 
Ocrida dress (M - RRP €80). 
£30 - 40 
475* 
An as new Ariella Raelyn dress (UK 
14 - RRP £190). 
£40 - 60 
476* 
A pair of as new PRPS jeans (36 - RRP 
$198). 
£20 - 30 
477* 
Four pairs of as new Polo Ralph 
Lauren high waist Madison pants (All 
size US 4). 
£40 - 60 
478* 
Three as new Abercrombie & Fitch 
shirts (S, M, L - All RRP £58 each). 
£30 - 40 
479* 
Two as new Desigual Sage blouses 
(S- RRP €70 each) together with two 
Aslan tops (M - RRP €100 each). 
£30 - 40 
480* 
An as new Bellroy Sling bag (RRP 
£85). 
£20 - 30 
481* 
Four as new Abercrombie & Fitch 
shirts (2 x XXL RRP £58 each and 1 x 
M, 1 x L - RRP £50 each). 
£40 - 60 
482 
A girls as new Spyder Lola jacket 
(Girls size 10 - RRP $179). 
£30 - 40 
483* 
Two as new Precis Petite geo print 
pleated skirts (UK 8and 10 - RRP £89 
each). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

484* 
A pair of as new G Star Raw Vetar 
slim chino's (W34/L34 - RRP £80). 
£20 - 30 
485* 
An as new Nikki Chasin Ballad dress 
in ivory (L - RRP $378). 
£40 - 60 
486 
A pair of girls as new Spyder Vixen 
pants (Girls size 10 - RRP $125), girls 
Marmot Midweight Meghan tights (L 
- RRP £30) a Burton kids fleece set (L 
- RRP $50). 
£30 - 40 
487* 
An as new Nikki Chasin Satie blouse 
in pink zebra burnout (L - RRP $198). 
£30 - 40 
488* 
Two pairs of men's as new G-Star 
Raw Rovic Zip 3D straight tapered 
trousers (W36/L34 - RRP £80 each). 
£20 - 30 
489* 
A pair of as new PRPS jeans (36 - RRP 
$198). 
£20 - 30 
490* 
An as new Nikki Chasin Ballad dress 
in black (L - RRP $378). 
£40 - 60 
491* 
A pre-owned Burberry trench coat 
(Size 14? - Vdery good condition). 
£60 - 80 
492* 
A pair of women's as new Sorel 
Toino II Tall boots (UK 7). 
£30 - 40 
493* 
Four pieces of Dougdale Bros & Co 
Huddersfield tweed/checked cloth 
(Various lengths). 
£20 - 30 
494* 
A pair of as new L'Estrange The 24 
trousers in black (XS - RRP £125) 
together with a The Tailored tee (XS 
- RRP £40). 
£20 - 30 
495* 
A pair of as new L'Estrange The 24 
trousers in khaki (L - RRP £125). 
£20 - 30 
496* 
Two as new Rains long jackets (Black 
S/M and blue XS/S - RRP £89 each). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

497* 
An as new Nikki Chasin Juli puff 
sleeve top in mint (L - RRP $178). 
£30 - 40 
498* 
An as new Armani Exchange black 
skirt (XS). 
£30 - 40 
499* 
A pair of as new New Balance M1500 
LFC Liverpool FC 6times European 
champions trainers (UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
500* 
A pair of as new Adidas X Pusha T 
Ozweego trainers (UK 6). 
£20 - 30 
501* 
An as new Anine Bing Esther top (L - 
RRP £99). 
£20 - 30 
502* 
A lady's as new Anine Bing Grace 
blazer in navy (L - RRP £139). 
£30 - 40 
503* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Chariots 
Olympic Crest track jacket  (L - RRP 
£212). 
£40 - 60 
504* 
Two as new Black Star Wear coats (S 
and M). 
£20 - 30 
505* 
A lady's as new Rab Deep Cover 
parka coat (Size 18 - RRP £220). 
£60 - 80 
506* 
An as new Another Influence wool 
overcoat (L) and an as new Nicce 
Deca jacket (M). 
£30 - 40 
507* 
An as new Apparis coat in ivory (S - 
RRP £250). 
£80 - 100 
508* 
Two pairs of as new Sweaty Betty 
Flatter Me jacquard 7/8 workout 
leggings (Both XL - RRP £80 each). 
£30 - 40 
509* 
One lady's as new Allude Cashmere 
boatneck sweater in pale pink (Style: 
202/11143, Size: S). 
£20 - 30 
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510* 
Three pairs of as new Sweaty Betty 
Flatter Me jacquard 7/8 workout 
leggings (1 x XS, 2 x XXS - RRP £80 
each). 
£40 - 60 
511* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 8 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
512* 
An as new The North Face Nuptse 
1996 Retro jacket (M - RRP £230). 
£60 - 80 
513* 
An as new Alma Couture AC1027 
prom/wedding gown (Size 40). 
£20 - 30 
514* 
An as new Katie May Los Angeles 
gown (Size 6 - no tags but new). 
£40 - 60 
515* 
An as new Carven printed knee 
length dress (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
516* 
An as new Tibi dress in lilac (Size 12). 
£60 - 80 
517* 
A pre-owned Burberry silk dress (UK 
6 - Very good condition). 
£30 - 40 
518* 
An as new Burberry long sleeve 
tailored hem rib sweater dress in 
black (M - RRP £595). 
£80 - 100 
519* 
An as new Precis Petite Ditsy mixed 
print dress (UK 8 - RRP £175). 
£30 - 40 
520* 
An as new Emilia Wickstead 
Magdalina dress (Size 12? no tags 
but as new - RRP £1520). 
£120 - 150 
521* 
An as new X & M Collection 4859 
prom/wedding gown (Size 40). 
£20 - 30 
522* 
An as new Galvan London Gemma 
mini dress with all over sequins (Size 
36 - RRP £1095). 
£150 - 180 
523* 
An as new Maje coat in black (T40 - 
RRP £529). 
£40 - 60 
 

524* 
An as new Ralph Lauren Jaclyn Plisse 
satin midi dress in black (Size 4 - RRP 
£429). 
£40 - 60 
525* 
An as new Nikki Chasin Reynolds 
dress (L - RRP $272). 
£40 - 60 
526* 
An as new BCBG Maxazira velour 
wrap dress (S - RRP $228). 
£30 - 40 
527* 
An as new Ralph Lauren black velvet 
dress (Size US 8 - RRP £349). 
£30 - 40 
528* 
An as new James Lakeland Flo dress 
(Size 20 - RRP £185). 
£40 - 60 
529* 
Two pairs of as new Adidas trainers; 
Ozweego (UK 4) and Continental 
Vulc (UK 9.5). 
£30 - 40 
530* 
Two pairs of as new Adidas trainers; 
Pod- S3.1 (UK 8) and Stadt (UK 9.5). 
£30 - 40 
531* 
An as new Sunspel London T-shirt (M 
- RRP £80) and a pair of Sunspel 
drawstring swim shorts (M - RRP 
£125). 
£30 - 40 
532* 
One pair of lady's as new Allude 
Cashmere trousers in pale pink 
(Style: 202/11136, Size: S). 
£40 - 60 
533* 
A pair of as new Gasp Vintage mesh 
pants (M - RRP £54) and a pair of 
Gasp No 1 mesh shorts (M - RRP 
£44). 
£30 - 40 
534* 
A pre-owned Halston dress in red (S - 
Very good condition). 
£30 - 40 
535* 
A pair of women's as new Sorel 
Emelie Lace boots (UK 7). 
£20 - 30 
536* 
An as new Anine Bing Abigail silk top 
in black/white (L - RRP £209). 
£40 - 60 
 
 

537* 
An as new Khaite top in white (M). 
£30 - 40 
538* 
An as new Eleventy T-shirt (M). 
£30 - 40 
539* 
An as new Zadig & Voltaire Tilli Jac 
Leo top (S - RRP £110). 
£30 - 40 
540* 
Five items of as new Abercrombie & 
Fitch clothing. 
£30 - 40 
541* 
A pre-owned Red Valentino black 
dress (Size 42 - Excellent condition). 
£30 - 40 
542* 
A pair of as new Theory Wide 
trousers in magenta (Size 6 - RRP 
£320). 
£40 - 60 
543* 
Three pairs of as new Puma trainers; 
Aeon Heritage (UK 6), RS-X 
Winterized (UK 9) and RS-X 
Reinvention (UK 9.5). 
£30 - 40 
544* 
Four as new Free People Winter 
Warmer bodysuits (XS, S, 2 x M- RRP 
£68 each). 
£30 - 40 
545* 
Three pairs of as new Sweaty Betty 
Flatter Me jacquard 7/8 workout 
leggings (1 M, 2 x S - RRP £80 each). 
£40 - 60 
546* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 14 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
547* 
A pair of as new Monrow supersoft 
fleece joggers (S - RRP $174). 
£20 - 30 
548* 
One pair of lady's as new Allude 
Cashmere trousers in pale pink 
(Style: 202/11135, Size: S). 
£40 - 60 
549* 
Two pairs of as new Madewell jeans 
and a pair of Madewell cords. 
£30 - 40 
550* 
Three as new Free People Winter 
Warmer bodysuits (1 x S, 2 x M - RRP 
£68 each). 
£20 - 30 
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551* 
Two as new Timberland Wellfleet 
shirts (1 x S, 1 x M), a pair of 
Timberland square leg Core jeans 
(W32/L30) and a set of three 
Timberland basic slim fit T-shirts (M). 
£30 - 40 
552* 
Three items of lady's as new Dipped 
In Blue swimwear; two bikini tops 
and a pair of bikini bottoms (All M). 
£20 - 30 
553* 
A pre-owned Jacquemus collar mini 
dress (Size unknown - Very good 
condition). 
£60 - 80 
554* 
An as new Anthropologie dress, top 
and trousers (All S). 
£30 - 40 
555* 
A pair of Levi's jeans (W30/L28), 
Massimo Dutti trousers (36") and a 
pair of Express jeans (2R). 
£30 - 40 
556* 
Two pairs of as new Adidas trainers; 
Gazelle (UK 9) and Sobakov (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
557* 
An as new Nikki Chasin Alpha 
buttondown shirt in lake/butter (L - 
RRP $276). 
£40 - 60 
558* 
A pair of as new Nike Air Jordan 1 
Low sneakers (UK 8) together with a 
Nike rain jacket (M). 
£30 - 40 
559* 
Three pairs of as new Hugo Boss 
Kirio shorts (All IT 54). 
£30 - 40 
560* 
Four as new Friski The Flo 2.0 ski 
hoodie (All M - RRP £54 each). 
£40 - 60 
561* 
An as new Patagonia Lone Mountain 
parka coat (L - RRP $299). 
£40 - 60 
562* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Nimbus 21 
Lite-Show trainers (UK 6.5). 
£30 - 40 
563* 
A pair of as new Korkers The Guide 
wading boots sportsman series (UK 
13). 
£30 - 40 

564* 
Two pairs of as new Asics footwear; 
Gel-Court Speed (UK 6) and Gel-
Blade 6 (UK 9.5). 
£30 - 40 
565* 
A pair of as new Salomon Quest 4D 
3GTX boots (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
566* 
A pair of as new Pikolinos WOV-966 
boots (EU 39). 
£30 - 40 
567* 
Two pairs of as new Asics footwear; 
Gel-Fuji Trabuco 7 G-TX (UK 5.5) and 
Gel-Nimbus 21 (UK 6). 
£30 - 40 
568* 
Two pairs of as new Sorel footwear; 
Whitney short boots (UK 3) and Out 
N About Plus (UK 6.5). 
£30 - 40 
569* 
A pair of as new Salomon Quest 4D 3 
GTX boots (UK 8). 
£30 - 40 
570* 
Two pairs of as new Asics Gel-
Cumulus 21 GS trainers (Both UK 
5.5). 
£30 - 40 
571* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Kayano 25 
trainers (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
572* 
A pair of as new Merrell Moab 2 GTX 
trainers (UK 8). 
£30 - 40 
573* 
A pair of Chatham Pegasus shoes (EU 
41) and a pair of Bronx trainers (UK 
7). 
£30 - 40 
574 
Three pairs of children's Puma RS-X 
Joy PS trainers (Sizes 10, 11 and 12). 
£30 - 40 
575* 
A pair of as new New Balance Cruz 
V2 Fresh Foam trainers (UK 9) and 
two pairs of New Balance 250 black 
mules (UK 9). 
£40 - 60 
576 
Three pairs of children's Puma RS-X 
Joy PS trainers (Sizes 11 and 2 x 
11.5). 
£30 - 40 
 

577* 
Two pairs of as new New Balance 
Cruz V2 Fresh Foam trainers (UK 
10.5). 
£30 - 40 
578* 
Two pairs of as new New Balance 
Cruz V2 Fresh Foam trainers (UK 8). 
£30 - 40 
579* 
A pair of as new Thorogood 8" Moc 
safety boots (UK 8.5 - RRP from 
£205). 
£40 - 60 
580* 
Two pairs of as new New Balance 
MVRCRLB1 trainers (UK 11). 
£30 - 40 
581 
Four pairs of children's Puma RS-X 
Joy PS trainers (Sizes 13, 1, 1.5 and 
2.5). 
£40 - 60 
582* 
Four pairs of as new New Balance 
WL373JLB trainers (1 x UK 6, 3 x UK 
7). 
£30 - 40 
583* 
A pair of as new Joe Brown boots 
(UK 5) a pair of Laredo Oliver Snip 
boots (Size 11). 
£30 - 40 
584* 
Three pairs of men's boxed as new 
Topman Jackson brogue boots in tan 
(UK 7, 8 and 9). 
£20 - 30 
585* 
Three pairs of men's boxed as new 
Topman Jackson brogue boots in tan 
(UK 7, 8 and 9). 
£20 - 30 
586* 
A pair of as new Axel Arigato Clean 
90 sneakers in black leather (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
587* 
A pair of as new Nike Air Max 270 
trainers (UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
588* 
A pair of as new Axel Arigato Genesis 
sneakers in black leather (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
589* 
A pair of as new Ralph Lauren 
Anders loafers (UK 7). 
£20 - 30 
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590* 
A pair of as new Timberland Euro 
Sprint Mid Hiker boots (UK 11). 
£30 - 40 
591* 
A pair of as new Gucci Magnum 
boots (EU 39 - RRP €790). 
£180 - 200 
592* 
A pair of as new Sorel Madson Sport 
hiker (UK 9). 
£20 - 30 
593* 
A pair of as new Salomon Vaya Mid 
GTX (UK 5.5). 
£30 - 40 
594* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Kayano 25 
trainers (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
595* 
A pair of pre-owned Stuart 
Weitzman Expo canvas square toe 
wedges (9.5?). 
£20 - 30 
596* 
A pair of as new Emme Cadeau 
Nadia Blue Wave sneakers (EU 42 - 
RRP $265). 
£30 - 40 
597* 
A pair of as new Emme Cadeau 
Nadia classic black sneakers (EU 43 - 
RRP $225). 
£30 - 40 
598* 
A pair of as new Emme Cadeau 
Nadia Blue Wave sneakers (EU 41 - 
RRP $265). 
£30 - 40 
599* 
A pair of as new Emme Cadeau 
Nadia Mirror Mirror sneakers (EU 38 
- RRP $265). 
£30 - 40 
600* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Quantum 
Infinity trainers (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
601* 
A pair of as new Geox Respira Ottaya 
platform sandals (UK 6). 
£20 - 30 
602* 
A pair of as new Geox Respira D 
Jaysen F trainers (UK 5). 
£30 - 40 
603* 
A pair of women's as new Saucony 
Guide 13 running shoes (UK 6.5). 
£30 - 40 

604* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Kayano 25 
trainers (UK 5.5). 
£30 - 40 
605* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Quantum 
Infinity trainers (UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
606* 
Two pairs of as new Veja V-12 b-
Mesh trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
607* 
Two pairs of as new Veja Esplar-SE 
canvas trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
608* 
Two pairs of as new Veja Campo 
Easy trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
609* 
Two pairs of as new Veja Esplar 
leather extra white trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
610* 
Two pairs of as new Veja V-10 
leather extra white trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
611* 
Two pairs of as new Veja V-10 
leather extra white trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
612* 
Two pairs of as new Veja V-10 
leather extra white trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
613* 
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy Boost 
350 V2 trainers (UK 5). 
£60 - 80 
614* 
A pair of as new Louis Vuitton Run 
Away sneakers in monogram eclipse 
black (Size 10.5 - RRP £850). 
£260 - 300 
615* 
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy Boost 
350 V2 trainers (UK 8). 
£60 - 80 
616* 
A pair of as new Adidas Yeezy Boost 
350 V2 trainers (UK 11.5). 
£60 - 80 
617* 
A pair of as new Nike Air Max Plus 
trainers (UK 7). 
£30 - 40 
618* 
A pair of as new Nike Air Max Plus 
Game trainers (UK 3.5). 
£30 - 40 

619* 
A pair of as new Adidas UltraBoost 
UB19 Pride trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
620* 
A pair of as new Nike Vapormax 
2019 BG trainers (UK 6). 
£30 - 40 
621* 
A pair of as new Nike Air Jordan 11 
Retro trainers (UK 4). 
£40 - 60 
622* 
A pair of women's as new Nike Air 
Max 98 PRM trainers (UK 3.5). 
£30 - 40 
623* 
A pair of as new On Cloud X running 
shoes (UK 8). 
£30 - 40 
624* 
A pair of women's as new Nike Air 
Jordan 11 Retro trainers (UK 5.5). 
£30 - 40 
625* 
A pair of as new On Cloud X running 
shoes (UK 10). 
£30 - 40 
626* 
Two pairs of as new Fila Disruptor II 
trainers and a pair of Fila 
Provenance Animals trainers (All size 
7). 
£30 - 40 
627* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Quantum 
Infinity trainers (UK 10.5). 
£30 - 40 
628* 
Three pairs of as new Fila Oakmont 
trainers (All size 9). 
£40 - 60 
629* 
Two pairs of as new Mizuno Morelia 
Neo II Mix football boots (Both UK 
10). 
£30 - 40 
630* 
Two pairs of as new Veja Esplar-Logo 
trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
631* 
Two pairs of as new Veja trainers; V-
12 leather and Esplar Logo (Both UK 
4). 
£30 - 40 
632* 
A pair of as new On Cloud running 
shoes (UK 6.5). 
£30 - 40 
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633* 
A pair of as new On Cloud X running 
shoes (UK 7). 
£30 - 40 
634* 
A pair of women's as new Nike Air 
Jordan 11 Retro trainers (UK 6). 
£30 - 40 
635* 
A pair of as new On Cloud X running 
shoes (UK 5.5). 
£30 - 40 
636* 
A pair of as new On Cloud running 
shoes (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
637* 
A pair of as new On Cloud X running 
shoes (UK 10.5). 
£30 - 40 
638* 
A pair of as new On Cloud running 
shoes (UK 7.5). 
£30 - 40 
639* 
A pair of as new On Cloud running 
shoes (UK 7). 
£30 - 40 
640* 
A pair of as new On Cloud X running 
shoes (UK 11). 
£30 - 40 
641* 
A pair of as new On Cloud running 
shoes (UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
642* 
A pair of as new On Cloud X running 
shoes (UK 9.5). 
£30 - 40 
643* 
A pair of as new On Cloud running 
shoes (UK 5). 
£30 - 40 
644* 
Two pairs of as new Fila Oakmont 
trainers (Both size 9). 
£30 - 40 
645* 
A pair of as new Asics Gel-Quantum 
Infinity trainers (UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
646* 
Three pairs of as new safety 
footwear; Millstone safety boot (UK 
6), Portwest FC01 safety shoe (UK 8) 
and V12 Caiman IGS (UK 9). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 

647* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia silk shirt 
in pink (Size 38 - RRP £308). 
£60 - 80 
648* 
A pre-owned Isabel Marant silk 
printed blouse (Size 42), a pre-
owned Diane Von Furstenberg dress 
(Size 6) and a pre-owned Ulla 
Johnson frilled sleeveless top (Size 6 
- All very good condition). 
£30 - 40 
649* 
An as new Club Monaco Wikendah 
dress in black (Size 2, mark on 
side/requires washing- RRP £215). 
£40 - 60 
650* 
An as new FWSS (Fall, Winter, 
Spring, Summer) Tora Teddy coat in 
black faux fur (XS - RRP  £179) and a 
FWSS beanie hat. 
£30 - 40 
651* 
A quantity of assorted as new 
Religion clothing (Approximately 25 
items). 
£40 - 60 
652* 
A quantity of assorted as new 
Religion clothing (Approximately 25 
items). 
£40 - 60 
653* 
Twelve pairs of as new InsideOut 
denim jeans, various sizes. 
£40 - 60 
654* 
Four as new Friski The Flo 2.0 ski 
hoodie (All M - RRP £54 each). 
£40 - 60 
655* 
Four as new Free People Retro Brand 
The Grateful Dead Sphinx sweaters 
(XS, 2 x S, M - RRP £88 each). 
£60 - 80 
656* 
Four as new Friski The Flo 2.0 ski 
hoodie (All M - RRP £54 each). 
£40 - 60 
657* 
Two pairs of as new Adidas trainers; 
Stan Smith (UK 5) and RunFalcon (UK 
4). 
£30 - 40 
658* 
Two pairs of as new Nike trainers; 
Air Zoom Pegasus 35 (UK 10) and Air 
Max 270 React (UK 7). 
£30 - 40 
 

659* 
Two pairs of as new Adidas trainers; 
Falcon (UK 7) and women's Super 
Sleek (UK 6.5). 
£30 - 40 
660* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted sizes/colours - RRP 
£45 each). 
£40 - 60 
661* 
An as new Charles Jeffrey Loverboy 
check suit (Jacket M, trousers 30", 
no tags but as new - RRP £405). 
£100 - 120 
662* 
Five as new The White Stuff Fadeout 
tops (Assorted sizes/colours - RRP 
£45 each). 
£40 - 60 
663* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia shirt in 
red/white (Size 40). 
£40 - 60 
664* 
A pair of as new New Balance Fuel 
Cell Rebel trainers (UK 10 - No box). 
£30 - 40 
665* 
An as new Galvan London Gemma 
evening jacket with all over sequins 
(Size 38 - RRP £1520). 
£180 - 240 
666* 
A lady's as new Maison Jejia shirt in 
blue/white (Size 38). 
£40 - 60 
667* 
A man's as new Hot Leathers USA 
Made leather racer jacket (Size 44 - 
RRP from $350). 
£40 - 60 
668* 
A pair of as new New Balance Fuel 
Cell 5280 trainers (UK 10 - No box). 
£40 - 60 
669* 
Two as new Dark In Love Black Lolita 
long jacket with bat and ears (JW125 
- both XL - RRP $112 each). 
£30 - 40 
670* 
A man's as new AMG (Mercedes) 
performance softshell jacket (XL - 
RRP £236). 
£40 - 60 
671* 
An as new Max Mara dress in wool 
and leather (Size 44 - RRP $745). 
£80 - 100 
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672* 
An as new Lazy Oaf Peanuts fleece 
denim jacket (S - RRP £152). 
£30 - 40 
673* 
A pair of as new Lazy Oaf Peanuts 
repeat check pants (Size 6 - RRP 
£95). 
£20 - 30 
674* 
A pair of Tommy Jeans jeans 
(W33/L32), Tommy Hilfiger 
Windowpane shirt (L), Tommy Jeans 
sweater (S), Tommy Jeans Classic 
Crew sweater (L), child's Tommy 
Hilfiger Essential hoodie (10 Years) 
and Tommy Hilfiger polo (S). 
£40 - 60 
675* 
An as new Regatta Salinger coat (UK 
S), a lady's The North Face Storm 
jacket (XL/18) and a pair of kids Jack 
Wolfskin Snowy Days pants (EU 164). 
£30 - 40 
676* 
An as new Pistola Brando cropped 
denim jacket (S - RRP £163). 
£30 - 40 
677* 
Two pairs of as new Under Armour 
trainers; UA Surge (UK 8.5) and UA 
Micro G Pursuit (UK 11) together 
with an Under armour backpack. 
£30 - 40 
678* 
An as new Stutterheim Skeppsborn 
rain coat (XS). 
£30 - 40 
679* 
An as new Desigual Paula dress (UK 
16 - RRP £110) and a Desigual Nez 
top (UK 14 - RRP 35). 
£30 - 40 
680* 
A pair of as new Hugo Boss jeans 
(W35/L34) and a pair of Diesel jeans 
(W25/L32). 
£30 - 40 
681* 
Two as new Desigual Eloise 
denim/cord/faux fur jackets (UK 8 
and 10 - RRP €120 each). 
£40 - 60 
682* 
Four pairs of as new Polo Ralph 
Lauren high waist Madison pants (All 
size US 4). 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 

683* 
An as new Maje Sport coat in black 
(T38 - RRP £630). 
£40 - 60 
684 
An as new Tommy Hilfiger wind 
resistant coat (S -RRP $350, small 
pen mark on arm). 
£40 - 60 
685* 
An as new Jil Sander dress (Size 36). 
£60 - 80 
686* 
An as new Jonathan Simkhai frilled 
transparent dress (Size 4 - RRP 
£1865). 
£350 - 400 
687* 
A pair of as new Korkers The Guide 
wading boots sportsman series (UK 
14). 
£30 - 40 
688* 
A pair of as new Korkers Streamborn 
wading boots sportsman series (UK 
13). 
£30 - 40 
689* 
An as new Barba Napoli blaze in blue 
(Size IT 52 - RRP €698). 
£80 - 100 
690* 
A pair of as new Merlin Neptune 
motorcycle trousers (XL). 
£30 - 40 
691* 
A pair of as new Merlin Neptune 
motorcycle trousers (L). 
£30 - 40 
692* 
Five pairs of assorted as new 
Skechers footwear (No boxes). 
£40 - 50 
693* 
Three pairs of as new Giasco Dakota 
S3 CL safety boots (2 x UK 9, 1 x UK 
10). 
£30 - 40 
694* 
A pair of as new Korkers Streamborn 
wading boots sportsman series (UK 
13). 
£30 - 40 
695* 
A pair of lady's as new Merlin G24 
motorcycle combat boots (UK 6). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 

696* 
A pair of pre-owned Adidas Yeezy 
Boost 750 (Very slight signs of wear, 
excellent condition - UK 11). 
£80 - 100 
697* 
A pair of as new Merlin Neptune 
motorcycle trousers (M). 
£30 - 40 
698* 
An as new Ketumon motorcycle 
jacket (3XL). 
£30 - 40 
699* 
Two pairs of as new Nike trainers; 
women's Air Force 1 '07  (UK 6) and 
Vapormax 2019 BG (UK 6). 
£30 - 40 
700* 
Two pairs of as new Converse 
footwear; All Star Ox (UK 2.5) and 
Net Star Classic (UK 7). 
£20 - 30 
701* 
A pair of as new Whistles Fernbrook 
leather Chelsea boots (UK 5). 
£30 - 40 
702* 
Twenty one as new InsideOut Denim 
jackets various sizes. 
£40 - 60 
703* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 8 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
704* 
 An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 12 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
705* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 14 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
706* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 10 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
707* 
Two pairs of as new J Brand Maria 
high rise skinny jeans in galactic 
black (Both W29 - RRP £69). 
£20 - 30 
708* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 6 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
709* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 6 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
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710* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 8 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
711* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 16 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
712* 
An as new Rixo Kelly skirt in dip dye 
blue teal (UK 12 - RRP £205). 
£40 - 60 
713* 
An as new Haute Hippie long black 
dress (Size 4 - RRP £620). 
£80 - 100 
714* 
An as new Desigual Danae jersey 
dress (UK 18 - RRP £75) together 
with a Desigual Praga dress (UK 16 - 
RRP £88). 
£30 - 40 
715* 
An as new For Love & Lemons floral 
eyelet dress (L - RRP £125). 
£30 - 40 
716* 
A pre-owned Alexander McQueen 
sleeveless eyelet top (M) and a pre-
owned Helmut Lang denim jacket (S 
- Both in good condition). 
£30 - 40 
717* 
An as new Rosetta Getty dress in 
black (Size 2). 
£60 - 80 
718* 
Four pairs of as new Superdry Edit 
chino's (2 x W30/L30, 1 x W30/L34, 1 
x W32/L30 - RRP £50 each). 
£40 - 60 
719* 
Assorted as new geek clothing to 
include Stitch slippers, Groot apron, 
Batman festive jumpers, Star Trek 
dress etc. 
£30 - 40 
720* 
Two pairs of as new Veja Campo 
Easy extra white trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
721* 
Two pairs of as new Veja V-12leather 
extra white trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
722* 
Two pairs of as new Veja trainers; V-
10 CWL and V-10 B-Mesh (Both UK 
4). 
£30 - 40 
 

723* 
Two pairs of as new Veja trainers; 
Campo Chromefree and Nova-HT 
canvas (Both UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
724* 
Two pairs of as new Veja Nova 
canvas trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
725* 
Two pairs of as new Veja Nova-HT 
canvas trainers (UK 4). 
£30 - 40 
726* 
Six pairs of Basebox clear glass 
framed glasses with cases. 
£30 - 40 
727* 
A pair of as new Michael Kors 
sunglasses. 
£30 - 40 
728* 
One pair of boxed as new William 
Painter the oasis sunglasses in black. 
£30 - 40 
729* 
A pair of as new Mulberry glasses 
frames with clear glass (No case/box 
- RRP £179). 
£30 - 40 
730* 
A pair of as Louis Marcel glass 
frames with clear glass. 
£20 - 30 
731* 
A pair of as new Mulberry glasses 
frames with clear glass (No case/box 
- RRP £179). 
£30 - 40 
732* 
Six pairs of Basebox clear glass 
framed glasses with cases. 
£30 - 40 
733* 
A pair of as new William Painter The 
Hook sunglasses. 
£30 - 40 
734* 
Six pairs of Basebox clear glass 
framed glasses, two with cases, four 
without. 
£30 - 40 
735* 
Six pairs of Basebox clear glass 
framed glasses with cases. 
£30 - 40 
736* 
A pair of as new Prada glasses 
frames with clear glass. 
£30 - 40 
 

737* 
A pair of as new Mulberry glasses 
frames with clear glass (No case/box 
- RRP £179). 
£30 - 40 
738* 
A pair of as new Mont Blanc glasses 
frames with clear glass. 
£30 - 40 
739* 
A pair of as new Mulberry glasses 
frames with clear glass (No case/box 
- RRP £179). 
£30 - 40 
740* 
A pair of as new Tod's glasses frames 
with clear glass. 
£30 - 40 
741* 
A pair of as new Mulberry glasses 
frames with clear glass (No case/box 
- RRP £179). 
£30 - 40 
742* 
A pair of as new Mulberry glasses 
frames with clear glass (No case/box 
- RRP £179). 
£30 - 40 
743* 
A pair of as new Ray Ban glasses 
frames with clear glass. 
£20 - 30 
744* 
A pair of as new Mulberry glasses 
frames with clear glass (No case/box 
- RRP £179). 
£30 - 40 
745* 
A pair of as new Mulberry glasses 
frames with clear glass (No case/box 
- RRP £179). 
£30 - 40 
746* 
A pair of as new Mulberry glasses 
frames with clear glass (No case/box 
- RRP £179). 
£30 - 40 
747* 
A pair of as new Barbour Neutson 
Twill chinos (32" - RRP £95). 
£20 - 30 
748* 
Three pairs of as new Ortigia 
Gattopardo swim shorts (Size 5 - XXL 
- RRP £70 each). 
£40 - 60 
749* 
An as new Wicker Wings minis 
shoulder bag in black. 
£30 - 40 
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750* 
An as new Wicker Wings minis 
shoulder bag in green. 
£30 - 40 
751* 
An as new Wicker Wings minis 
shoulder bag in green. 
£30 - 40 
752* 
An as new Wicker Wings minis 
shoulder bag in green. 
£30 - 40 
753* 
An as new Wicker Wings minis 
shoulder bag in burgundy. 
£30 - 40 
754* 
An as new Wicker Wings minis 
shoulder bag in burgundy. 
£30 - 40 
755* 
A pair of Fred Perry Hughes low 
canvas sneakers (UK 9) and two Fred 
Perry tops (L and XL). 
£30 - 40 
756* 
An as new Wicker Wings minis 
shoulder bag in black. 
£30 - 40 
757* 
An as new Wicker Wings minis 
shoulder bag in black. 
£30 - 40 
758* 
A pair of Ground Up Marvel 
Deadpool hi-top sneakers (Size 12), a 
pair of Ground Up Marvel Black 
Panther low-top sneakers (Size 12), a 
pair of Think Geek Star Trek swim 
shorts (L) and a Think Geek Visions 
of the Future Keplar-16B blanket (All 
as new). 
£30 - 40 
759* 
A pair of as new Fitflop Signey 
Mixtee knee-high boots in chocolate 
brown (EU 38 - RRP £135). 
£30 - 40 
760* 
A pair of women's as new Sorel 
Phoenix Moto boots (UK 7). 
£30 - 40 
761* 
A pair of women's as new Sorel 
Phoenix Moto boots (UK 7.5). 
£30 - 40 
762* 
An as new Dolce & Gabbana leopard 
print bikini top (TG 2 - RRP £245). 
£40 - 60 
 

763* 
An as new Dolce & Gabbana leopard 
print bikini bottom (TG 2 - RRP 
£175). 
£30 - 40 
764* 
An as new Dolce & Gabbana leopard 
print bikini bottom (TG 3 - RRP 
£175). 
£30 - 40 
 
765* 
An as new Dolce & Gabbana leopard 
print bikini bottom (TG 4 - RRP 
£175). 
£30 - 40 
766* 
An as new Galvan London Liquid 
Velvet coat in peacock green (Size 36 
- RRP £1295). 
£180 - 220 
767* 
A pair of as new Thursday Boot Co. 
boots (US 9.5 - RRP $199, no box). 
£30 - 40 
 

DAY TWO 
 

LOST PROPERTY AND 
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

 
768* 
Twenty eight as new Crazy Color 
semi-permanent hair colour cream 
(Fire, 100ml). 
£30 - 40 
769* 
A quantity of mainly part used 
fragrances to include Tiffany & Love 
For Him, Tom Ford Tobacco Vanille 
eau de parfum and Gucci Bloom 
Acqua Di Fiori (Approximately 25 
items). 
£30 - 40 
770* 
A quantity of men's as new grooming 
products and toiletries to include 
one Every Man Jack manual razor (6 
blades), Cremo medicated beard 
cream and Calvin Klein Eternity 
deodorant sticks. 
£20 - 30 
771* 
A quantity of as new Mario Badescu 
skin care aloe facial sprays with 
cucumber and green tea and herbs 
and rosewater (Approximately 20 x 
118ml). 
£20 - 30 

772* 
A quantity miscellaneous cosmetics 
to include Morphe Blushing Babes, 
Yves Saint Laurent radiant touch and 
Lancome Juicy shaker. 
£30 - 40 
773* 
Twelve boxes of Procare haircare 
Meche 200 premium long meche 
strips. 
£20 - 30 
774* 
A large quantity of shampoos, 
conditioners and related hair care 
products to include Wella Welloxon 
Perfect and Colour Touch Plus, 
Nioxin 4 and 5 colour safe shampoos 
and System Professional H2 and L1. 
£60 - 80 
775* 
One box of miscellaneous as new 
cosmetics and related items to 
include Bare Minerals, Ole 
Henriksen, Too Faced and Nars. 
£40 - 60 
776* 
Forty eight boxed as new Lily 
England Marble make up bags. 
£60 - 80 
777* 
A quantity of cotton Organyc 
sanitary pads (48 boxes heavy flow, 
12 boxes moderate flow, boxes of 10 
pads). 
£40 - 60 
778* 
A quantity of Soap Daze 
handcrafted/natural vegan soaps to 
include Lavender & Orange, New 
Rose, Lemon & Lime and Coffee 
(Approximately 70 bars). 
£40 - 60 
779* 
A quantity of boxed as new Tiffany & 
Love For Her eau de parfum 1.2ml 
vials (Approximately 60 x 12). 
£40 - 60 
780* 
Ten boxes of four as new Mable Kids 
bamboo toothbrushes. 
£30 - 40 
781* 
A quantity of as new and pre-owned 
fragrances, toiletries and cosmetics. 
£30 - 40 
782* 
Three boxed as new Eco Masters My 
Smile - teeth whitening kits. 
£20 - 30 
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783* 
Three boxed as new Eco Masters My 
Smile - teeth whitening kits. 
£20 - 30 
784* 
Three boxed as new Eco Masters My 
Smile - teeth whitening kits. 
£20 - 30 
785* 
Three boxed as new Eco Masters My 
Smile - teeth whitening kits. 
£20 - 30 
786* 
Three boxed as new Eco Masters My 
Smile - teeth whitening kits. 
£20 - 30 
787* 
Three boxed as new Boss Bottled gift 
sets (Eau de toilette 100ml, 
deodorant spray 150ml and shower 
gel 100ml). 
£20 - 30 
788* 
Twenty four boxed as new 'The 
Minx' shower caps from The Shower 
Cap Reinvented (Turban inspired - 
fashion forward prints). 
£80 - 100 
789* 
Twenty four boxed as new 'The Pari' 
shower caps from The Shower Cap 
Reinvented (Turban inspired - 
fashion forward prints). 
£80 - 100 
790* 
Fifty as new DeUtte Precise 
Nourishing Curl Definers (150ml). 
£80 - 100 
791* 
A quantity of as new Facetheory 
Vitamin C Cream Clenser C1 
(Approximately 20 x 150ml). 
£30 - 40 
792* 
One box containing as new 
miscellaneous cosmetics and beauty 
products to include Sally Hansen 
Color Therapy Top Coat, O.P.I Gel 
Color healthy nail top coat, one Max 
Studio 10-piece lip wand and Eylure 
Enchanted Heartbreaker eyelashes. 
£30 - 40 
793* 
Sixteen as new L'Oreal Paris Fine 
Flowers Toner (400ml). 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 
 
 

794* 
Twenty four boxed as new 'The 
Muse' shower caps from The Shower 
Cap Reinvented (Turban inspired - 
fashion forward prints). 
£80 - 100 
795* 
Twenty four boxed as new 'The 
Minx' shower caps from The Shower 
Cap Reinvented (Turban inspired - 
fashion forward prints). 
£80 - 100 
796* 
Three boxes of miscellaneous as new 
cosmetics, toiletries and related 
items. 
£30 - 40 
797* 
A large quantity of assorted 
Dermedics Meso Serums (10 vials of 
5ml) to include Meso Lift, Meso 
Vital, Meso White and Meso ECM 
along with Dermedics Youth Expert 
Biomimetic Soothing Serumes and 
Global Anti-Aging Creams (50ml) 
(Approximately 50 items). 
£180 - 200 
798* 
Five assorted tubs (70oz) of Fresh 
Bombs CBD PEDI bombs to include 
Nail Strengthener, Skin Healer and 
Pain Reliever along with a quantity 
of Fresh Bombs CBD Pain Reliever 
bath bombs (Approximately 50). 
£60 - 80 
799* 
Three boxed as new Atmoko Shiatsu 
neck & shoulder massagers with 
heat (Model: HP117A). 
£30 - 40 
800* 
A quantity of boxed a new Wella 
Koleston Perfect (60ml) and Colour 
Touch (60ml), in various shades 
(Approximately 75 items). 
£40 - 60 
801* 
Three boxed as new Atmoko Shiatsu 
neck & shoulder massagers with 
heat (Model: HP117A). 
£30 - 40 
802* 
Three boxes of miscellaneous as new 
and part-used cosmetics, toiletries 
and related items to include Avon 
bubble baths, Colgate toothpaste 
and Surya Brasil Henna Cream. 
£30 - 40 
803* 
A box of pre-owned toiletries. 
£20 - 30 

804* 
Four boxed as new NARS natural 
radiant longwear foundation 30ml 
(Medium 1 Punjab 6608). 
£30 - 40 
805* 
A quantity of boxed as new NARS 
cosmetics to include natural radiant 
longwear foundation (30ml), sheer 
glow foundation (30ml), liquid blush 
(15ml) and audacious lipstick (4.2g) 
(6 items). 
£20 - 30 
806* 
Four boxed as new NARS natural 
radiant longwear foundation 30ml 
(Medium 1 Punjab 6608, Light 5 Fiji 
6607). 
£30 - 40 
807* 
Six boxed as new NARS sheer glow 
foundation in Punjab and Salzburg 
(30ml). 
£30 - 40 
808* 
Three as new Coco Chanel Paris 
Mademoiselle gentle body exfoliants 
(150g). 
£30 - 40 
809* 
Four Grace Cole Boutique Collection 
body lotions (500ml) and six Grace 
Cole Boutique Collection hand wash 
(500ml) in various fragrances. 
£20 - 30 
810* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
811* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
812* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
813* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
814* 
Ten boxed as new Hourglass 
Seamless Finish Concealer Brushes. 
£40 - 60 
815* 
Eleven boxed as new Hourglass 
Vanish Airbrush Concealers in 
various shades (6ml). 
£40 - 60 
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816* 
Eleven boxed as new Hourglass 
Vanish Airbrush Concealers in 
various shades (6ml). 
£40 - 60 
817* 
Eleven boxed as new Hourglass 
Vanish Airbrush Concealers in 
various shades (6ml). 
£40 - 60 
818* 
Eleven boxed as new Hourglass 
Vanish Airbrush Concealers in 
various shades (6ml). 
£40 - 60 
819* 
One boxed as new Macrene Actives 
High Performance Face Cream 
(30ml). 
£30 - 40 
820* 
One boxed as new Macrene Actives 
High Performance Lip Filler (8ml). 
£20 - 30 
821* 
One boxed as new Macrene Actives 
High Performance Face Cream Extra 
Rich (30ml). 
£30 - 40 
822* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
823* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
824* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
825* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
826* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
827* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
828* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 

829* 
Two Hera Sun Mate Daily Duo (2 x 
70ml, SPF35) and two Hera Age 
Away Vitalizing Water (150ml), all 
boxed as new. 
£30 - 40 
830* 
One Macrene Actives High 
Performance Cleanser (100ml) and 
one Macrene Actives High 
Performance Face Serum (30ml), 
both boxed as new. 
£40 - 60 
831* 
One boxed as new Macrene Actives 
High Performance Face Cream 
(50ml). 
£40 - 60 
832* 
One boxed as new Macrene Actives 
High Performance Face Cream Extra 
Rich (50ml). 
£40 - 60 
833* 
One boxed as new Macrene Actives 
High Performance Neck and 
Decolletage Treatment (100ml). 
£40 - 60 
834* 
Fourteen as new Nars natural 
radiant longwear foundations (14 x 
30ml), two Nars sheer glow 
foundations (2 x 30ml) and one 
liquid blush (15ml). 
£20 - 30 
835* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
836* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
837* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
838* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
839* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 
 
 

840* 
Five as new fragrances to include 
one Jo Malone Poppy & Barley 
Cologne (100ml, unboxed), one 
Daisy Love Eau So Sweet (50ml), one 
Narciso Rodriguez for her eau de 
parfum (30ml), one Dior Addict eau 
de parfum (50ml) and one Joop 
Homme eau de toilette (125ml), 
along with one boxed as new Dior 
Homme shower gel (200ml). 
£30 - 40 
841* 
Six boxed as new Costa Brazil Kaya 
Jungle Firming Oils (30ml). 
£40 - 60 
842* 
Two boxed as new Costa Brazil Kaya 
Anti-Aging Face Oils (30ml). 
£40 - 60 
843* 
Two boxed as new Costa Brazil Kaya 
Anti-Aging Face Oils (30ml). 
£40 - 60 
844* 
Two boxed as new Costa Brazil Kaya 
Anti-Aging Face Oils (30ml). 
£40 - 60 
845* 
Two boxed as new Costa Brasil Kaya 
Jungle Firming Oils (100ml). 
£40 - 60 
846* 
Two boxed as new Costa Brasil Kaya 
Jungle Firming Oils (100ml). 
£40 - 60 
847* 
Two boxed as new Costa Brasil Kaya 
Jungle Firming Oils (100ml). 
£40 - 60 
848* 
Two boxed as new Costa Brazil Body 
Creams (140ml). 
£40 - 60 
849* 
Two boxed as new Costa Brazil Body 
Creams (140ml). 
£40 - 60 
850* 
Two boxed as new Costa Brazil Body 
Creams (140ml). 
£40 - 60 
851* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
852* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
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853* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
854* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
855* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
856* 
Four Narciso Rodriguez for him Bleu 
Noir eau de toilette (4 x 100ml) and 
five Narciso Rodriguez for him Bleu 
Noir eau de toilette extreme (5 x 
50ml). 
£20 - 30 
857* 
Four boxed as new HoliFrog 
Kissimmee vitamin F therapy balmy 
wash (74ml). 
£30 - 40 
858* 
Four boxed as new HoliFrog Superior 
Omega nutritive gel wash (148ml). 
£30 - 40 
859* 
Four boxed as new HoliFrog Shasta 
AHA refining acid wash (148ml). 
£30 - 40 
860* 
Four boxed as new HoliFrog 
Tashmoo Water Lily nourishing milky 
wash (148ml). 
£30 - 40 
861* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
862* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
863* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
864* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
865* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
866* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 

867* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
868* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
869* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
870* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
 
871* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
872* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
873* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
874* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
875* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
876* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
877* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
878* 
A quantity of as new Kiehl's 
cosmetics/toiletries to include one 
Calendula Collection, three Facial 
Fuel Moisture Treatment for Men 
125ml and 200ml and one Creme de 
Corps Soy Milk & Honey Whipped 
Body Butter (8 items), along with 
one as new Jo Malone Pomegranate 
Noir Body Creme (175ml). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 
 

879* 
One boxed as new Livia - The Off 
Switch For Menstrual Pain (Instant 
treatment for period cramps), in 
pink. 
£30 - 40 
880* 
Six as new Costa Brazil Body Creams 
(25ml). 
£40 - 60 
881 
A Chanel Coco Mademoiselle 
moisturising body lotion (200ml). 
£15 - 20 
882* 
A quantity of boxed as new 
miscellaneous cosmetics/toiletries to 
include two L'Occitane Intensive 
Hand Balm, one Bare Minerals On 
The Go 6-piece get started kit and 
one Clinique Best Sellers (All About 
Eyes 15ml), Moisture Surge auto 
replenishing hydrator (50ml) and 
Moisture Surge hydrating 
supercharged concentrate (48ml) (8 
items). 
£30 - 40 
883* 
A quantity of Cana Gold Signature 
cosmetics to include All Natural 
Night Time Treatment (60ml), All 
Natural Day Time Treatment & 
Moisturizing 2 in 1 (100ml) and All 
Natural Anti-Aging & Firming 
Treatment Sets (9 items). 
£80 - 100 
884* 
Three Narciso Rodriguez Fleur Musc 
for her eau de toilette Florae (3 x 
100ml) and  four Narciso Rodriquez 
Fleur Musc eau de toilette Florae for 
her (4 x 50ml). 
£20 - 30 
885* 
A quantity of assorted as new Body 
Shop products to include Ginger 
anti-dandruff shampoo (400ml), 
Strawberry, Mango and Warm 
Vanilla shower gels (250ml) and 
Satsuma body butter (200ml) 
(Approximately 25 items). 
£30 - 40 
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886* 
Two Givenchy L'Interdit Edition 
Couture eau de parfum (50ml), two 
Elie Saab Girl of Now eau de parfum 
(30ml, one Shine), one Narciso 
Rodriguez Pure Musc for her eau de 
parfum (50ml) and one Gucci Guilty 
Love Edition Pour Homme eau de 
toilette (90ml), all boxed as new. 
£40 - 60 
887* 
Four Jo Malone cologne gift sets to 
include Wild Blueberry, English pear 
& freesia and wood sage and sea salt 
(30ml and 9ml). 
£30 - 40 
888* 
An as new Hunter 1114 professional 
cordless hair trimmer together with 
assorted grooming products and 
accessories. 
£40 - 60 
889* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
890* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
891* 
Four boxed as new La Roche-Posay 
My Skin Track UV Sensors. 
£40 - 60 
892* 
A large quantity of boxed as new 
Hourglass sample pack cosmetics - 
Caution Extreme Lash Mascara 
(3.5g), Veil Mineral Primer (3.6ml) 
and Unreal High Shine Volumizing 
Lip Gloss (1.6g). 
£30 - 40 
893* 
An as new Hunter 1114 professional 
cordless hair trimmer together with 
assorted grooming products and 
accessories. 
£40 - 60 
894* 
Two as new Nuprol X-Large Hard 
Cases in green (NHC-03-GRN, wave 
foam). 
£20 - 30 
895* 
Five boxes of ten as new Blue 
Rancher E-Liquid by X Series Salts 
(10ml) (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 40 
 
 
 

896* 
Five boxes of ten as new Blue 
Rancher E-Liquid by X Series Salts 
(10ml) (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 40 
897* 
Five boxes of ten as new Blue 
Rancher E-Liquid by X Series Salts 
(10ml) (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 40 
898* 
Five boxes of ten as new Blue 
Rancher E-Liquid by X Series Salts 
(10ml) (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 40 
899* 
Two boxed as new HFC MK8 Gas 
Pistols GG-106 and seven packs of 
Kilo9 6mm ammo (Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
900* 
Two airsoft pistols; B&W GBB pistol 
and CM.125 Airsoft Electric gun 
(Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
901* 
An as new Benjamin Marauder 
BP2564S PCP air rifle (Over 18s only). 
£100 - 120 
902* 
A quantity of assorted Totally 
Wicked E-liquids (Over 18s only).  
£40 - 80 
903* 
A box of assorted E-Cigarettes, E-
Liquids and accessories (Over 18s 
only). 
£60 - 100 
904* 
One Airsoft Gun MB06A Sniper Rifle 
in two tone blue, one Airsoft Gun 
M30p in orange and black, one 
Strike Systems ATS Stock in black 
and one Firepower Special 
Operations Kit, all boxed as new 
(Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
905* 
One boxed as new CYMA CM.028c 
auto electric gun (Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
906* 
One boxed as new CYMA CM.045A 
electric rifle (Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
907* 
One boxed as new Cyma C518 
Custom Muzzle Brake airsoft gun 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
 

908* 
A quantity of as new air rifle 
accessories and tactical equipment 
to include four riflescopes, 8 Fields 
Power battery packs and BLS Airsoft 
Ultimate Heavy BBs (Over 18s only). 
£40 - 60 
909* 
One as new Dwayne Haskins Ohio 
State Buckeyes autographed white 
panel football (#1) and one Ohio 
State autographed football, 
signature unknown (Not 
authenticated by BCVA). 
£40 - 60 
910* 
An as new Bandolier iPhone 11 
leather case and carry strap. 
£20 - 30 
911* 
Six boxed as new Royal Copenhagen 
Fluted Contrast mugs (Anthracite). 
£20 - 30 
912* 
A pre-owned Hazzard MRP bicycle 
rear shock absorber in orange. 
£40 - 60 
913* 
A pre-owned Hazzard MRP bicycle 
rear shock absorber in orange. 
£40 - 60 
914* 
A boxed as new Asus Zenfone 2 
Laser Android Smartphone 2GB 
32GB in Black. Model ZE550KL. 
Requires UK USB charger, not 
included. IMEI 358059070481662. 
£40 - 60 
915* 
A boxed as new Asus Zenfone Max 
Android Smartphone 2GB 16GB in 
White. Modek ZC550KL. Requires UK 
USB charger, not included. IMEI 
353380076689743. 
£35 - 45 
916* 
A pair of as new Swarovski 
Champagne glasses with motif on 
flute. 
£20 - 30 
917* 
A boxed as new Fischer stainless 
steel anchor bolts, 50 in a box 
(501403). 
£100 - 120 
918* 
A boxed as new Fischer stainless 
steel anchor bolts, 50 pack (501403). 
£100 - 120 
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919* 
A boxed as new Hugo Boss watch 
Hole in 1 edition. 
£30 - 40 
920* 
One bag of as new miscellaneous 
guitar accessories to include Stentor 
switches for SC/TC type guitars 
(Three-way slide), Stentor Pots 500K 
Log De Luxe and Schaller 
replacement buttons and felts 
(Nickel) along with one boxed as 
new Harley Benton PA-100 power-
attenuator. 
£40 - 50 
921* 
One man's MVMT watch in black 
(L213.5L.551) and one MorePro 
fitness tracker in black, both boxed 
as new. 
£20 - 30 
922* 
One boxed as new Evarii watches 
forest automatic starter kit. 
£30 - 40 
923* 
Three boxed as new Carrs Sterling 
Silver Bear Honey Jar keepsakes. 
£40 - 60 
924* 
Three boxed as new Carrs Sterling 
Silver Bear Honey Jar keepsakes. 
£40 - 60 
925* 
Three boxed as new Carrs Sterling 
Silver Bear Honey Jar keepsakes. 
£40 - 60 
926* 
Three boxed as new Carrs Sterling 
Silver Bear Honey Jar keepsakes. 
£40 - 60 
927* 
A boxed as new Swarovski Eternal 
white stainless steel watch 
(5377545). 
£40 - 60 
928* 
A boxed as new Swarovski cosmic 
white stainless steel watch 
(5376080). 
£40 - 60 
929* 
A boxed as new Swarovski octea lux 
moon stainless steel watch with 
leather strap in dark blue (5516305). 
£40 - 60 
930* 
A boxed as new Swarovski cosmic 
white stainless steel watch 
(5376080). 
£40 - 60 

931* 
A boxed as new Swarovski crystal 
rose watch with metal bracelet and 
white/rose gold tone PVD (5484073). 
£40 - 60 
932* 
Three boxed as new Swarovski 
Sunshine Sets 5480464 (White, 
mixed metal finish). 
£30 - 40 
933* 
Four items of boxed as new 
Swarovski jewellery to include two 
Little Star Ornments (5429593), one 
Nude Set (5528964) and one Ocean 
Sand Coin Necklace (5462580). 
£40 - 60 
934* 
Two boxed Maria Black Mio yellow-
gold plated chain necklaces (One 
size). 
£30 - 40 
935* 
One as new FOSSIL Coachman 
chronograph watch with black 
leather strap. 
£20 - 30 
936* 
One lady's boxed as new Storm Mini 
Sotec watch. 
£20 - 30 
937* 
Six boxed as new Vermont Bentley 
snowflake Christmas tree 
ornaments.  
£20 - 30 
938* 
One HyperX HX-HSCO-GM/WW 
Cloud Orbit - audio gaming headset 
in black. 
£40 - 60 
939* 
An as new Cluse La Bohème Mesh 
Black watch (RRP €110). 
£30 - 40 
940* 
One man's as new Fossil FB-01 
three-hand date two-tone stainless 
steel watch. 
£30 - 40 
941* 
One man's as new Fossil FB-01 
three-hand date two-tone stainless 
steel watch. 
£30 - 40 
942* 
One man's as new Fossil FB-01 
three-hand date two-tone stainless 
steel watch. 
£30 - 40 
 

943* 
One lady's boxed as new Daniel 
Wellington Petite Sterling watch 
with a black dial. 
£30 - 40 
944* 
Four Alco Sense Pro breathalysers 
(Unsealed). 
£30 - 40 
945 
One as new DC Crisis On Infinite 
Earths box set (Books, case slightly 
scratched). 
£40 - 50 
946* 
A quantity of pre-owned watches 
and related items (Approximately 
60). 
£40 - 60 
947* 
A quantity of as new Ted Baker Harly 
Tiny Heart stud earrings 
(Approximately 45 pairs, one size, 
rose gold tone). 
£180 - 200 
948* 
A quantity of as new Ted Baker Harly 
Tiny Heart stud earrings 
(Approximately 45 pairs, one size, 
rose gold tone). 
£180 - 200 
949* 
A quantity of as new Ted Baker Harly 
Tiny Heart stud earrings 
(Approximately 45 pairs, one size, 
rose gold tone). 
£180 - 200 
950* 
A quantity of as new Ted Baker Harly 
Tiny Heart stud earrings 
(Approximately 45 pairs, one size, 
rose gold tone). 
£180 - 200 
951* 
A large quantity of costume 
jewellery and related items. 
£60 - 80 
952* 
One Xtrons car digital TV receiver 
(ICE/VDO/FV011), two pairs of 
Xtrons headphones 
(ICE/VDO/DWH005) and one pair of 
Xtrons headphones 
(ICE/VDO/DWH004), all as new. 
£30 - 40 
953* 
One pair of boxed as new Garmin 
Vector 3S bicycle pedals (Box slightly 
damaged). 
£80 - 100 
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954* 
One boxed ILife V5s Pro robotic 
vacuum cleaner. 
£30 - 40 
955* 
One boxed ILife V5s Pro robotic 
vacuum cleaner. 
£30 - 40 
956* 
A boxed as new Ilife robotic vacuum 
cleaner (A4S). 
£40 - 60 
957* 
One boxed as new XP-Pen Artist12 
11.6" graphics drawing tablet. 
£30 - 40 
958* 
One boxed as new Ryze Tech Tello 
Drone Boost Combo. 
£30 - 40 
959* 
Four boxed as new Honeywell 
HB74HD4 4 MP IR bullet cameras. 
£40 - 60 
960* 
One boxed as new Microsoft Surface 
Dock (1661). 
£30 - 40 
961* 
One boxed as new EVBOX Elvi 
Walldock 3/32A, kWh (E3320-
WALLDOCKKWH). 
£40 - 60 
962* 
Five as new Harry Potter items; 
cauldron mug, Gryffindor crest metal 
bookmark, Slytherin journal, a 
Gringotts purse and a Gryffindor 
purse. 
£20 - 30 
963* 
A boxed as new Phonak Sky hearing 
aid in beige (V70-UP). 
£40 – 60 
964* 
A boxed as new Phonak Sky hearing 
aid in beige (V70-UP). 
£40 - 60 
965* 
A boxed as new Phonak Sky hearing 
aid in beige (V70-UP). 
£40 - 60 
966* 
A boxed as new Phonak Sky hearing 
aid in beige (V70-UP). 
£40 - 60 
967* 
A boxed as new Phonak Sky hearing 
aid in beige (V70-UP). 
£40 - 60 
 

968* 
A boxed as new Phonak Sky hearing 
aid in beige (V70-UP). 
£40 - 60 
969* 
A boxed as new Phonak Sky hearing 
aid in beige (V70-UP). 
£40 - 60 
970* 
One boxed as new Costa Brazil 
Jungle scented candle (467g). 
£30 - 40 
971* 
One boxed as new Costa Brazil 
Jungle scented candle (467g). 
£30 - 40 
972* 
One boxed as new Costa Brazil 
Jungle scented candle (467g). 
£30 - 40 
973* 
One boxed as new Costa Brazil 
Jungle scented candle (467g). 
£30 - 40 
974* 
One boxed as new Costa Brazil 
Jungle scented candle (467g). 
£30 - 40 
975* 
One boxed as new Costa Brazil 
Jungle scented candle (467g). 
£30 - 40 
976* 
Three boxed as new eXact smart 
brew refilll boxes (486216). 
£30 - 40 
977* 
Three boxed as new eXact smart 
brew refilll boxes (486216). 
£30 - 40 
978* 
Five boxes of Fischer threaded rod 
M12 x 160 (90451). 
£30 - 40 
979* 
Three boxed as new eXact smart 
brew refilll boxes (486216). 
£30 - 40 
980* 
Five boxes of Fischer threaded rod 
M12 x 160 (90451). 
£30 - 40 
981* 
One boxed as new Tama Iron Cobra 
200 Series Double Kick Drum Pedal 
(HP200PTW). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 

982* 
One boxed as new Tama Iron Cobra 
200 Series Double Kick Drum Pedal 
(HP200PTW). 
£30 - 40 
983* 
A boxed as new Epson T8873 
C13T887300 Magenta Ink Cartridge 
for WF-C17590 Series (Box sealed). 
£100 - 200 
984* 
One boxed as new Orion Illuminated 
Right-Angle long range alignment kit 
(329082-1). 
£30 - 40 
985* 
One boxed as new Rode NT-USB 
versatile studio-quality USB 
microphone. 
£30 - 40 
986* 
Four boxed as new Hohner Rocket 
Amp Harmonicas (C, D). 
£30 - 40 
987* 
Four boxed as new Honeywell 
HB74HD4 4 MP IR bullet cameras. 
£40 - 60 
988* 
Five boxed as new Cat Eye AMPP 500 
front lights (500 lumens, 50hours 
max, USB). 
£30 - 40 
989* 
A quantity of various boxed as new 
Cat Eye cycling accessories to include 
Rapid X3, Rapid Mini and TL-LD610R 
bicycle lights (7 items). 
£30 - 40 
990* 
Four boxed as new Hohner Marine 
Band Deluxe Harmonicas (A, D). 
£30 - 40 
991* 
Five boxed as new Hohner Golden 
Melody Progressive Harmonicas (E, 
F). 
£30 - 40 
992* 
Four boxed as new Hohner Rocket 
Harmonicas - three Amp (G) and one 
Low (D). 
£30 - 40 
993* 
Five boxed as new Hohner Golden 
Melody Progressive Harmonicas (C). 
£30 - 40 
994* 
Three boxed as new Hohner Marine 
Band Crossover Harmonicas (G). 
£30 - 40 
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995* 
Three boxed as new Hohner Marine 
Band Crossover Harmonicas (G). 
£30 - 40 
996* 
Four boxed as new Hohner Rocket 
Amp Harmonicas (F, Bb). 
£30 - 40 
997* 
Five boxed as new Cat Eye AMPP 500 
front lights (500 lumens, 50 hours 
max, USB). 
£30 - 40 
998* 
Five boxed as new Cat Eye AMPP 500 
front lights (500 lumens, 50 hours 
max, USB). 
£30 - 40 
999* 
Five boxed as new Cat Eye AMPP 500 
front lights (500 lumens, 50 hours 
max, USB). 
£30 - 40 
1000* 
Three boxed as new Hohner Marine 
Band Crossover Harmonicas (Eb). 
£30 - 40 
1001* 
Four boxed as new Hohner MS-
Series Blues Harp Harmonicas (D, 
Eb). 
£20 - 30 
1002* 
Four boxed as new Hohner 
Progressive Special 20 Harmonicas 
(A, Db). 
£30 - 40 
1003* 
Four boxed as new Hohner 
Harmonicas - Marine Band Deluxe 
(B), MS-Series Pro Harp (D), 
Progressive Special 20 (Db) and 
Marine Band Crossover (Db). 
£40 - 50 
1004* 
Three boxed as new Hohner Marine 
Band Crossover Harmonicas (Db). 
£30 - 40 
1005* 
Three Hohner Progressive Rocket 
Harmonicas (A) and one Hohner 
Marine Band Deluxe Harmonica (A), 
all boxed as new. 
£30 - 40 
1006* 
Four boxed as new Hohner 
Progressive Special 20 Harmonicas 
(Eb). 
£30 - 40 
 
 

1007* 
Three boxed as new Hohner Marine 
Band Crossover Harmonicas (E). 
£30 - 40 
1008* 
A boxed as new dentist examination 
light in white. 
£30 - 40 
1009* 
A boxed as new dentist examination 
light in white. 
£30 - 40 
1010* 
Six boxed as new Avantree HS102 
headphone stands with cable 
holders (Suitable for all 
headphones). 
£30 - 40 
1011* 
Seven boxed as new SLV PHO 
recessed wall lights in matt white 
(1W LED, 3000K, Code: 146211). 
£40 - 60 
1012* 
One boxed as new Oncam Evolution 
12 stainless steel extreme 
environment camera (EVO-12-SS2). 
£80 - 100 
1013* 
Four boxed as new Hohner MS-
Series Pro Harp Harmonicas (Ab, Bb, 
Eb and G). 
£30 - 40 
1014* 
A boxed as new dentist examination 
light in white. 
£30 - 40 
1015* 
A boxed as new dentist examination 
light in white. 
£30 - 40 
1016* 
A boxed as new dentist examination 
light in white. 
£30 - 40 
1017* 
Seven boxed as new SLV PHO 
recessed wall lights in matt white 
(1W LED, 3000K, Code: 146211). 
£40 - 60 
1018* 
Seven boxed as new SLV PHO 
recessed wall lights in matt white 
(1W LED, 3000K, Code: 146211). 
£40 - 60 
1019* 
Seven boxed as new SLV PHO 
recessed wall lights in matt white 
(1W LED, 3000K, Code: 146211). 
£40 - 60 
 

1020* 
One pair of boxed as new Petzl Dart 
Crampons with Leverlock Fill 
bindings. 
£30 - 40 
1021* 
A quantity of spirits to include 
Smirnoff vodka, Captain Morgans 
Spiced Gold and Duppy Share Spiced 
(Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1022* 
Three bottles of Rock Rose Premium 
Scottish Gin (700ml, 41.5% Vol) 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1023* 
A quantity of miscellaneous 
whiskeys and cognac to include Jim 
Beam Red Stag and Bulleit Bourbon 
(Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1024* 
Three bottles of Rock Rose Premium 
Scottish Gin (700ml, 41.5% Vol) 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1025* 
A quantity of Gins to include 
Sipsmith London lemon drizzle, 
Tanqueray london dry and Gordans 
(Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1026* 
Three bottles of Rock Rose Premium 
Scottish Gin (700ml, 41.5% Vol) 
(Over 18s only). 
£20 - 30 
1027* 
One K&F TC2534 Carbon Tripod 
Monopod Kit for DSLR Cameras and 
two sling backpacks for SLR cameras 
in black, all as new. 
£30 - 40 
1028* 
A large quantity of miscellaneous 
alcohol to include wine, cider and 
beer. (Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1029* 
Three Game of Thrones limited 
edition single malt whiskeys to 
include Talisker, Clynelish and Royal 
Lochagar (Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1030* 
Three Game of Thrones limited 
edition single malt whiskeys to 
include Talisker, Clynelish and Royal 
Lochagar (Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
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1031* 
Three bottles of House Targaryen 
Cardhu Gold Reserve single malt 
whisky, Game Of Thrones limited 
edition (Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1032* 
Three Game of Thrones limited 
edition single malt whiskeys to 
include Mortlach, Lagavulin and 
Winters Frost (Over 18s only). 
£40 - 60 
1033* 
One boxed as new Humanscale M8 
Monitor Arm. 
£30 - 40 
1034* 
One boxed as new Daylight Slimline 
3 floor lamp (D35118). 
£20 - 30 
1035* 
One boxed as new Daylight Slimline 
3 floor lamp (D35118). 
£20 - 30 
1036* 
One Myenergi Zappi Eco-Smart EV 
charge point (7kw). 
£80 - 100 
1037* 
A quantity of boxed as new Fantasy 
wireless chargers (Approximately 
100). 
£60 - 80 
1038* 
One boxed as new Focusrite Scarlett 
Solo third-generation 2-in, 2-out USB 
audio interface with a condenser 
microphone and headphones. 
£30 - 40 
1039* 
One boxed as new Focusrite Scarlett 
Solo third-generation 2-in, 2-out USB 
audio interface with a condenser 
microphone and headphones. 
£30 - 40 
1040* 
One boxed as new Focusrite Scarlett 
Solo third-generation 2-in, 2-out USB 
audio interface with a condenser 
microphone and headphones. 
£30 - 40 
1041* 
One boxed as new Focusrite Scarlett 
Solo third-generation 2-in, 2-out USB 
audio interface with a condenser 
microphone and headphones. 
£30 - 40 
1042* 
A pre-owned Denon integrated 
network AV receiver AVR-X2500H. 
£80 - 100 

1043* 
Forty boxed as new Fusion 2D 
compact fluorescent lamps 
(B28/835/4P). 
£30 - 40 
1044* 
One boxed Kalmera KR-12A2E wine 
cooler in black. 
£30 - 40 
1045* 
A boxed as new Annke Egis 4k HD 
Digital video recorder (DT81DP). 
£30 - 40 
1046* 
A quantity of as new Mighty Little 
Extendable Dusters (Approximately 
45). 
£40 - 60 
1047* 
A large quantity of SIM cards to 
include EE and Vodaphone 
(Approximately 700). 
£20 - 30 
1048* 
One boxed as new DeLonghi 
Nespresso Lattissima One coffee 
machine (EN500.BW). 
£40 - 60 
1049* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1050* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1051* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1052* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1053* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1054* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1055* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1056* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
 

1057* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1058* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1059* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1060* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1061* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1062* 
A Brunschwig&Fils ming dragon 
saffron wallpaper ($206). 
£30 - 40 
1063* 
Twelve rolls of SK Filson Tudor Rose 
wallpaper (DE41437, 52cm x 
10.05m). 
£60 - 80 
1064* 
Twelve Instant Power Hair Clog 
Remover (1ltr). 
£20 - 30 
1065* 
Five boxed as new Stagg MUS-C5 T 
Orchestral Music Stands. 
£20 - 30 
1066* 
Eight boxed as new Procare 24*7 foil 
refills 100mmX500m (Perfect hair 
foils at the press of a button). 
£30 - 40 
1067* 
A quantity of as new Molly & Rose 
hair clips and fascinators in various 
styles. 
£30 - 40 
1068* 
As new Kylie Minogue at home Iliana 
lined curtains in silver (90x90). 
£20 - 30 
1069* 
As new Kylie Minogue at home Iliana 
lined curtains in silver (90x90). 
£20 - 30 
1070* 
As new Kylie Minogue at home Iliana 
lined curtains in silver (90x90). 
£20 - 30 
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1071* 
One pair of as new Ashley Wilde 
Aldbury curtains (90x90) and a Kylie 
Minogue at home kingsize luciana 
blush duvet set. 
£20 - 30 
1072* 
As new Kylie Minogue at home Iliana 
lined curtains in silver (90x90). 
£20 - 30 
1073* 
Six as new Wrendale hot or cold 
water bottles with a giraffe and 
flower design (500ml). 
£30 - 40 
1074* 
One The Times Comprehensive Atlas 
of the World hardcover (Slight 
damage to cover). 
£20 - 30 
1075* 
Eight as new Staycool arctic blast 
personal air coolers. 
£30 - 40 
1076* 
Four boxed as new Fiskars Kitchen 
Devils Control five-piece knife 
blocks. 
£30 - 40 
1077* 
Twelve boxed as new Paul Anthony 
Salon Pro hair clippers. 
£30 - 40 
1078* 
Twelve boxed as new Paul Anthony 
Salon Pro hair clippers. 
£30 - 40 
1079* 
One boxed Nespresso CitiZ & Milk 
coffee machine. 
£20 - 30 
1080* 
Twelve as new Pure Fishing compact 
folding stools. 
£30 - 40 
1081* 
Three boxes of assorted snow 
globes. 
£20 - 30 
1082* 
A large quantity of Gro-Mate 
Rootmax (For trees, flowers, 
vegetables and fruits, approximately 
90 x 200g). 
£30 - 40 
1083* 
Six as new Wrendale hot or cold 
water bottles with a hare and bee 
design (500ml). 
£30 - 40 
 

1084* 
As new Kylie Minogue at home Iliana 
lined curtains in silver (90x90). 
£20 - 30 
1085* 
A quantity of Wrendale items to 
include cushions, password books 
and greeting cards. 
£30 - 40 
1086* 
A pre-owned Devoucoux Biarritz 
France Chebertal Lab leather horse 
saddle and cover. 
£100 - 150 
1087* 
Three small suitcases containing 
books. 
£20 - 30 
1088* 
A box of assorted as new and used 
tools and accessories. 
£40 - 60 
1089* 
Eight as new Staycool arctic blast 
personal air coolers. 
£30 - 40 
1090* 
A box of assorted items to include 
tools, sharps and toiletries together 
with two bags of books, a quantity of 
pushchair rain covers and four bags 
of assorted items to include as new 
and used toys other items. 
£30 - 40 
1091* 
A box of assorted Munchkin baby 
items to include disposable nappy 
bins, magnetic stretch to fit car sun 
shades and Miracle cups, a box of 
white cotton cheeky wipes, an 60cm 
cot mattress and a box of Boots baby 
wipes. 
£30 - 40 
1092* 
Four boxed as new Entanglion IBM 
Board Games. 
£20 - 30 
1093* 
Four boxed as new Entanglion IBM 
board games 
£20 - 30 
1094* 
A box of twenty four as new Guppy 
Friend washing bags. 
£20 - 30 
1095* 
A box of twenty four as new Guppy 
Friend washing bags. 
£20 - 30 
 
 

1096* 
Thirty six boxed as new Aurora 
Touch colour changing alarm clocks. 
£60 - 80 
1097* 
Ten boxed as new New York Doll 
Collection Doll Travel Sets with 
accessories (For 18" dolls). 
£30 - 40 
1098* 
Ten boxed as new Manchester City 
large crest 3D construction toys. 
£30 - 40 
1099* 
Two boxed as new Seletti mouse 
lamps in gold. 
£30 - 40 
1100* 
Six boxed as new Entanglion board 
games (IBM Research). 
£20 - 30 
1101* 
Six boxed as new Entanglion board 
games (IBM Research). 
£20 - 30 
1102* 
Three as new Sui Ishida's Tokyo 
Ghoul complete box sets. 
£40 - 60 
1103* 
Four boxed as new Playmags 3D 
magnetic tiles - 100 piece value sets 
(Connect easily for hours of open 
ended play). 
£40 - 60 
1104* 
Three boxes of assorted 
miscellaneous items, two suitcases 
of assorted books and a suitcase of 
as new clothing and related items. 
£40 - 60 
1105* 
Six boxed as new Abyss Leviathan 
expansion for the game Abyss. 
£20 - 30 
1106* 
Five boxed as new Marvel Studios 
Cinematic Universe 23 Movie 
Collections (Iron Man, Thor: 
Ragnarok, Black Panther etc). 
£40 - 60 
1107* 
Five boxed as new Marvel Studios 
Cinematic Universe 23 Movie 
Collections (Iron Man, Thor: 
Ragnarok, Black Panther etc). 
£40 - 60 
1108* 
Six boxed as new Entanglion board 
games (IBM Research). 
£20 - 30 
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1109* 
Six boxed as new IBM Entanglion 
board games. 
£20 - 30 
1110* 
Seven boxed as new Nerf digital 
targets. 
£30 - 40 
1111* 
Eight boxed as new Nerf digital 
targets. 
£30 - 40 
1112* 
One boxed as new Toy Story 4 Buzz 
Lightyear Star Command Centre. 
£20 - 30 
1113* 
One boxed as new Disney Parks 
Christmas Train Set. 
£30 - 40 
1114* 
Eight boxed Lego City (60226), Mars 
Research Shuttle, Space Port with 
Rover and Drone (Boxes intact but 
slightly water damaged). 
£30 - 40 
1115* 
A quantity of boxed Lego to include 
Overwatch (75976) Wrecking Ball, 
Ninjango (70638) Masters of 
Spinjitzu and City (60150) City Pizza 
(13 items, boxes water damaged). 
£30 - 40 
1116* 
One boxed as new iRobot Roomba 
i7+ robot vacuum cleaner (i7550). 
£120 - 150 
1117* 
Ten boxed as new Gaya Borderlands 
3 Psycho masks. 
£40 - 60 
1118* 
One boxed as new Fellowes 
Powershred cross cut shredder 
(4691101). 
£50 - 60 
1119* 
Ten boxed as new Manchester City 
large crest 3D construction toys. 
£30 - 40 
1120* 
Two boxed as new Pokemon trading 
card game - Sun & Moon - Cosmic 
Eclipse booster packs (36's). 
£30 - 40 
1121* 
Two boxed as new Pokemon trading 
card game - Sun & Moon - Cosmic 
Eclipse booster packs (36's). 
£30 - 40 
 

1122* 
Two boxed as new Pokemon trading 
card game - Sun & Moon - Cosmic 
Eclipse booster packs (36's). 
£30 - 40 
1123* 
Four boxed as new Passtally board 
games. 
£20 - 30 
1124* 
Six boxed as new IBM Entanglion 
board games. 
£20 - 30 
1125* 
Six boxed as new IBM Entanglion 
board games. 
£20 - 30 
1126* 
Five boxed as new Entanglion IBM 
board games. 
£30 - 40 
1127* 
A quantity of boxed as new 
miscellaneous mugs and glasses to 
include four DC The Joker handled 
glasses, four Borderlands 3 heat-
change mugs and four Suicide Squad 
3D mugs (28 items). 
£20 - 30 
1128* 
Twelve boxed as new Trolls World 
Tour Poppy cuddly toys (25cm). 
£30 - 40 
1129* 
One boxed as new DeLonghi Eletta 
Cappuccino TOP coffee maker 
(ECAM 45.760.W). 
£180 - 200 
1130* 
Five boxed as new Entanglion IBM 
board games. 
£20 - 30 
1131* 
Six boxed as new Bubzi Soothing 
Sleep Owls. 
£30 - 40 
1132* 
Six boxed as new Bubzi Soothing 
Sleep Owls. 
£30 - 40 
1133* 
One boxed as new Avro Vulcan 'The 
Spirit of Great Britain' special 
collectors' edition (370-375 N Scale 
Train Pack). 
£30 - 40 
1134* 
One boxed NeueChair ultimate 
modern computer chair. 
£60 - 80 
 

1135* 
One boxed as new Brother DCP-
L8410CDW A4 colour multifunction 
printer. 
£80 - 100 
1136* 
A quantity of miscellaneous Viridian 
supplements to include High Five 
multivitamin and mineral formula 
and High Five B-Complex 
(Approximately 25 bottles). 
£30 - 40 
1137* 
A quantity of as new Pifco UK tourist 
adaptors (Approximately 45). 
£20 - 30 
1138* 
A large quantity of Kenko Pharma 
ProMind Nootropico (Nootropic 
supplement with Guarana, for focus, 
memory, energy and cognitive 
abilities (Approximately 60 x 60 
capsules). 
£80 - 100 
1139* 
Eleven Cellcore BioActive Carbon 
Minerals (59ml) and nine Cellcore 
BioMolecular Oxygen (29.5ml). 
£60 - 80 
1140* 
Four PBN Whey Protein food 
supplements with sweetener, 
strawberry flavour (2,27kg, BBE 
09/21). 
£20 - 30 
1141* 
A quanity of boxed as new single and 
dual head stethoscopes to include 
Everdixie USA (Approximately 20). 
£40 - 60 
1142* 
Sixteen 1kg tubs of Natural Supplies 
Bentonite Clay (Deep pore 
exfoliator). 
£30 - 40 
1143* 
A large quantity of boxed as new low 
pressure boiler system Pipesnaps 
(Approximately 100 packs of three). 
£20 - 30 
1144* 
Two as new Leica GLS111 Telescopic 
Poles (Unboxed). 
£60 - 80 
1145* 
An as new Rigid USA 48 inch HD 
wrench. 
£40 - 60 
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1146* 
One Abbott FreeGo pump - Abbott 
Nutrition enteral feeding pump and 
power adaptor with case. 
£20 - 30 
1147* 
Four as new Kampa Continental 
cushioned luxurious awning carpets. 
£30 - 40 
1148* 
Six boxed as new Goldline A1 zip 
portfolios. 
£20 - 30 
1149* 
Seven boxed as new Quartz wall 
clocks in white. 
£20 - 30 
1150* 
A quantity of Stryker personal 
protection steri hooded face shields 
(Approximately 30). 
£20 - 30 
1151* 
Ten boxed as new Cabin Max 
Chicago cabin bags in black. 
£30 - 40 
1152* 
Fifteen as new cancer care pillows. 
£20 - 30 
1153* 
Ten as new Roguard Wide Piper - Rat 
bait stations. 
£20 - 30 
1154* 
Nineteen boxed as new gold effect 
stemmed glass roses. 
£20 - 30 
1155* 
Three as new Arteza dry erase 
lapboards. 
£20 - 30 
1156* 
One boxed as new Dymo S100 digital 
shipping scale and one Dymo label 
manager 420p. 
£30 - 40 
1157* 
One hundred boxed as new Starr "X" 
wall stationary bottle openers with 
"Cheers" text. 
£60 - 80 
1158* 
A quantity of boxed as new chrome 
decorative screwless flatplates to 
include 13A switched sockets and 
10AX plate switches (Approximately 
25 items). 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 

1159* 
One boxed as new Brita Purity Quell 
ST 1200 replacement filter cartridge. 
£30 - 40 
1160* 
One boxed as new AeroGarden 
Harvest Slim (Six pods) in-home 
garden system. 
£20 - 30 
1161* 
Fifteen as new cancer care pillows. 
£20 - 30 
1162* 
A boxed as new Eva mattress topper 
(Kingsize) and an Emma foam topper 
(Super King) and pillow. 
£30 - 40 
1163* 
One boxed CTouch Wallom 2 Mobile 
Lift. 
£80 - 100 
1164* 
Sixteen boxed as new The Duck And 
Goose Co. microfibre pillows. 
£30 - 40 
1165* 
Twenty four as new Allure Christmas 
Towel Snow Flakes two pack guest 
and hand towels in red and white. 
£40 - 60 
1166* 
Ten boxed as new Cabin Max 
Vintage Metz travel backpacks (53 x 
42 x 33cm) in stone grey. 
£30 - 40 
1167* 
Five boxes of assorted miscellaneous 
items to include toys and souvenirs. 
£40 - 60 
1168* 
One boxed as new Maxi-Cosi Titan 
Pro car seat in grey. 
£40 - 60 
1169* 
A boxed as new portable boot 
washing station. 
£60 - 80 
1170* 
Nine boxes of miscellaneous items to 
include toys (Including boxed as new 
Lego) and books. 
£40 - 60 
1171* 
Four boxes of assorted 
miscellaneous items to include toys 
and souvenirs. 
£40 - 60 
 
 
 
 

1172* 
A box of miscellaneous items to 
include toys, household items, 
souvenirs and a box of books to 
include fiction and non-fiction. 
£20 - 30 
1173* 
Twelve boxed as new Lloytron 1.7ltr 
cordless kettles in white (E1521WH). 
£30 - 40 
1174* 
Five boxes of miscellaneous items to 
include as new wine glasses and 
souvenirs, one pre-owned Land 
Yacht skateboard, one pre-owned 
acoustic guitar and one small 
suitcase containing pre-owned 
umbrellas. 
£40 - 60 
1175* 
A pre-owned Peli 1730 transport 
case with foam inserts (Online RRP 
£605). 
£120 - 150 
1176* 
An as new Moon Wood MW8 25 
degree golf club (Right handed). 
£20 - 30 
1177* 
An as new Vixa V12 14.5 degree golf 
club (Right handed). 
£20 - 30 
1178* 
Three pre-owned Callaway Diablo 
Edge golf clubs 5,3,11 (Right 
handed). 
£30 - 40 
1179* 
Two pre-owned Hoverboards (One 
black, one white). 
£30 - 40 
1180* 
Two pre-owned electric 
hoverboards. 
£40 - 60 
1181* 
A gold colour pre-owned balance 
board (No charger). 
£10 - 20 
1182* 
One box containing as new golf irons 
and shafts to include nine Callaway 
Mavrik irons (Seven RH, two LH) and 
approximately twenty assorted 
shafts (True Temper Elevate, Project 
X Catalyst 55 and Helium UST 
Mamiya etc.). 
£250 - 300 
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1183* 
An as new Blue Strike training golf 
club (Right handed). 
£20 - 30 
1184* 
Five as new Cabin Max Manhattan 
underseat bags in grey. 
£30 - 40 
1185* 
Five as new Cabin Max Manhattan 
underseat bags in grey. 
£30 - 40 
1186* 
An as new C3i 59 degree golf club 
(Right handed). 
£20 - 40 
1187* 
An as new Callaway Jaws wedge golf 
club MD5 (Right handed). 
£20 - 30 
1188* 
An as new Callaway Jaws wedge golf 
club MD5 (Right handed). 
£20 - 30 
1189* 
Three pre-owned Taylor Made KBS 
Hybrid golf clubs (Right handed). 
£30 - 40 
1190* 
Three Pre-owned Taylor Made 
matrix golf clubs 17, 19, 22. (Right 
handed). 
£30 - 40 
1191* 
One pre-owned E-Scooter in black. 
£40 - 60 
1192* 
An as new Callaway Epic Forged Star 
E19 golf club (Right Handed). 
£30 - 40 
1193* 
One boxed as new Clicgear Rovic 
Golf Cart RV2L. 
£30 - 40 
1194* 
Two as new C3i wedges (Right 
handed, 59 and 65 degrees). 
£40 - 60 
1195* 
An as new C3i 65 degree golf club 
(Right move). 
£20 - 30 
1196* 
An as new C3i 65 degree golf club 
(Right handed). 
£20 - 30 
1197* 
Five as new Cabin Max Manhattan 
underseat bags in grey. 
£30 - 40 
 

1198* 
A large quantity of as new MMA 
accessories to include shin/instep 
guards (L, MTV Fighters logo) and 
boxing gloves. 
£60 - 80 
1199* 
Five boxed as new Cabin Max 
Edinburgh padded laptop backpacks 
in grey. 
£30 - 40 
1200* 
Five as new Cabin Max Metz travel 
backpacks in navy. 
£30 - 40 
1201* 
Five boxed as new Cabin Max 
Edinburgh padded laptop backpacks 
in grey. 
£30 - 40 
1202* 
One man's as new Rip Curl Aggrolite 
2mm back zip wetsuit in black and 
blue (Size M). 
£20 - 30 
1203* 
One boxed as new Cookie G4 
skydiving helmet with visor in matte 
black (L). 
£80 - 100 
1204* 
Two boxed a new Mavic Allroad 
bicycle wheels. 
£40 - 60 
1205* 
One boxed as new Naish Slash 2020 
wave kite in red grey and teal (8m). 
£250 - 300 
1206* 
A quantity of weights and related 
items. 
£20 - 30 
1207* 
An as new Nitro team gullwing all 
terrain snowboard (Size 159w Waist 
width 266mm). 
£80 - 100 
1208* 
One boxed Lectro Urban Race Ladies' 
electric/hybrid bike (LE008, 17"). 
£200 - 250 
1209* 
One boxed Lectro Urban Race Gent's 
electric/hybrid bike (LE007, 19"). 
£200 - 250 
1210* 
A Samsung 55inch UHD television 
(Sold as parts). 
£20 - 30 
 
 

1211* 
One boxed Samsung curved UHD 
television 55" (7 Series/NU7500 
Class). 
£80 - 100 
1212* 
A box of assorted pre-owned 
headphones to include Beats, Bose, 
Sony and Sennheiser (Approx. 20 
items).  
£30 - 60 
1213* 
Two pre-owned MRF2800 Rectifiers. 
£20 - 30 
1214* 
A box of assorted printer ink/toner 
cartridges and printer parts. 
£40 - 80 
1215* 
A quantity of assorted pre-owned 
small electronic items and 
accessories. 
£40 - 80 
1216* 
A quantity of assorted pre-owned 
headphones and earphones. 
£25 - 50 
1217* 
A box of assorted as new and pre-
owned cables, small electrical items 
and accessories. 
£40 - 80 
1218* 
A box of assorted pre-owned 
electronic health and beauty items 
to include Braun, Philips and GHD. 
£20 - 50 
1219* 
A box of assorted as new and pre-
owned cables, small electrical items 
and accessories. 
£40 - 80 
1220* 
A box of assorted pre-owned 
headphones, charging cables, cases 
and small electrical items. 
£30 - 60 
1221* 
A quantity of assorted pre-owned 
cases, covers and bags for phones, 
tablets and laptops. 
£20 - 40 
1222* 
One boxed Infotec graphics display 
unit P3025-A. 
£30 - 40 
1223* 
One boxed as new HP ProLiant 
DL360 Gen9 CTO Server. 
£120 - 150 
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1224* 
A box of assorted as new and pre-
owned small electrical items and 
accessories. 
£40 - 80 
1225* 
A box of assorted as new and pre-
owned cables, small electrical items 
and accessories. 
£40 - 80 
1226* 
An as new reel of 1000 Molex 
0522071260 FFC-FPC Connectors 
(Sealed). 
£80 - 140 
1227* 
A box of assorted as new and pre-
owned cables, small electrical items 
and accessories. 
£40 - 80 
1228* 
A box of assorted as new and pre-
owned cables, small electrical items 
and accessories. 
£40 - 80 
1229* 
Four pre-owned monitors, a Canon 
printer and a quantity of cables and 
small electrical items. 
£40 - 80 
1230* 
Five as new Cabin Max Metz travel 
backpacks in navy. 
£30 - 40 
1231* 
Five boxed as new Cabin Max 
Edinburgh padded laptop backpacks 
in grey. 
£30 - 40 
1232* 
Five as new Cabin Max Metz travel 
backpacks in navy. 
£30 - 40 
1233* 
Four as new Cabin Max suitcases to 
include two Fusions and two 
Toronto's.  
£30 - 40 
1234* 
A shelf containing miscellaneous 
items. 
£20 - 30 
1235* 
A Venus sofa bed (Not guaranteed to 
be complete).  
£20 - 30 
1236* 
A shelf containing miscellaneous 
items. 
£20 - 30 
 

1237* 
A crate of miscellaneous items 
(Crate not included). 
£30 - 40 
1238* 
Three shelves containing 
miscellaneous items. 
£30 - 40 
1239* 
Three shelves containing 
miscellaneous items. 
£30 - 40 
1240* 
Two shelves containing 
miscellaneous items. 
£30 - 40 
1241* 
An Ultrasport f-bike home trainer 
(Not guaranteed to be complete). 
£20 - 30 
1242* 
Two shelves containing 
miscellaneous items. 
£30 - 40 
1243* 
Seven bags of neck pillows and 
related items. 
£30 - 40 
1244* 
An as new Angel Queen mattress 
with gel memory and foam covered 
with ice silk fabric and supported by 
Independent pocket springs, 9-Zone 
Orthopaedic 4D breathable mattress 
(King size). 
£60 - 80 
1245* 
An as new Dormeo Aloe Vera 
memory foam mattress (Size 
Double). 
£60 - 80 
1246* 
A shelf containing miscellaneous 
items. 
£20 - 30 
1247* 
An as new Dormeo option hybrid 
mattress (Size King). 
£60 - 80 
1248* 
A quantity of assorted neck pillows 
(Approximately 20 bags). 
£30 - 40 
1249* 
Two boxed as new Willow Tree 
Creche by Susan Lordi. 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 
 

1250* 
A boxed Bathmate Hercules crystal 
clear male penile rigidity device BM-
30-CC. 
£30 - 60 
1251* 
A boxed Bathmate Hydro Max X20 
crystal clear penile rigidity device. 
£30 - 60 
1252* 
A boxed Bathmate Hercules crystal 
clear male penile rigidity device BM-
30-CC. 
£30 - 60 
1253* 
A boxed Bathmate Hydro Max X20 
crystal clear penile rigidity device. 
£30 - 60 
1254* 
A boxed Bathmate Hercules crystal 
clear male penile rigidity device BM-
30-CC. 
£30 - 60 
1255* 
A boxed Bathmate Hydro Max X20 
crystal clear penile rigidity device. 
£30 - 60 
1256* 
A boxed Bathmate Hercules crystal 
clear male penile rigidity device BM-
30-CC. 
£30 - 60 
1257* 
A boxed Bathmate Hydro Max X20 
crystal clear penile rigidity device. 
£30 - 60 
1258* 
A boxed Bathmate Hercules crystal 
clear male penile rigidity device BM-
30-CC. 
£30 - 60 
1259* 
A boxed Bathmate Hydro Max X20 
crystal clear penile rigidity device. 
£30 - 60 
1260* 
A boxed Bathmate Xtreme 40 crystal 
clear male penile rigidity device. 
£40 - 60 
1261* 
A boxed Bathmate Xtreme 40 crystal 
clear male penile rigidity device. 
£40 - 60 
1262* 
One shelf containing miscellaneous 
car/auto accessories and parts. 
£60 - 80 
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1263* 
Ten boxed as new Auto Clover 
smoked door visors/wind deflectors 
D773 (Four pieces) for Land Rover 
Discovery. 
£60 - 80 
1264* 
One pre-owned Powakaddy electric 
golf trolley. 
£40 - 60 
1265* 
Six boxed as new VTac VT-645 LED 
panel lights (Cool white, 66.5 x 63 x 
13cm). 
£20 - 30 
1266* 
A large quantity of as new electrical 
related accessories to include LED 
lights and Pro-Elec extension leads. 
£80 - 100 
1267* 
Nine boxed as new Auto Clover 
smoked door visors/wind deflectors 
B471 (Two pieces) for Volkswagen 
T5 Transporter. 
£60 - 80 
1268* 
One boxed Goal Zero Yeti 1250 
portable power station. 
£250 - 300 
1269* 
Three shelves of miscellaneous 
household items to include rugs, 
wallpaper and blankets. 
£60 - 80 
1270* 
A quantity of miscellaneous yarns, 
fabrics and related items. 
£60 - 80 
1271* 
Two shelves containing household 
related items to include flatpack 
furniture, one gaming chair and taps. 
£60 - 80 
1272* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include tables, storage container and 
related items. 
£30 - 40 
1273* 
Fifteen as new Nimbus Smartdown 
pillows (67 x 41 x 7cm). 
£30 - 40 
1274* 
One boxed as new large decorative 
wall mirror. 
£20 - 30 
1275* 
Fifteen as new Quilted ECO Pillows 
from The Fine Bedding Company. 
£30 - 40 

1276* 
One boxed as new vertical double 
radiator in white (1780 x 420mm). 
£40 - 60 
1277* 
A quantity of miscellaneous 
Christmas decorations, greetings 
cards, gift wrap and related items. 
£40 - 60 
1278* 
Twenty boxed as new Showtec 
handheld confetti cannons (80cm). 
£20 - 30 
1279* 
Fifteen as new Spundown pillows 
from The Fine Bedding Company (74 
x 48cm). 
£30 - 40 
1280* 
Forty boxed as new PAD4300SAA 
Carlisle 19mm diameter D pull 
handles. 
£20 - 30 
1281* 
One pre-owned Coster gas solenoid 
GCA 850 DN 50. 
£40 - 60 
1282* 
A quantity of miscellaneous heaters 
and related items to include three 
boxed as new AirMaster HC2D 2kw 
convector heaters, one boxed 
Dimplex Cadiz Eco oil-free radiator 
with remote control and one boxed 
Pro-Elec 2500W oil filled heater 
(PEL00923). 
£40 - 60 
1283* 
Two boxed as new Optic XL 100 watt 
COB LED grow lights. 
£20 - 30 
1284* 
Twelve cans of Nupro UFP (450ml). 
£20 - 30 
1285* 
A quantity of Tech-Garden woven 
weed control membrane (TG-
WWCM-1.5-3-BC, 10 x 1.5 x 3m 
sheets). 
£30 - 40 
1286* 
Seventy five boxed as new 2 Alarm 
Mini Spider Wraps. 
£30 - 40 
1287* 
Five Hammerite Waxoyl rustproofing 
for cars (Clear, 5ltr refill cans). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 

1288* 
Fifty boxed as new Hager J803 
maintenance free junction boxes (32 
Amp, 3 terminals). 
£40 - 60 
1289* 
Ten as new car number plate radio 
reversing cameras. 
£30 - 40 
1290* 
One SKF VKJC 8593 drive shaft. 
£20 - 30 
1291* 
Twelve boxes of ten as new Philips 
Master LED Candles (8W, 806 
Lumen, Dim Tone). 
£120 - 150 
1292* 
Five boxes of twelve as new Philips 
CorePro LED Capsules (LV 2-20W 
G4). 
£60 - 80 
1293* 
Eight packs of Synergetic IND65 glue 
boards (5 x 2 pieces per pack). 
£20 - 30 
1294* 
A quantity of miscellaneous car/auto 
parts and accessories. 
£40 - 60 
1295* 
Ten tubs of as new Soft99 00177 The 
King of Gloss Black & Dark wax. 
£30 - 40 
1296* 
Ten tubs of as new Soft99 00171 The 
King of Gloss White car wax. 
£30 - 40 
1297* 
Two boxed as new Dorma TS83 EN2-
5 overhead door closers. 
£30 - 40 
1298* 
Ten boxed as new Click MP606PW 
Click Media Plates (4x13A DP 
switched sockets new media module 
apertures, polar white plate). 
£40 - 60 
1299* 
Thirteen as new JCB brake pad kits 
(478/00849). 
£30 - 40 
1300* 
A quantity of as new Efest IMR 
18650 rechargeable batteries 
(Approximately 145 packs of 2). 
£220 - 250 
1301* 
Five boxed as new ODM 12-211451 
CV joint kits. 
£30 - 40 
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1302* 
Five boxed as new ODM CV joint kits. 
£30 - 40 
1303* 
One shelf containing miscellaneous 
stationary/office supplies and 
related items. 
£30 - 40 
1304* 
One boxed Solar River SR2K8TLA1  
2300TL Inverter Panel. 
£60 - 80 
1305* 
One Bendix AD-IS air dryer. 
£30 - 40 
1306* 
One boxed as new DeWalt DW788 
20" (508mm) variable speed scroll 
saw. 
£100 - 120 
1307* 
Four boxed as new Dahua dome 
security audio eyeballs (IPC-
HDW4433C-A). 
£30 - 40 
1308* 
Four as new Snap-On Instinct four 
piece mini soft grip awl, pick and 
hook sets (SGASA204CR). 
£30 - 40 
1309* 
One boxed remanufactured VDO 
common rail injector. 
£20 - 30 
1310* 
One boxed remanufactured VDO 
common rail injector. 
£20 - 30 
1311* 
One boxed as new Scneider Electric 
circuit breaker LV432408. 
£150 - 200 
1312* 
Six boxed as new Challenger 50W 
high lumen LED floodlights 
(SLFLF50P2). 
£40 - 60 
1313* 
One boxed as new Scneider Electric 
circuit breaker LV432408. 
£150 - 200 
1314* 
Eight boxed as new Challenger high 
lumen LED floodlights (Six 15W-
SLFLF15P2 and two 30W-SLFLF30P2). 
£40 - 60 
1315* 
One pre-owned Snap-On Solus Ultra 
diagnostic computer EESC318. 
£80 - 100 
 

1316* 
One boxed as new Cooper Wheelock 
PS-8-E-LP, 8 Amp fire alarm power 
supply. 
£20 - 30 
1317* 
One pre-owned Snap-On Techangle 
torque wrench. 
£30 - 40 
1318* 
A quantity of assorted as new Click 
Deco electrical decorative 
accessories. 
£20 - 30 
1319* 
One boxed as new Shelter Logic 
Shed-in-a-Box (2.4 x 2.4 x 2.4m). 
£30 - 40 
1320* 
Four boxes of 2000 Stanley 
aluminium open ended rivets. 
£20 - 30 
1321* 
Twelve boxed as new Newlec 
(NLE3B) 2W LED emergency 
bulkheads with Euro Legend. 
£30 - 40 
1322* 
One pre-owned Leister Triac ST hot 
air tool with case and accessories 
(120V, 50/60Hz). 
£60 - 80 
1323 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include household items. 
£30 - 40 
1324* 
Six tins of Smith & Rodger Superwax 
Polish (2.5ltr). 
£20 - 30 
1325* 
One boxed as new BK Precision 
BK1688B bench power supply. 
£50 - 60 
1326* 
One pre-owned Geotech GA 2000 
landfill gas analyser (Unit only). 
£40 - 60 
1327* 
One pre-owned BMW 4 Series F36 
440i - Auto Differential Diff 2.81 
Ratio 7603759. 
£60 - 80 
1328* 
Six boxed as new LED ceiling lights 
(15W, IP65 LED, 1250LM, white 
fitting, 4000K). 
£20 - 30 
1329* 
One boxed witter towbar F88A. 
£20 - 30 

1330* 
Two shelves containing cleaning and 
hygiene related items to include 
AquaSparkle instant filter cleaner 
(500ml), Method fabric softener pink 
fresia (45 washes), Sanosil S010 
disinfectant for surfaces and aerosol 
application (5kg) and Dr. Beckman 
carpet stain remover (650ml). 
£40 - 60 
1331* 
A small quantity of boxed as new 
heating and plumbing parts to 
include one Ideal Horizontal Flue Kit 
(Diameter 80/125mm). 
£30 - 40 
1332* 
A box of Shield coverall with hoods 
and a quantity of gloves. 
£30 - 40 
1333* 
Ten boxes of five hundred Hydromax 
diamond cloths (30 x 38cm) in blue 
and green. 
£30 - 40 
1334* 
A quantity of miscellaneous water 
bottles, cups and related items. 
£30 - 40 
1335* 
Forty boxed as new Philips Master 
TL5 HE 35W/830 linear fluorescent 
tubes. 
£30 - 40 
1336* 
Forty boxed as new Philips Master 
TL5 HE 35W/830 linear fluorescent 
tubes. 
£30 - 40 
1337* 
One boxed as new Alphason Luna 
ADLU800-BLK high gloss television 
stand in black. 
£30 - 40 
1338* 
One boxed as new Safavieh 
upholstered bench (SEU4577B). 
£40 - 60 
1339* 
Eight assorted dining chairs. 
£20 - 30 
1340* 
One shelf containing mainly as new 
stationary/office supplies, art and 
craft materials and related items to 
include thermal till rolls, Pentalic 
sketch pads and one set of Royal 
Talens Ecoline Brush Pens (15 pens). 
£60 - 80 
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1341* 
Six as new Silverline GT41 Post Hole 
Diggers. 
£20 - 30 
1342* 
A quantity of rugs and related items. 
£30 - 40 
1343* 
One boxed brake chamber type 
24/30 LH-RH. 
£20 - 30 
1344* 
Twenty four boxed as new UTach tag 
attaching tools (Standard (s). 
£30 - 40 
1345* 
One boxed as new CyberPower 
BRICS BR1200ELCD battery backup. 
£30 - 40 
1346* 
One pre-owned DeWalt DCR027 
Flexvolt Radio. 
£20 - 30 
1347* 
One Brink 5968 Landrover towbar. 
£40 - 60 
1348* 
Five as new PCL HA2134 vertex 
coupling and standard adaptor air 
tool hoses (10mm x 10m). 
£30 - 40 
1349* 
One boxed as new Control 
Techniques SP1404 Control Unidrive 
SP 2.2kW inverter drive. 
£600 - 700 
1350* 
One boxed as new Control 
Techniques SP1404 Control Unidrive 
SP 2.2kW inverter drive. 
£600 - 700 
1351* 
One Invictus 200w LED highbay light. 
£30 - 40 
1352* 
Five as new PCL HA2134 vertex 
coupling and standard adaptor air 
tool hoses (10mm x 10m). 
£30 - 40 
1353* 
One Enzo Racing gaming chair in 
black and red (12021-01A) and one 
5006BLU gaming/office chair in blue 
and black, both boxed as new. 
£40 - 60 
1354* 
Twelve boxed as new MiniJoy 
popcorn makers. 
£20 - 30 
 
 

1355* 
Two boxed as new gaming/office 
chairs in black and red (W630 x D660 
x H1060-116omm). 
£30 - 40 
1356* 
One boxed as new Hyskeir Pro 140W 
light. 
£30 - 40 
1357* 
Twelve boxed as new Inceptor Nano 
5 fire-rated 4.8W adjustable LED 
downlights. 
£40 - 60 
1358* 
Five boxed as new King Cobra 
emergency bulkhead lights. 
£30 - 40 
1359* 
Five boxed as new Honeywell 
ST9100C, 7 day, single channel 
timers. 
£30 - 40 
1360* 
Five boxed as new Honeywell 
ST9100C, 7 day, single channel 
timers. 
£30 - 40 
1361* 
Twelve boxed as new Inceptor Nano 
5 fire-rated 4.8W adjustable LED 
downlights. 
£40 - 60 
1362* 
Three boxed as new Lucas DMB1155 
ignition coils. 
£30 - 40 
1363* 
Three boxed as new Lucas DMB1155 
ignition coils. 
£30 - 40 
1364* 
One boxed as new Hyskeir Pro 140W 
light. 
£30 - 40 
1365* 
One boxed as new Hyskeir Pro 140W 
light. 
£30 - 40 
1366* 
Two boxed as new Samsung No Gap 
wall-mounts WMN-M10E (49, 55 
and 65"). 
£40 - 60 
1367* 
Ten packs of as new D-C-Floor self 
adhesive floor tiles 30.5 x 30.5cm 
(Eleven pieces per pack). 
£20 - 30 
 
 

1368* 
Five boxes of as new Spit SC9 60C 
60mm collated nails (011347, 300 
per box). 
£20 - 30 
1369* 
Two pre-owned BMW shock 
absorbers (3131-6865128-01). 
£30 - 40 
1370* 
Two boxed as new gaming/office 
chairs in black and red (W630 x D660 
x H1060-116omm). 
£30 - 40 
1371* 
One deep pleat Duo pre-filter 
10076709 (GB2-499-495). 
£10 - 15 
1372* 
A large quantity of kitchen related 
items to include a Swan retro 
microwave and a Morphy Richard 
Spiralizer Express. 
£40 - 60 
1373* 
A quantity of boxed as new assorted 
Prowax Minifit wax guards. 
£30 - 40 
1374* 
Four boxed as new Bosign Hideaway 
Cable Organisers (Medium white and 
natural 291169). 
£20 - 30 
1375* 
Thirty boxed as new Shepherds 
heavy duty hand rail fixings in silver 
(5 fixings per box). 
£20 - 30 
1376* 
One boxed as new Spectra Precision 
HL450 Universal Digital Laser 
Receiver (With clamp and user 
guide). 
£60 - 80 
1377* 
One boxed as new Spectra Precision 
HL450 Universal Digital Laser 
Receiver (With clamp and user 
guide). 
£60 - 80 
1378* 
An as new Spectra precision HL450 
universal digital laser receiver. 
£60 - 80 
1379* 
An as new Spectra precision HL450 
universal digital laser receiver. 
£40 - 60 
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1380* 
An as new Spectra precision HL450 
universal digital laser receiver. 
£60 - 80 
1381* 
One boxed as new Ariston DEOS 
dehumidifier. 
£30 - 40 
1382* 
A boxed as new Office Essentials 
mesh backed office chair in black 
(OE1002BK). 
£20 - 30 
1383* 
One boxed petrol pressure washer 
PHDB 4 C3 (IAN 305750). 
£50 - 60 
1384* 
A boxed as new Office Essentials 
mesh backed office chair in black 
(OE1002BK). 
£20 - 30 
1385* 
Four hundred boxed as new EPCOS 
D-Core Choke 2 x 47mhH. 
£150 - 180 
1386* 
A boxed as new Mira Vie electric 
shower in white and chrome 
(8.5kw). 
£30 - 40 
1387* 
A boxed as new Artforma designer 
LED backlit mirror (700 x 500). 
£30 - 40 
1388* 
A shelf containing miscellaneous 
items. 
£30 - 40 
1389* 
A boxed as new Office Essentials 
mesh backed office chair in black 
(OE1002BK). 
£20 - 30 
1390* 
Ten Boxed as new Polo 15W LED 
round bulkheads (White opal). 
£30 - 40 
1391* 
A boxed as new Elite racing 
transmissions 5 Speed Conversion 
for Classic Jaguars and Austin Healey 
(E type). 
£1,000 - 1,500 
1392* 
Two as new Prelli Pzero trofeo racing 
tyres tyres (235 x 40 x 18). 
£100 - 140 
 
 
 

1393* 
Four boxed as new Briticent 
TRLED8021 (20w 5ft LED NCF 110v) 
emergency lights. 
£30 - 40 
1394* 
An as new Oxigin alloy wheel, in 
black. 
£30 - 40 
1395* 
A pre-owned Luma comfort 
evaporative cooler (EC110). 
£10 - 15 
1396* 
A quantity of miscellaneous tyres 
and wheels. 
£30 - 40 
1397* 
One pre-owned Mirka Leros 950CV 
wall sander with bag (Requires 
power cable). 
£60 - 80 
1398* 
One boxed as new Alphason 
television stand in black. 
£20 - 30 
1399* 
Twenty boxed as new Realm Fire & 
Security JT510 fire blankets (1.2 x 
1.2m). 
£30 - 40 
1400* 
A quantity of racking/shelving, 
stepladders and related items. 
£40 - 60 
1401* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include rolls of materials and related 
items. 
£30 - 40 
1402* 
Four boxed as new Master Lock door 
security bars (265EC). 
£20 - 40 
1403* 
One box of assorted Kite tape to 
include lane marking tape, masking 
tape and 'this way up' labels 
(Approximately 50 items). 
£20 - 30 
1404 
A large quantity of pre-owned 
miscellaneous 7" and 12" vinyl 
records to include 70's and 80's pop, 
country and classical music. 
£40 - 60 
1405* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items. 
£40 - 60 
 
 

1406* 
Three shelves containing 
miscellaneous household related 
items to include flatpack furniture, 
mirrors and television wall mounts. 
£40 - 60 
1407 
A quantity of wooden African/Asian 
decorative items etc. 
£40 - 60 
1408 
Three sets of metal wire baskets, 
various sizes. 
£40 - 60 
1409 
Four sets of metal wire baskets, 
various sizes. 
£40 - 60 
1410* 
A cage of umbrellas/walking sticks 
and a box of umbrellas (Cage not 
included). 
£20 - 30 
1411* 
Eight pre-owned Milkrite Impulse 
milking cluster claws. 
£20 - 30 
1412* 
One shelf of miscellaneous car/auto 
related items. 
£40 - 60 
1413* 
A quantity of miscellaneous 
industrial related items. 
£40 - 60 
1414* 
One boxed as new roof-rack for a 
Volkswagen T-Roc. 
£20 - 30 
1415* 
One boxed Wheeltech Energi electric 
wheelchair. 
£500 - 550 
1416* 
One boxed as new Alphason Luna 
television stand (ADLU800-BLK). 
£30 - 40 
1417* 
One boxed as new Yale Certified 
Office Safe. 
£30 - 40 
1418* 
One boxed as new Southern 
Enterprises window-pane double-
door media cabinet. 
£30 - 40 
1419* 
Three shelves containing flatpack 
furniture and related items. 
£40 - 60 
 



Estimates are subject to 24% Buyers Premium (inclusive of VAT), 
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1420* 
One boxed as new Honeywell Power 
Supply Unit HLSPS50 (24V, 5Amp). 
£30 - 40 
1421* 
One boxed as new Honeywell Power 
Supply Unit HLSPS50 (24V, 5Amp). 
£30 - 40 
1422* 
One boxed as new Honeywell Power 
Supply Unit HLSPS50 (24V, 5Amp). 
£30 - 40 
1423* 
One boxed as new Honeywell Power 
Supply Unit HLSPS50 (24V, 5Amp). 
£30 - 40 
1424* 
A Gibbons single induction motor 
FM0011/H. 
£50 - 80 
1425* 
A Genie Z45R/Actuator Jib. 
£50 - 80 
1426* 
A Genie Z45R/Actuator Jib. 
£50 - 80 
1427* 
An IsoGate Slurry Valves Mechanical 
pinch valve open body. 
£50 - 80 
1428* 
A Genie pipe cradle assembly and 
Hiab bracket support. 
£40 - 80 
1429* 
A quantity of miscellaneous food, 
drink and related items. 
£20 - 30 
1430* 
A quantity of miscellaneous items to 
include a Sureflap microchip reading 
cat flap and a Remington curling 
wand. 
£30 - 40 
1431* 
A quantity of as new sweeping 
brushes, large waste bins and 
related items. 
£30 - 40 
1432* 
Four boxed multi coin operated 
timer boxes (AC220V/50Hz). 
£40 - 60 
1433* 
A boxed as new Dornbracht 
concealed single lever mixer 
(3542697090). 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 

1434* 
One boxed as new Giv Trekker 52-
Monokey top-case with aluminium 
cover (52ltr, 10kg). 
£40 - 60 
1435* 
One as new IMI Norgren pneumatic 
profile cylinder (RA/802040/M/50). 
£20 - 30 
1436* 
One boxed as new Xerox iGen 150 
fuser roll (059K84130). 
£60 - 80 
1437* 
One boxed Xerox iGen 3 fuser roll 
(059K35793). 
£60 - 80 
1438* 
One boxed as new TES.Lindgren 
8000-042 RF Power Amplifier. 
£80 - 100 
1439* 
Eleven boxes of ten Phillips MAS LED 
Candle Lamps DT 8-60W B40 E14 
827 CL and four boxes of twelve 
Phillips CorePro LED Capsule LV 2-
20W G4 827 D Lamps. 
£20 - 30 
1440* 
Four as new Makita Lithium-Ion 
batteries 5.0Ah 18V (BL1850B). 
£30 - 40 
1441* 
One Robinair Cooltech high 
performance vacuum pump (15401). 
£60 - 80 
1442* 
A large quantity of miscellaneous 
items. 
£80 - 100 
1443* 
A boxed as new Aquatechnix twin 
feed deck mounted mixer tap 1/2" 
(Y-DTM-L). 
£30 - 40 
1444* 
A small quantity of car 
parts/accessories/lubricants to 
include two Remy remanufactured 
alternators (DRB5340 and DRB7840), 
two Polygard Brake & Clutch Cleaner 
(5ltr) and eight Heritage Classic 
Motor Oil (SAE 20W/50, 1ltr). 
£20 - 30 
1445* 
One boxed Kyocera ECOSYS P2040dn 
A4 mono laser printer. 
£30 - 40 
 
 
 

1446* 
A boxed as new large designer 
wooden ceiling lamp. 
£60 - 80 
1447* 
Four as new Nana and Dee Organic 
Maternity Pillows (140cm x 80cm). 
£30 - 40 
1448* 
One boxed as new Toyosports TOYO-
7918A exhaust. 
£30 - 40 
1449* 
Ten boxed as new Cook Medical 
endoscopic hemostat (HEMO-7-EU). 
£20 - 30 
1450* 
A shelf of equipment to include 
music stands, a Neewer ring light 
and related items. 
£30 - 40 
1451* 
One shelf of miscellaneous yarn, 
fabrics and related items. 
£20 - 30 
1452* 
One boxed as new wheelchair 
folding ramp (TRP506-10S MkII, no 
dimensions available). 
£60 - 80 
1453* 
A quantity of rugs, matts and related 
items. 
£40 - 60 
1454* 
Two shelf of miscellaneous items. 
£30 - 40 
1455* 
A pre-owned Max Armour T-shirt 
printing machine (SHP-20LP3M3). 
£20 - 30 
1456* 
A pre-owned vacuum pump and 
moulding degassing chamber. 
£30 - 40 
1457* 
An as new IMC food waste disposer 
model FWD 525 (As new but damage 
to fan housing case) (RRP £1,500). 
£200 - 250 
1458* 
An as new electric wire stripping 
machine cable peeling cutting 
machine multi-hole stripper. 
£60 - 80 
1459* 
A pre-owned ICECORE 1 - 
ColdCarb/Ambient Shelf Coolers for 
Soft Drinks. 
£40 - 60 
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1460* 
A pre-owned NESLAB RTE-101 chiller 
recirculating refrigerated water bath 
circulator (RRP $3,750). 
£300 - 350 
1461* 
One shelf of miscellaneous liquids to 
include Extreme FX Snow Fluid (5ltr) 
and Aqua Build Deep Primer Pro 
(5ltr) (Approximately 25 items). 
£30 - 40 
1462* 
One shelf of mainly pre-owned 
kitchen and household related 
items. 
£30 - 40 
1463* 
One boxed as new King size 
mattress. 
£40 - 50 
1464* 
One boxed log splitter LS2-UK-7T52. 
£80 - 100 
1465* 
A large quantity of household 
related items to include a mattress, 
framed prints and kitchen 
accessories. 
£60 - 80 
1466* 
One pair of boxed as new 07-12 
Dodge Nitro sidestep bars. 
£30 - 40 
1467* 
A large quantity of as new key chain 
fire starting flints (Over 18s only). 
£30 - 40 
1468* 
A quantity of various as new Pro-Elec 
extension leads to include PL12947 
(6 gang), PL15343 (4 gang surge 
switched) and PL15291 (4 gang) 
(Approximately 20 items). 
£30 - 40 
1469* 
Four as new Nana and Dee Organic 
Maternity Pillows (140cm x 80cm). 
£30 - 40 
1470* 
A quantity of miscellaneous batteries 
to include Power Sonic (PS-12170 B 
rechargeable), Yucel (Y7-12 
rechargeable) and Genesis (NP4-12 
rechargeable) (Approximately 30 
items). 
£60 - 80 
 
 
 
 
 

1471* 
A quantity of miscellaneous furniture 
to include a painted corner 
television unit and a mini sideboard 
(5 items). 
£30 - 40 
1472* 
One pre-owned Spit Pulsa 800P+ 
cordless gas nailer in case (Body 
only). 
£30 - 40 
1473* 
One pre-owned Milwaukee pipe 
cutting, battery and charger. 
£20 - 30 
1474* 
One pre-owned Solar River 
SR2K2TLA1 inverter. 
£40 - 60 
1475* 
One pre-owned Rothenberger Press 
Set Compact Maxipro 1/4" - 1.1/8" 
(Set may be incomplete). 
£60 - 80 
1476* 
One boxed as new DeWalt DWS774 
216mm Corded Sliding Mitre Saw - 
1400W. 
£60 - 70 
1477* 
One Varta LA95 dual purpose AGM 
battery. 
£30 - 40 
1478* 
Four Teach flex pendant in used 
condition, Model No DSQC 679. 
£200 - 300 
1479* 
Six Yuasa NP24-12I valve regulated 
lead acid batteries. 
£60 - 80 
1480* 
Five SHR24-12s VRLA rechargeable 
batteries. 
£40 - 60 
1481* 
A boxed Dewalt diamond core drill  
1300w (D21570). 
£30 - 40 
1482* 
A boxed as new Sonnax Vacuum test 
stand kit (802-463-9722). 
£30 - 40 
1483* 
A boxed as new Smartmi evaporative 
humidifier in white. 
£30 - 40 
1484* 
One pre-owned Festool Circular saw 
HK 55 EBQ 230V. 
£40 - 60 

1485* 
A quantity of miscellaneous tools 
and related items to include a 
Lumber jack Dovetail Jig and ratchet 
straps. 
£30 - 40 
1486* 
One boxed as new Fluke Networks 
IntelliTone Pro 200 LAN Kit (Network 
tester kit). 
£40 - 60 
1487* 
Four boxed as new Pagid RSL 1 
racing brake pads (S1539L01001). 
£60 - 80 
1488* 
Ten boxed as new Honeywell 
V5004TY Kombi-QM valve balance 
brass. 
£60 - 80 
1489* 
A quantity of as new tools and 
related items to include a Pipe 
bending tool and a Hilti carry case. 
£30 - 40 
1490* 
One boxed as new Ryobi One+ 18V 
cordless pole saw (OPP1820). 
£20 - 30 
1491* 
A pre-owned M18 Fuel battery 
hedge trimmer (Battery not 
included). 
£30 - 40 
1492* 
One boxed as new Snap-On Standard 
Creeper (JCW62R) in red. 
£30 - 40 
1493* 
Two boxed as new Bosch Common 
Rail fuel injectors (R0445110049). 
£30 - 40 
1494* 
Two boxed as new Bosch Common 
Rail fuel injectors (R0445110049). 
£30 - 40 
1495* 
One as new IMI Norgren 
PRA/802080/M/80 cylinder. 
£30 - 40 
1496* 
A pre-owned Kewtech portable 
appliance tester (KT77). 
£80 - 100 
1497* 
Four boxed as new Hudson Reed - 
Tec Lever 3 tap hole basin mixers. 
£60 - 80 
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1498* 
One boxed as new Milwaukee M12 
BPRT-0 Pop Rivet Tool (12V bare 
unit). 
£30 - 40 
1499* 
One boxed Caterpillar Reman diesel 
fuel injector (10R-7230). 
£60 - 80 
1500* 
One boxed Caterpillar Reman diesel 
fuel injector (10R-7230). 
£60 - 80 
1501* 
One boxed Caterpillar Reman diesel 
fuel injector (10R-7230). 
£60 - 80 
1502* 
One boxed Caterpillar Reman diesel 
fuel injector (10R-7230). 
£60 - 80 
1503* 
One boxed Caterpillar Reman diesel 
fuel injector (10R-7230). 
£60 - 80 
1504* 
One boxed Caterpillar Reman diesel 
fuel injector (10R-7230). 
£60 - 80 
1505* 
One boxed Caterpillar Reman diesel 
fuel injector (10R-7230). 
£60 - 80 
1506* 
One boxed Caterpillar Reman diesel 
fuel injector (10R-7230). 
£60 - 80 
1507* 
One boxed Caterpillar Reman diesel 
fuel injector (10R-7230). 
£60 - 80 
1508* 
One boxed Caterpillar Reman diesel 
fuel injector (10R-7230). 
£60 - 80 
1509* 
One boxed as new Razor-Tune 
Precision Ski Sharpener 
(RT1802667). 
£80 - 100 
1510* 
One boxed as new Yale IA-210 
Intruder Alarm Starter Kit. 
£60 - 70 
1511* 
Twenty five boxed as new Allen-
Bradley contactors (100-C23Z*10). 
£20 - 30 
 
 
 

1512* 
One boxed as new Milwaukee M12 
BPRT-0 Pop Rivet Tool (12V bare 
unit). 
£30 - 40 
1513* 
One DeWalt D21570 diamond core 
drill and one DeWalt DWV9390 dust 
bag (Both as new). 
£30 - 40 
1514* 
A boxed as new Grundfos Magna 
pump (2508108). 
£100 - 140 
1515* 
One as new Arsenal Diamond Club 
football. 
£30 - 40 
1516* 
One boxed as new Black Sabbath 
The Vinyl Collection 1970-1978 
(Limited Edition 9-LP + 7" Box). 
£40 - 60 
1517* 
One boxed as new Game of Thrones 
Limited Edition Blu-Ray Collector's 
Set (The Complete Collection). 
£60 - 80 
1518* 
Fifteen as new Cabin Max 
Manhattan Stowaway cabin 
backpacks in grey. 
£70 - 80 
1519* 
A boxed as new Asus ZenWatch 2. 
Model WI501Q in Gunmetal and 
Dark Blue. Requires UK USB adaptor, 
not included. Serial number 
G3NZCJ00776311G 
£50 - 65 



These Conditions of Sale and Business constitute the contract between Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA (the “Auctioneer”) and the seller, on the one hand, and 
the buyer on the other. By bidding at the auction, you agree to be bound by these terms. 

 
INFORMATION FOR BUYERS 
1. Introduction.  The  following  informative  notes  are  intended  to  assist   Buyers,   particularly 

those inexperienced or  new  to  our  salerooms.  All  sales  are  conducted  on  our  printed 
Conditions of Sale which are readily available for  inspection  and  normally  accompany 
catalogues. Our staff will be happy to help you if there is anything you do not fully 
understand. 

2. Agency. As auctioneers we usually contract as agents for the seller whose identity, for reasons 
of confidentiality, is not normally disclosed. Accordingly if you buy your primary contract is 
with the seller. 

3. Estimates.  Estimates  are  designed  to  help  buyers  gauge  what  sort  of  sum  might  be 
involved for the purchase of a particular lot. The lower estimate  may  represent  the  reserve 
price and certainly will not be  below  it.  Estimates  do  not  include  the  Buyer’s  Premium  or 
VAT (where chargeable). Estimates are prepared some time before the sale  and  may  be 
altered by announcement before the sale. They are in no sense definitive. 

4. Buyer’s Premium. The Buyer agrees to pay a  buyer’s  premium  on  the  hammer  price  of 
each lot purchased. The buyer’s premium is 20% (24% including VAT) of the hammer price 
on each lot  up  to  and  including  £150,000,  plus  12% (14.40%  including VAT)  for  any  
amount in excess of £150,000. VAT at  the  prevailing  rate  of  20%  is  added  to  all  of  these  
premiums and additional charges as defined below. 

5. VAT. (*) indicates that VAT is payable b y   the  purchaser  at  the  standard  rate  (presently 
20%) on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. This 
imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller  is  registered  for VAT  within  the  European 
Union and is not operating the Dealers Margin Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on 
importation into the UK. The double symbol (**)  indicates  that  the  lot  has  been  imported 
from  outside  the  European  Union  and  the  present  position  is  that  these  lots  are  liable  to 
a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the gross lot price (i.e. both the hammer price and the buyer’s 
premium). Lots which appear without either of the above symbols indicate that no  VAT  is 
payable on the hammer price. This is because such lots are sold  using  the  Auctioneers’ 
Margin Scheme and it should be noted that the VAT included within the Premium is not 
recoverable as input tax. 

6. Descriptions and  Conditions.  All goods are excluded from the Sale of Goods Act 1979 and 
sold as seen. Condition  reports  are  provided  on  our  website  or  upon request. The absence 
of a report does not imply that  a  lot  is  without  imperfections.  The detail in a report will 
reflect the estimated value of the lot, and large  numbers  of  such requests received  shortly  
before  the  sale  may  not  receive  a  response  to  all  lots.  Members of staff are not trained 
restorers or conservators and, particularly for higher  value  lots,  you should obtain an opinion  
from  such  a  professional. We  recommend  that  you  always  view  a lot in person. 

We are, primarily, agents for the seller. We  are  dependent  on  information  provided  by  the 
seller and whilst we may inspect lots and act  reasonably  in  taking  a  general  view  about them 
we are  normally  unable  to  carry  out  a  detailed  or  any  examination  of  lots  in  order to 
ascertain their condition in the way in which it would be wise for a buyer to do. Intending 
buyers have ample opportunity  for  inspection  of  goods  and,  therefore,  accept  responsibility 
for inspecting and investigating lots  in  which  they  may  be  interested.  Please  note  carefully 
the exclusion of liability for the condition of lots contained in the Conditions of Sale. Neither 
the seller nor  we,  as  the  auctioneers,  accept  any  responsibility  for  their  condition.  In 
particular, mechanical  objects  of  any  age  are  not  guaranteed  to  be  in  working  order. 
However, in so far as we have examined the goods and make a representation about their 
condition, we shall  be  liable  for  any  defect  which  that  examination  ought  to  have  revealed 
to the auctioneer but which would not have been revealed to the buyer had the buyer examined  
the  goods.  Additionally,  in  specified  circumstances   lots   misdescribed   because they are 
‘deliberate forgeries’ may be returned and  repayment  made. There  is  a  3  week  time limit. 
(The expression ‘deliberate forgery’ is defined in our Conditions of Sale). 

7. Electrical goods. These are sold as ‘antiques’ only and if  bought  for  use  must  be  checked 
over for compliance with safety regulations by a qualified electrician first. 

8. Export of goods. Buyers intending to export goods should ascertain (a) whether an export= 
licence is required and (b) whether there  is  any  specific  prohibition  on  importing  goods  of 
that character because, e.g. they may  contain  prohibited  materials  such  as  ivory.  Ask  us  if 
you need help. 

9. Bidding. Bidders may be required to register before the sale commences and lots will be 
invoiced to the name and address on  the  registration  form.  Some  form  of  identification 
may be required if you are unknown to us. Please enquire  in  advance  about  our 
arrangements for telephone bidding. 

10. Commission bidding. Commission bids may be left with the auctioneers indicating the 
maximum amount to  be  bid  excluding  buyers’ premium.  They  will  be  executed  as  cheaply 
as possible having regard to the reserve (if any) and competing bids. If two buyers  submit identical 
commission bids  the  auctioneers  may  prefer  the  first  bid  received.  Please  enquire in 
advance about our arrangements for the leaving of commission bids. 

11. Methods of Payment. The following methods of payment are acceptable: 

Debit  Card  drawn  on  a  UK  bank  and  registered  to  a  UK  billing  address.  There  is  no 
additional charge for purchases made with these cards. 

Bank   transfer   direct   to    our    bank    account,    all    transfers    must    state    the    relevant 
sale number, lot number  and  your  bid  /  paddle  number.  If  transferring   from   a   foreign 
currency, the amount we receive must be the total due in pounds sterling (after currency 
conversion and the deduction of any  bank  charges).  Our  bank  details  can  be  found  on  the 
front or your invoice or in the sale catalogue under ‘Important Notices’. 

Sterling  cash  payments  of  up  to  £12,000  (subject   to   money   laundering   regulations).   All 
major  UK  issued  credit  cards  registered  to  a  UK  billing  address  with  the  exception   of 
American Express  and  Diners  Club.   

Collection and storage. Please note what  the  Conditions  of  Sale  state  about  collection 
and storage. It is important that goods are paid for and collected  promptly.  Any  delay  may 
involve the buyer in paying storage charges. 

12. Droit de suite royalty charges. From 1st January 2012 all UK  art  market  professionals 
(which includes but is not limited to; auctioneers, dealers, galleries, agents and other 
intermediaries) are required to collect a royalty payment for all works of art that have been 
produced  by  qualifying  artists  each  time  a  work  is  re-sold during  the  artist’s  lifetime  and  for 
a period up to 70 years following the artists death. This payment is only calculated on 
qualifying works of art which are sold for a hammer price more than the UK sterling 
equivalent of EURO 1,000 – the UK sterling equivalent will fluctuate in line with prevailing 
exchange rates. 

It is entirely the  responsibility  of  the  buyer  to  acquaint  himself  with  the  precise  EURO  to 
UK Sterling exchange rate  on  the  day of  the  sale  in  this  regard,  and  the  auctioneer  accepts 
no responsibility whatsoever if the qualifying rate is different to the rate indicated. 

All items in this catalogue  that  are  marked  with  δ  are  potentially  qualifying  items,  and 
the royalty charge will be applied if the hammer price achieved is more than the UK sterling 
equivalent  of  EURO  1,000.The  royalty  charge  will  be  added  to  all  relevant  buyers’ 
invoices, 

 
 
 

and must be paid before items can be cleared. All royalty charges  are  passed  on  to  the 
Design and Artists Copyright Society (‘DACS’), no handling costs or additional fees  with 
respect to these charges will be retained by the auctioneers. 

The royalty charge that will be applied to qualifying items which achieve a hammer price of 
more than the UK sterling  equivalent  of  EURO  1,000,  but  less  than  the  UK  sterling 
equivalent of EURO 50,000 is 4%. For qualifying items that sell for more than the UK 
sterling equivalent of EURO 50,000  a  sliding  scale  of  royalty  charges  will  apply  –  for  a  
complete list of the royalty charges  and  threshold  levels,  please  see  www.dacs.org.uk.  There  
is  no VAT payable on this royalty charge. 

 

TERMS OF CONSIGNMENT FOR SELLERS 
1. Interpretation. In these Terms the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to the Seller and if the 

consignment of goods to us is made by an agent we assume that the Seller has authorised 
the consignment and that the consignor has the Seller’s authority  to  contract.  Similarly  the 
words ‘we’, ‘us’, etc. refer to the Auctioneers. 

2. Warranty. The Seller warrants that possession in the  lots  can  be  transferred  to  the  Buyer 
with good and  marketable  title,  free  from  any  third  party  right  and  encumbrances,  claims 
or  potential  claims.  The  Seller  has  provided  all  information   concerning   the   items 
ownership,  condition  and  provenance,  attribution,  authenticity,   import   or   export   history 
and of any concerns expressed by third parties concerning the same. 

3. All commissions and fees are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate. 

4. Commission is charged to sellers at the following rates:- please enquire at our salerooms. 

5. Removal costs. Items for sale must be  consigned  to  the  saleroom  by  any  stated  deadline and 
at your expense. We may be able to assist you with this process but  any  liability incurred to a 
carrier for haulage charges is solely your responsibility. 

6. Loss and damage of goods. 

(a) Loss and Damage Warranty  -  Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA  is  not  authorised  by  the  
FSA  to  provide insurance to its clients, and does not do so. However Bristol Auction Rooms 
/ BCVA for its own protection, assumes liability for property consigned to it at the lower 
pre-sale estimate until the hammer falls. To justify accepting liability, Bristol Auction Rooms 
/ BCVA makes a charge of 1.5% of the hammer price plus VAT, subject to  a  minimum  
charge  of  £1.50,  or  if  unsold  1.5%  of our lower estimate. The liability assumed by Bristol 
Auction Rooms / BCVA  shall  be  limited  to  the  lower  pre- sale estimate or the hammer 
price if the lot is sold. 

(b) If the owner of the goods consigned instructs us in writing  not  to  take  such  action,  the goods 
then remain entirely at the owners risk unless and until  the  property  in  them passes to 
the Buyer or they are collected by or on behalf of the owner, and clause 6 (a) is 
inapplicable. 

7. Illustrations. The cost of any illustrations is borne by you. If we consider that the Lot should 
be illustrated your permission will be asked  first.  The  copyright  in  respect  of  such 
illustrations shall be the property of us, the auctioneers, as is the text of the catalogue. 

8. Minimum bids and our discretion. Goods will normally be offered subject to  a  reserve agreed 
between us before the sale in accordance with clause 9. We may sell Lots below the reserve 
provided we account to you for the same sale proceeds as you would have received had the 
reserve been the hammer price. If you specifically give us  a  “discretion”  we  may accept a bid 
of up to 10% below the formal reserve. 

9. Reserves. 

(a) You are entitled to place prior to the auction a reserve on any lot consigned, being the 
minimum hammer price at which that  lot  may  be  sold.  Reserves  must  be  reasonable 
and we may decline to offer goods which in our opinion would be subject to an 
unreasonably high reserve (in which case goods carry the storage and loss and damage warranty 
charges stipulated in these Terms of Consignment). 

(b) A reserve once set cannot be changed except with our consent. 

(c) Where a reserve has been placed only we may bid on your behalf  and  only  up  to  the 
reserve (if any) and you may in no circumstances bid personally. 

(d) Reserves are not usually accepted for lots expected to realise below £100 

10. Electrical items. These are  subject  to  detailed  statutory  safety  controls.  Where  such  items 
are accepted for sale you accept responsibility for the cost of testing by external contractors. 
Goods not certified as safe by an electrician  (unless  antiques)  will  not  be  accepted  for  sale. 
They must be removed at your expense on your being notified. We reserve  the  right  to 
dispose of unsafe goods as refuse, at your expense. 

11. Soft  furnishings.  Soft  furnishings.  The  sale  of  soft  furnishings  is  strictly   regulated   by 
statute law in  the  interests  of  fire  safety.  Goods  found  to  infringe  safety  regulations  will  not 
be offered and must be removed at your expense. We reserve the right to dispose of unsafe 
goods as refuse, at your expense. 

The rights of disposal referred to in clause  10  and  11  are  subject  to  the  provisions  of The 
Torts (Interference with Goods) Act 1977, Schedule 1, a copy of which is available for 
inspection on request 

12. Descriptions.  Please  assist  us  with  accurate  information  as  to  the   provenance   etc.   of 
goods where this is relevant. There is strict liability for the accuracy of descriptions  under 
modern consumer legislation and in some circumstances responsibility lies with sellers if 
inaccuracies occur. We will assume that you have  approved  the  catalogue  description  of 
your lots unless informed to the contrary. Where we are  obliged  to  return  the  price  to  the 
buyer when the lot is a deliberate forgery under Condition 15 of the Conditions of Sale and 
we have accounted to you for the proceeds of sale you agree to reimburse us the sale proceeds. 

13. Unsold. Unsold. If an item is unsold it may at  our  discretion  be  re-offered  at  a  future  sale. 
Where in our opinion an item is unsaleable  you  must  collect  such  items  from  the  saleroom 
promptly on being so informed.  Otherwise,  storage  charges  may  be  incurred.  We  reserve 
the right to charge for storage in these circumstances at a reasonable daily rate. 

14. Withdrawn  and  bought  in  items.  These  are  liable  to  incur  a  charge  of  15%  commission, 
1.5 % Loss and Damage Warranty  and  any  other  costs  incurred  including  but  not  limited  to 
illustration and restoration  fees  all  of  these  charges  being  subject  to  VAT  on  being  bought 
in or withdrawn after being catalogued. 

15. Conditions of Sale. You agree that all goods will be sold on our Conditions of Sale.  In 
particular you undertake that you have the right to sell the goods either as owner or agent 
for the owner. You undertake to compensate us and any buyer or third party for  all  losses 
liabilities and expenses incurred in respect of  and  as  a  result  of  any  breach  of  this 
undertaking. We will also,  at   our   discretion,   and   as   far   as   practicable,   confirm   that   an 
item consigned for  sale  does  not  appear  on  the  Art  Loss  register,  which  is  administered  by 
an independent third party. 

16. Authority to deduct commission and expenses and retain premium and interest. 

(a) You authorise us to  deduct  commission  at  the  stated  rate  and  all  expenses  incurred 
for your account from the  hammer  price  and  consent  to  our  right  to  retain  beneficially 
the premium paid by the buyer in accordance with our Conditions of  Sale  and  any 
interest earned on the sale proceeds until the date of settlement. 
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(b) You authorise us in our discretion to  negotiate  a  sale  by  private  treaty  not  later  than  the 
close of business 48 hours after the day of  sale  in  the  case  of  lots  unsold  at  auction,  in 
which case the same  charges  will  be  payable  as  if  such  lots  had  been  sold  at  auction 
and so far as appropriate these Terms apply. 

17. Warehousing. We disclaim all  liability  for  goods  delivered  to  our  saleroom  without  sufficient 
sale instructions  and  reserve  the  right  to  make  minimum  warehousing  charge  of  £10  per 
lot per day. Unsold lots are subject to the same charges if you do not remove them within a 
reasonable time of  notification.  If  not  removed  within  three  weeks  we  reserve  the  right  to 
sell them and defray charges from any net  proceeds  of  sale  or  at  your  expense  to  consign 
them to the local authority for disposal. 

18. Settlement. After sale settlement of  the  net  sum  due  to  you  normally  takes  place  within  28 
days of the sale (by crossed cheque to the  seller)  unless  the  buyer  has  not  paid  for  the 
goods. In this case no settlement will then be made but we will take your instructions in the 
light of our Conditions of Sale. You  authorise  any  sums  owed  by  you  to  us   on   other 
transactions to be  deducted  from  the  sale  proceeds. You  must  note  the  liability  to  reimburse 
the proceeds of sale to  us  as  under  the  circumstances  provided  for  in  Condition  12  above. 
You  should  therefore  bear  this  potential  liability  in  mind  before  parting  with  the  proceeds 
of sale until the expiry of 28 days from the date of sale. 

 

CONDITIONS OF SALE 
Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA carries on business with bidders, buyers and all those present in the 
auction room prior to or in connection with a sale on the following General Conditions and on such 
other terms, conditions and notices as may be referred to herein. 

1. Definitions 

In these Conditions: 

(a) “auctioneer” means the fi m of Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA or its authorised auctioneer, as 
appropriate; 

(b) “deliberate forgery” means an imitation made with  the  intention  of  deceiving  as  to 
authorship, origin, date, age,  period,  culture  or  source  but  which  is  unequivocally 
described in the catalogue as being  the  work  of  a  particular  creator  and  which  at  the 
date of the sale had a value materially less than it would have had if it had been  in 
accordance with the description; 

(c) “hammer price” means the level of bidding reached (at or above any reserve) when the 
auctioneer brings down the hammer; 

(d) “terms of consignment” means the stipulated terms and rates of commission on which Bristol 
Auction Rooms / BCVA  accepts instructions from sellers or their agents; 

(e) “total amount due” means  the  hammer  price  in  respect  of  the  lot  sold  together  with 
any premium, Value Added Tax chargeable  and  any  additional  charges  payable  by  a 
defaulting buyer under these Conditions; 

(f) )  “sale   proceeds”  means   the  net  amount   due  to  the  seller,   being  the  hammer  price   
of the  lot  sold  less  commission  at  the  stated  rate,  Value  Added  Tax  chargeable  and   
any other amounts due to us by the seller in whatever capacity and however arising; 

(g) “You”, “Your”, etc. refer to the buyer as identified in Condition 2. 

(h) The singular includes the plural and vice versa as appropriate. 

2. Bidding procedures and the Buyer 

(a) Bidders  are  required  to  register  their  particulars  before  bidding  and  to   satisfy   any 
security arrangements before entering the auction room to view or bid; 

(b) the maker of  the  highest  bid  accepted  by  the  auctioneer  conducting  the  sale  shall  be  | 
the buyer at the hammer price and any dispute about a bid shall be settled at the 
auctioneer’s  absolute  discretion  by  reoffering  the  Lot  during  the  course  of  the  auction 
or otherwise. The auctioneer shall act reasonably in exercising this discretion. 

(c) Bidders shall be deemed to act as principals. 

(2) Our right to bid on behalf of the seller is expressly reserved up  to  the  amount  of  any 
reserve and the right to refuse any bid is also reserved. 

3. Increments. Bidding increments shall be at the auctioneer’s sole discretion. 

4. The purchase price. together  with  a  premium  thereon  of  28.8%  which  shall  include  VAT  on 
the premium at the rate imposed by law. The buyer will  also  be  liable  for  any  royalties 
payable under Droit de Suite as set out under Information for Buyers. 

5. Value Added Tax.  Value  Added  Tax  on  the  hammer  price  is  imposed  by  law  on  all  items 
affixed with an   asterisk  or  double  asterisk.  Value  Added  Tax  is  charged  at  the  appropriate 
rate prevailing by law at  the  date  of  sale  and  is  payable  by  buyers  of  relevant  Lots.  (Please 
refer to “Information for Buyers” for a brief explanation of the VAT position). 

6. Payment 

(1) Immediately a Lot is sold you will: 

(a) give to us, if requested, proof of identity, and 

(b) pay to us the total amount due or in such other way as is agreed by us. 

(2) Any payments by  you  to  us  may  be  applied  by  us  towards  any  sums  owing  from  you  to 
us on any account whatever without regard to any directions of you or  your  agent, whether 
express or implied. 

(3) Buyers who utilise  the  services  of  ATG  Live  Auctions  or  any  other  live  internet  services 
are  hereby  informed  that  the  payment  method  details  that  are  provided  to  ATG   Live 
Auctions or any  other  live  internet  services  as  part  of  the  process  of  registration  will,  in 
the absence of compliance with paragraph (1) of this clause, be utilised by  us  to  settle  any amounts 
owing by such buyers to us. 

7. Title and collection of purchases 

(1) The ownership of any Lots purchased shall not pass to you until you have made payment 
in full to us of the total amount due. 

(2) You shall at your own  risk  and  expense  take  away  any  lots  that  you  have  purchased  and 
paid for not later than 3 working days following the day of the auction or  upon  the 
clearance of any cheque used for payment after which you shall be responsible  for  any 
removal, storage and insurance charges. 

(3) No purchase can be claimed or removed until it has been paid for. 

8. Bristol Auction Rooms / BCVA do not operate a packaging and postal service.  Successful buyers  
must  make  these arrangements independently, though  the  saleroom  may be  able  to  suggest  
specialist shipping companies who can  advise  buyers,  this  advice  is  not  a  recommendation 
and the saleroom is not liable for  any  aspect  of  the  packaging  and  shipping  process.  Remedies 
for non-payment or failure to collect purchases 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(1) If  any  Lot  is  not  paid  for  in  full  and  taken  away  in  accordance  with  these  Conditions 
or if there is any other breach of these Conditions, we, as agent for the seller and on our 
own behalf, shall at our  absolute  discretion  and  without  prejudice  to  any  other  rights  we 
may have, be entitled to exercise one or more of the following rights and remedies: 

(a) to proceed against you for damages for breach of contract; 

(b) to rescind the sale of that Lot and/or any other Lots sold by us to you; 

(c) to resell the Lot  (by  auction  or  private  treaty)  in  which  case  you  shall  be  responsible  for 
any resulting deify  in  the  total  amount  due  (after  crediting  any  part  payment  and adding 
any resale costs). Any surplus so arising shall belong to the seller; 

(d) to remove, store and  insure  the Lot  at  your  expense  and,  in  the  case  of  storage,  either  at 
our premises or elsewhere; 

(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per month on the total amount due to the 
extent it remains unpaid for more than 3 working days after the sale; 

(f) )  to retain that or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the total amount due; 

(g) to reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions or to impose conditions 
before any such bids shall be accepted; 

(h) to apply any proceeds of sale of other Lots due or in future becoming due to you towards 
the settlement of the total amount due and to exercise a lien (that is a right to  retain possession  
of )  any  of  your  property  in  our  possession  for  any  purpose  until  the  debt  due is satisfied. 

(2) We shall, as agent for  the  seller  and on  our  own  behalf  pursue  these  rights  and  remedies 
only so far as is reasonable to make appropriate recovery in respect of breach of these 
conditions 

9. Third party liability. All members of the public on our premises are there at their own risk and 
must note the  lay-out  of  the  accommodation  and  security  arrangements.  Accordingly  neither 
the auctioneer nor our employees or agents shall incur liability  for  death  or  personal  injury 
(except as required by law by reason of our negligence) or similarly for  the  safety  of  the 
property of persons visiting prior to or at a sale. 

10. Commission bids. Whilst  prospective  buyers  are/\strongly  advised  to  attend  the  auction  and are 
always responsible for any decision to bid for a particular Lot and shall be assumed to have 
carefully  inspected  and  satisfied  themselves  as  to  its  condition   we   will   if   so   instructed 
clearly and in writing  execute  bids  on  their  behalf.  Neither  the  auctioneer  nor  our 
employees or agents shall be responsible for any failure to do so. 

Where  two  or  more  commission  bids  at  the  same  level  are  recorded  we  reserve  the  right  in 
our absolute discretion to prefer the final bid so made. 

11. Warranty of title and availability. The  seller  warrants  to  the  auctioneer  and  you  that  the 
seller is the true owner of  the  property  consigned  or  is  properly  authorised  by  the  true 
owner to consign for  sale  and  is  able  to  transfer  good  and  marketable  title  to  the  property 
free from any third party claims. 

12. Agency. The auctioneer normally acts as agent  only  and  disclaims  any  responsibility  for 
default by sellers or buyers. 

13. Terms of sale. The seller acknowledges that Lots are sold subject to the stipulations of these 
Conditions  in    their  entirety  and  on  the  Terms  of  Consignment  as  notified  to  the  consignor 
at the time of the entry of the Lot. 

14. Descriptions and condition 

(1) Whilst we seek to describe lots accurately, it may be impractical for us to carry out 
exhaustive  due  diligence  on  each  lot.  Prospective  buyers  are  given  ample  opportunities 
to view and inspect before any sale and they (and any independent experts on their behalf ) 
must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of any  description  applied  to  a  lot.  Prospective 
buyers  also  bid  on  the  understanding  that,  inevitably,  representations  or  statements  by  us 
as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date,  age,  provenance,  condition  or  estimated  selling 
price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion shall be honestly and 
reasonably  held  and  accept  liability  for  opinions  given  negligently  or  fraudulently.  Subject 
to the foregoing neither we the auctioneer nor our employees  or  agents  nor  the  seller accept 
liability for the correctness of such opinions and all conditions and  warranties, whether 
relating to  description,  condition  or  quality  of  lots,  express,  implied  or  statutory, are 
hereby excluded. This Condition is subject to the next following Condition concerning deliberate 
forgeries and applies save as provided for in paragraph 6“information to buyers”. 

(2) Private treaty sales made under these Conditions are deemed to be sales by auction  for purposes 
of consumer legislation. 

15. Forgeries. Notwithstanding the preceding Condition, any Lot which proves to  be  a  deliberate forgery  
(as  defi          may  be  returned  to  us  by  you  within  21  days  of  the  auction  provided  it is in 
the same condition as when bought, and is accompanied by particulars identifying it from the 
relevant catalogue description and a  written  statement  of  defects.  If  we  are  satisfied from the 
evidence presented that  the  Lot  is  a  deliberate  forgery  we  shall  refund  the  money paid by you 
for the Lot including any buyer’s premium provided that (1) if the catalogue description refl    ted 
the accepted view of scholars and experts as at the date of sale or 

(2) you personally  are  not  able  to  transfer  a  good  and  marketable  title  to  us,  you  shall  have 
no rights under this condition. 

The right of return provided by this Condition is additional to any right or remedy provided 
by law or by these Conditions of Sale. 

General 

16. We  shall  have  the  right  at  our  discretion,  to  refuse  admission  to  our  premises  or  attendance 
at our auctions by any person. 

17. (1) Any  right  to  compensation  for  losses  liabilities  and  expenses  incurred  in  respect  of  and 
as a result  of  any  breach  of  these  Conditions  and  any  exclusions  provided  by  them  shall 
be available to the seller and/or the auctioneer as appropriate. 

(2) Such rights and exclusions shall extend to and be deemed to be for the b e n e f i t  of 
employees and agents of the seller and/or the auctioneer who may themselves enforce them. 

18. Any notice to any buyer, seller, bidder or viewer may  be  given  by  first  class  mail,  email  or 
Swiftmail in which case it shall be deemed  to  have  been  received  by  the  addressee  48 
hours after posting. 

19. Special  terms  may  be  used  in  catalogue  descriptions   of   particular   classes   of   items   in 
which  case  the  descriptions  must   be   interpreted   in   accordance   with   any   glossary 
appearing at the commencement of the catalogue. 

20. Any  indulgence  extended  to  bidders,  buyers  or  sellers   by   us   notwithstanding   the   strict 
terms of these Conditions or of the Terms of Consignment shall affect  the  position  at  the 
relevant time only and in respect of  that  particular  concession  only;  in  all  other  respects 
these Conditions shall be construed as having full force and effect. 

21. English law applies to the interpretation of these Conditions. 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

UPCOMING AUCTIONS 2020 
 

  
  

 Wed 14th July  TIMED ONLINE SALE - Camera Equipment 
      and Lighting 
      Staggered Finish from 7pm 
      NO VIEWING FOR THIS SALE  
  
 
 Wed 21st July  TIMED ONLINE SALE - Technology 
      Staggered Finish from 7pm 
      NO VIEWING FOR THIS SALE  
 
 
 Wed 29th July  Day One: Designer Clothing, 
      Footwear & Handbags   10am 
 
 
 Thurs 30th July  Day Two: Hand Tools, Sport and 
      Leisure, Fragrances, Alcohol 
      and Vehicles     10am 

 
Viewing the Day Before 10.30am – 6pm 

Catalogues available online a week prior to each sale. 

 
 
 
 

      

 
Further information available online 

 
www.thebcva.com 

 
0117 953 3676   info@thebcva.co.uk 
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